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ABSTRACT

Prerequisite Relations (PRs) are dependency relations established between two distinct
concepts expressing which piece(s) of information a student has to learn first in order to
understand a certain target concept. Such relations are one of the most fundamental in

Education, playing a crucial role not only for what concerns new knowledge acquisition, but also
in the novel applications of Artificial Intelligence to distant and e-learning. Indeed, resources
annotated with such information could be used to develop automatic systems able to acquire
and organise the knowledge embodied in educational resources, possibly fostering educational
applications personalized, e.g., on students’ needs and prior knowledge.
The present thesis discusses the issues and challenges of identifying PRs in educational textual
materials with the purpose of building a shared understanding of the relation among the research
community. To this aim, we present a methodology for dealing with prerequisite relations as
established in educational textual resources which aims at providing a systematic approach
for uncovering PRs in textual materials, both when manually annotating and automatically
extracting the PRs. The fundamental principles of our methodology guided the development of a
novel framework for PR identification which comprises three components, each tackling a different
task: (i) an annotation protocol (PREAP), reporting the set of guidelines and recommendations
for building PR-annotated resources; (ii) an annotation tool (PRET), supporting the creation of
manually annotated datasets reflecting the principles of PREAP; (iii) an automatic PR learning
method based on machine learning (PREL). The main novelty of our methodology and framework
lies in the fact that we propose to uncover PRs from textual resources relying solely on the content
of the instructional material: differently from other works, rather than creating de-contextualised
PRs, we acknowledge the presence of a PR between two concepts only if emerging from the way
they are presented in the text. By doing so, we anchor relations to the text while modelling the
knowledge structure entailed in the resource.
As an original contribution of this work, we explore whether linguistic complexity of the text
influences the task of manual identification of PRs. To this aim, we investigate the interplay
between text and content in educational texts through a crowd-sourcing experiment on concept
sequencing. Our methodology values the content of educational materials as it incorporates the
evidence acquired from such investigation which suggests that PR recognition is highly influenced
by the way in which concepts are introduced in the resource and by the complexity of the texts.
The thesis reports a case study dealing with every component of the PR framework which
produced a novel manually-labelled PR-annotated dataset.
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PREAMBLE

The content of this dissertation, the challenges addressed and findings of the research,

are the result of a collaborative effort of the Technology-Enhanced Learning & Digi-

tal Humanities (TelDH) Research Programme1 (Department of Computer Science and

Technology, Bioengineering, Robotics and Systems Engineering, University of Genoa) and other

research teams, namely researchers from the ItaliaNLP Lab2 at the Institute for Computational

Linguistics “A. Zampolli” (National Research Council, Italy), and from P. Brusilovsky PAWS

Lab (School of Computing and Information, Pittsburgh University)3. The collaboration between

multiple groups resulted in a multidisciplinary teamwork where the perspectives of Computa-

tional Linguistics, Education and Computer Engineering all contributed to provide insights and

expertise that greatly assisted the research here presented.

Our interest toward the topics of this research, namely propaedeutic relations and instruc-

tional content modelling, has a long history. It emerges from an ongoing research on the wide

area of Information and Communication Technologies integration with formal and informal

learning carried on by the TelDH Research Programme. The ultimate goal of the research is to aid

and innovate the management and access to cultural content by exploiting new technologies as

essential components and enablers of the learning processes. The first outcome of such research

line was “ENCODE - ENvironment for COntent Design and Editing”4, a tool to assists teachers

in the design of lessons and/or learning paths. One of the limits of ENCODE consisted in its use

of Educational Concept Maps (ECMs) as a way to formalise the knowledge structure of a subject

matter by means of graphs representing key concepts and relations between them. Despite being

a quite intuitive way of representing knowledge (as a graph of concepts and relations), manually

building ECMs is time consuming and requires expert’s knowledge. To overcome this limit, we

directed our efforts towards the identification of propaedeutic relations between concepts. Broadly

speaking, as ECMs should reflect the most effective organisation of concepts, we need to find a

way to uncover domain concepts and their learning order from instructional materials. Started

from a practical need (i.e., integrate in ENCODE a module for automatic ECM creation), our

research on propaedeutic relations has took over our interests. Indeed, uncovering propaedeutic

1http://teldh.dibris.unige.it/
2http://www.italianlp.it/
3http://www.pitt.edu/~paws/
4See [3] and http://teldh.dibris.unige.it/encode/
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relations from learning materials is still an open research problem, and it is exactly the issue
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INTRODUCTION

Textual educational materials such as textbooks are traditionally meant to provide stu-

dents with knowledge about a certain topic or subject matter. Currently, they are so

largely available online that navigating them without the guidance of a domain expert

might be overwhelming for a learner. A line of research at the crossroads between Education,

Information Extraction and, more in general, Artificial Intelligence applied to Education deals

with the development of automatic strategies to support students in their process of autonomously

acquiring knowledge, possibly to be integrated into educational technologies. Such systems should

be able to recover not only the most appropriate content based on students’ requests, but also

present it a way that prevents student misunderstandings and confusion. To this aim, being able

to model the content of instructional materials is a fundamental task in order to acquire the

knowledge structure underlying the resource. The aim of this work is to advance the research in

educational content modelling by adopting an interdisciplinary perspective. More specifically, we

draw on knowledge from the fields of Education, Information Extraction and Natural Language

Processing to address the problem of uncovering the knowledge structure of educational texts

with the goal of identifying the propaedeutic relationships between concepts in educational

materials.

This introductory Chapter is meant to delineate the context of the research, the goals and re-

search questions of our research, highlight its main contributions, and provide an overview of the

thesis structure.

1.1 Overview of the Research Context

It is now a common practice to use technologies to support learning activities. Early examples of

the collaboration between Education and new technologies appeared in the past century, but it’s
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

only from the beginning of the current millennium that computers really began to infiltrate the

education process at a wider scale, and it’s clear that the process is still ongoing. Indeed, as the

Web started housing massive quantities of educational materials and user-generated content,

educational technologies became, on the one hand, more advanced in order to keep up with novel

needs and, on the other hand, vital for organising and delivering such contents to the growing

audience of learners. Indeed, while in the past learners were only (or, at least, mostly) young

students in school classrooms, guided in their learning process by a certified teacher, nowadays a

learner might be anyone who wants to acquire new knowledge, either in a traditional classroom

environment or from home using the novel opportunities of autonomous learning. It goes without

saying that different populations of learners might have different needs, that should be addressed

in order to achieve the final goal of knowledge acquisition.

Recently there is a large discussion among the research community on the role of Artificial

Intelligence (AI) in the process of learning and how AI can support educators in delivering

individual and differentiated content to students. A recent survey about AI in Education reported

that more than 60% of the published papers on AI applied to Education address academic and

learning support at some level [293]. The ideal goal of such facilities would be not only to support

knowledge acquisition, but also to enable learners to build better communication and problem

solving abilities. Indeed, on the heels of the industrial revolution, many hope for the era of

Education 4.0, where education is expected to prepare student for the novel world characterised

by smart technology, artificial intelligence, and robotics, all of which already impact our everyday

lives. In order to achieve this goal, it is not sufficient to simply present new trends to students in

a traditional manner: Education itself must evolve in order to incorporate the novel tools and

approaches [228]. Unfortunately, traditional learning at school seemed reluctant to go along with

this change, remaining anchored to the classical lecture model of teaching. Such model mainly

focuses on cognitive objectives and the main emphasis of this strategy is the presentation of

content through lectures. However, for decades, there has been evidence that actively engaging

students in the learning process produces better educational outcomes at all levels [227]. In

the past decade, such idea was incorporated, at least in principle, into other forms of learning

experiences, possibly alternative to in-class education, mostly located on the web. We refer to

them as life-long and distant learning. Both address a different audience than traditional in-class

education as they generally target adults which need to update their knowledge incorporating

specific unknown competences and skills in a fast and effective way. In order to target such

population of learners, Learning Management System (LMS) and Massive Open Online Courses

(MOOCs) started spreading [217].

MOOCs really took off around 2010, when university courses started to move online to reach

the general public. Andrew Ng, teaching machine learning at Stanford University, reports that

the number of students enrolled in his class boosted from 400 to 100,000 when he moved the

course online. Around the same time, also professors Sebastian Thrun and Peter Norvig offered
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online the course of “Introduction to Artificial Intelligence” which saw approximately 1,600,000

students participating from 190 countries. Thanks to these events, models for online knowledge

sharing started spreading: among them we could mention Udacity, edX and Cursera, just to

name a few, still available today. Their underlying philosophy consists of providing learning

content accessible from home, thus targeting a population of adults. Usually, LMS and MOOC

platforms are employed for boosting knowledge about specific topics rather than attending

complete university programs: although some universities provide a certificate once you complete

a MOOC, this is frequently not an option, so these platforms just serve to expand the knowledge

rather than providing a formal qualification. However, they were applauded as inclusive systems

to provide free access to high quality learning materials for students coming from different

parts of the world, with limited time or possibilities, eventually supporting the establishment of

education as a fundamental human right accessible for all [217]. The increasing use of mobile

devices and web applications observed during the course of the last decade made learning even

more ubiquitous, allowing LMS and MOOC users to access educational content anytime and

everywhere.

The great excitement around e-learning and distant learning was followed by a certain degree

of disappointment over the years, at least to some extent. The potentiality of MOOC platforms

were not always exploited at their best: deep interactions was only rarely deployed as most

teachers simply uploaded lecture videos online where they talked to a camera delivering content.

Instead of exploiting the new learning environment to design a novel way of teaching, most

teachers simply used MOOCs as a container where storing digitised versions of their lectures. As

a consequence, the teaching experience were deemed as cold and impersonal, resulting in low

engagement and completion rates [235].

Eventually, although the research on the integration of novel technologies in education still

continued [293], in the reality we kept observing an opposition between traditional in-class

learning happening in educational institutions and informal learning, characterized by a low

degree of planning. Informal learning refers to the process of acquiring knowledge from activities

which are not undertaken with a learning purpose in mind and that take place outside of any

organisational framework. An example of such king of learning might be what we acquire as

new information by making a Web search. Clearly, such learning process saw a boost in recent

years, fostered by the growing amount of online materials. However, the latter are frequently

unorganised, accessed by individual learners as needed, with no actual supervision by an expert

educator which could, on the other hand, guide the access to learning content in a way that

maximises the learning experience. As a consequence, until recently, informal and distant

learning were almost exclusively an activity for adults that wanted to update their knowledge

about a certain already-known topic, while young learners remained anchored to more traditional

practices of formal learning.

Such scenario drastically changed last year, when education at all levels was impacted by
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the COVID-19 pandemic. The effect of the pandemic were so widespread over the globe and they

changed our everyday lives so deeply that we can’t ignore them when talking about education

today. Since social distancing was adopted worldwide as first reaction to the spread of the virus,

schools and universities were closed1. As a consequence, Education, together with the whole

society, experienced a leap towards virtualization. Remote learning thus became a common

practice and experience for millions of students regardless of their age, and we can expect that

this will impact on future education and learning models. At this point in history, online learning

is not an option any more, but it is something we have to do in order to keep acquiring knowledge

in face of the new situation. Many wonder about the social and economical impact of school

closures and, one year apart from the outbreak of COVID, the discussion in each country, as well

as globally, led by organisations such as UNESCO2, is very vivid.

However, the flip-side of such situation is the great excitement observed among the researchers

and professionals working in the field of educational technologies and distant learning. What is

most interesting from their point of view is investigating the opportunities and challenges opened

by such new scenario. This is the context where the present thesis aims to offer its contribution.

Challenges and Opportunities in the Novel Educational Setting The crisis prompted by

the pandemic has stimulated innovation within the education sector. Distance learning solutions

were adopted to support education continuity and what first were only challenges associated

only with MOOCs environments have become common to all teachers all over the globe. As we

mentioned, the greatest challenge faced by distant learning through MOOCs was possibly the lack

of engagement with students. Building a sense of belonging and community is what was mostly

missed in e-learning with respect to in-class education, and this is possibly even more important

when students can’t meet in person. The sense of abandonment and loneliness experienced due

to the social distancing deeply impacted mental health, also in young learners, as never before

[74]. As a consequence, those who develop solutions to support learning activities must account

for such issues and find solutions to overcome them. Demanding this job to teachers is impossible

as it requires a one-to-one tutoring experience which is unfeasible, especially in online courses

where the number of students is usually high. Technology might come to rescue and help teachers

and professional instructors provide customised learning experiences by automatically selecting

the most appropriate content for each student and adapt it to their needs. This might be helpful

for all educational experiences. In school and university education, it might help students fill

their knowledge gaps more effectively as a computer doesn’t get tired in presenting the same

content over and over until the student demonstrate to have acquired it.

In life-long and distant learning, a learner might want to tailor the learning process on its

own needs, focusing on specific topics rather than on long learning sessions. Indeed, a MOOC

1UNESCO provides some very insightful interactive maps to monitor the global situation about school closures
from the beginning of the pandemic at https://en.unesco.org/covid19/educationresponse.

2See the UNESCO Report ‘Education during COVID-19 and beyond’, August 2020
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course generally tackles many concepts, trying to offer a view that is complete as much as possible

on a subject. Sometimes it may happen that the user is not interested in the entire course but

only on sections addressing a specific issue, so viewing all the contents of the course is not an

efficient way to obtain her/his goal. Personalising the learning process is indeed one of the most

exciting challenges of Education 4.0: it implies to face many novel issues pertaining to the role of

teachers, the creation of instructional resources and the adaptation to students profile. Most of

these issues are still open, although we see a great interest towards addressing them using new

technologies.

It should be noted that due to the pandemic, next to challenges, we were also given opportuni-

ties. First of all, new learning approaches, such as blended learning, which were first applied

in small and controlled environment mainly for research purposes, are now actually tried and

tested by large groups of students. This might foster a deep renovation in the educational setting

that might last beyond COVID [133]. Furthermore, and most importantly from our point of view,

switching to online education has fostered the creation of a large amount of educational materials,

in many different forms, freely available on the web [74]. Research in all fields, but especially

in the wide area of AI, is eager of large amounts of resources: they provide evidence about the

phenomena in the world and can be leveraged to develop theoretical models as well as educational

applications to support learning. Since online resources are going to become a primary source

of education, it becomes, accordingly, of paramount importance to take full advantage of them,

so to enhance the learning experience and its effectiveness. However, since they were created

in response of an emergency situation, these educational resources are frequently released on

the web not as part of structured and well-designed learning plans but rather as unorganised,

publicly available materials. As a consequence, the Web started turning into a rich but also

chaotic educational environment in need of adaptive systems to support meaningful and effective

navigation of its content [149]. Providing new services that allow to exploit this extraordinary

asset by guiding students through their navigation would be a great opportunity to get the most

out of a difficult situation.

Approaches based on Information Extraction and Natural Language Processing (NLP) could

be fruitfully exploited in such scenarios in order to acquire the content of such large amounts

of unstructured materials. Indeed, the opportunities of Language Technologies in the context

of distance and e-learning, in particular for what concerns the development of educational

applications and content acquisition from textual materials, have been acknowledged for many

years [50]. As proof of such interest, it is worth mentioning the well-established ACL workshop

on Innovative Use of NLP for Building Educational Applications (BEA)3 or, among European

projects, the Language Technologies for LifeLong Learning (LTfLL) [196], carried on between

2008 and 2011. Since 2003, BEA workshop represents an occasion for the NLP community to

gather and discuss novel opportunities and challenges of NLP in educational applications. The

3https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/venues/bea/
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LTfLL project, fostered by the large amounts of educational materials available online, specifically

promoted the integration between Language Technology and Semantic Web to enhance e-learning

with applications for education and training [197].

Language technologies indeed can be exploited to explore the content of textual materials,

and this is extremely important from the perspective of educational technologies, as the content of

educational materials should be organised in a way that allows learners to understand them [102].

For example, fundamental notions that are needed in order to understand the topic of the resource

are generally mentioned at the beginning. This is usually done to introduce the reader into the

subject matter by mentioning already-known familiar concepts, but the resource author might

chose to not discuss them altogether and propose them as prerequisite of the remaining content.

Being able to automatically retrieve such knowledge structure from educational materials could

allow to evaluate the quality of an instructional resource, or connect them and integrate the

content of multiple resources in order to dynamically build learning plans based on the learner

needs. Next to this type of resources, on the web we also see an increasing amount of more

traditional learning materials, such as textbooks, in their digitised versions.

Textbooks and learning materials designed by domain experts and experienced teachers still

remain, also in the digital era, one of the most reliable and effective resources for acquiring new

knowledge [54]. One of the main reasons for that is that the content of such materials is usually

organised to represent a knowledge structure that guides readers-learners to the acquisition

of the knowledge contained in the resource. Think, for example, of any high school textbook on

Algebra. Ideally, the book will be organised in chapters and sections; the first chapters will deal

with the most fundamental concepts, such as numbers and operations with numbers, whereas

the last chapters will be dedicated to more advanced notions, such as functions and equations.

Additionally, textbooks are generally of extremely high quality and explicitly target a specific

population of learners with a certain level of expertise in the domain. However, the wide domain

coverage of textbooks, if on the one hand provides highly valuable and complete information about

the subject matter, on the other hand it could discourage a learner interested in a specific topic:

revising the whole content of the resource might not be an efficient choice if the student only

needs information pertaining to specific concept. If we were able to uncover knowledge structure

of a textbook, we might provide the reader with the specific portion of textbook the student needs,

while simultaneously also identifying gaps in the explanation that could be filled with extra

materials in order to provide a richer discussion or learning aids to augment students’ reading

experience through automatically generated insights [39]. However, automatically capturing the

knowledge structure from textual materials, either small knowledge pills or textbooks, is not a

straightforward task which requires to deal with the identification of the concepts mentioned

within the resource and also identifying the relations passing between them.

With such scenario on the background, the work presented in this dissertation aims to

contribute to the faceted and wide area of educational technology by addressing, in particular,
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the issues related to modelling the content of textual educational resources in order to obtain a

text-bound representation of the instructional content. As it will further detailed along the thesis,

our goal is to define a general methodology for uncovering the propaedeutic relationships between

the concepts mentioned in textual educational materials. Such task is highly relevant to the

scenario depicted above: it lays the foundations to assist the research on personalisation of the

learning experience by offering necessary resources to surpass the “one size fits all” philosophy.

1.2 Knowledge Structures and Prerequisite Relations

Acquiring the knowledge structure of textual educational materials is a challenging, although

extremely powerful, task. The goal of this task is formally representing the relationships between

concepts by modelling the content of the resource under investigation. We can informally define

concepts as small pieces of knowledge that we might represent by means of, e.g., keywords.

In order to deliver knowledge to a student, a resource must present concepts in such a way

that supports learners’ understanding of the subject domain, and meanwhile avoids student’s

frustration, misunderstanding and disorientation [101], as we discussed above with reference to

the Algebra textbook. Such basic principle must be preserved in every learning situation as it is

fundamental to deliver knowledge to a student, and learning can’t happen otherwise.

To better understand this idea, we might recall an experience which might be familiar to

most of us: schematising the content of a textbook or lecture while studying in order to obtain a

diagrammatic representation of the resource content. Those diagrams usually included domain

concepts, i.e. the most fundamental ideas presented by the teacher or textbook author, and rela-

tionships between concepts. Exploiting again the example on Algebra depicted above, a diagram

structuring the knowledge related to operations with numbers might include, for example, the

concepts ‘multiplication’ and ‘exponentiation’, related to each other since ‘exponentiation is a

repeated multiplication’. Knowledge structures very much resemble our diagrams as they too

represent resource content by means of concepts and relations. But what do these relations repre-

sent? Do they have a specific meaning or do they refer to a generic relatedness? In truth, they

can assume different meaning depending on the information we want to represent. For example,

they might refer to taxonomic relations as well as semantic relations. With respect to taxonomic

relations, we might want to express the fact that “Algebra is a broad area of Mathematics” or

that ”Renaissance was a period of European history”. In these cases, we might want to mark a

relationship between the concepts “Algebra–Mathematics” and “Renaissance–European history”,

where the first mentioned concept is part of the area referred to by the other concept. Semantic

relations, on the other hand, embrace a wide range of possibilities. Some example can be, just to

name a few, “is caused by, “is based on”, “is a property of”, “is an instrument for”, “is a material

for”. As we can imagine, many of these relations can only exist between certain concepts, thus

they are often subject to restrictions depending on the domain. Among dependency relations in
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the educational setting, however, the most relevant, possibly also overlapping with some of those

mentioned above, are prerequisite relations.

Figure 1.1: Sketch of a simple knowledge structure representing concepts as nodes and their
prerequisite relations as edges.

A prerequisite relation (PR) is generally defined as a binary dependency relation connecting

a prerequisite and a target concept where the first has to be known in order to understand the

second [167]. In other words, PRs convey meaning about which knowledge is needed to understand

and learn new knowledge. As a whole, PRs enable to identify which learning paths are most

effective in order to obtain a full understanding of concepts. They are so relevant for knowledge

structures that sometimes PRs are the only represented relation [46]. In order to understand

how prerequisite relations can be represented through knowledge structures, consider Figure

1.1. The image depicts an example of a simple concept map [210] which formally represents

a domain’s knowledge. The graph makes explicit the prerequisite structure of the domain be

means of prerequisite relations (represented as edges) between concepts (represented as nodes

labelled with capital letters). The edges in the graph, e.g., between concept A and B, shall be

read as A is prerequisite to B (A ≺ B). In order to make the example more concrete, we might

recall the previous example on ‘multiplication’ and ‘exponentiation’. The relationship between

the two concepts can be easily represented in the graph: ‘multiplication’ and ‘exponentiation’

could be represented by nodes ‘E’ and ‘C’ respectively. We could go further and add another

concept, ‘addition’, which we could associate to node ‘B’. As we all know, multiplication is nothing

more than a repeated addition, which is in fact represented by the edge connecting ‘B’ and ‘E’.

Interestingly, the map also depicts a dashed edge between ‘B’ (addition) and ‘E’ (exponentiation).

This is an interesting property peculiar to prerequisite relation and learning paths, which we refer

to as transitivity: the knowledge structure in the figure says that, if a student masters the concept

of ‘addition’, (s)he already has most of the knowledge required to understand ‘exponentiation’. The

PR property of transitivity, given its relevance to PRs, will be further discussed in the remainder

of the thesis
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1.3 Motivations

The relevance of knowledge structures representing PRs has been shown in multiple educational

scenarios to the point that automatic identification of prerequisite relationships between concepts

has been identified as one of the key requirements for modern, large-scale online education [103,

181, 264]. Technology-enhanced learning systems make use of such representations to incorporate

knowledge about domains and enhance systems functionalities, such as automatic synthesis of

study plans [4, 104, 299], reading list generation [108, 145], and automatic educational content

creation [175]. Conversely, knowing the knowledge structure of a domain could allow to locate

students’ competence level (i.e., what they already know about the subject matter) with respect

to the knowledge structure [212] and support them with personalised recommendations. The

evidence acquired so far by existing research seems to confirm that prerequisite relations can

support several adaptation and user modeling techniques [46]. Given their importance, we observe

the interest of the NLP and AI communities towards automatically acquiring the knowledge

structure from textual resources. Broadly speaking, such task can be broken down into two main

sub-problems: (1) identifying the knowledge component discussed within the resource and (2)

uncovering the possible relations passing between them. Manually enriching every educational

resource uploaded on the web with PR would be extremely valuable, although also unfeasible

since the manual annotation of PR in texts is a long and time-consuming process that can be

done only by domain experts. As a response to such issue, the research has started dealing with

the definition of method for automatically acquiring PRs.

The task of relationship extraction is a well-known task of Natural Language Processing and

Information Extraction. Its main goal is to identify relations between entities in a document [27]

in order to give a structured representation of the information conveyed by the text. However,

uncovering educational relations from instructional materials requires to address specific issues

due, e.g., to the peculiarities of the domain tackled by the resource of the final use of the acquired

knowledge structure. Although few approaches for automatically acquiring prerequisite relations

from educational materials without resorting to labelled datasets exist [281], most strategies rely

on machine learning (ML) approaches exploiting annotated data for training the PR classification

model [168, 264]. We argue that this might involve some problems and limits. First of all, these

methods usually rely on external resources of structured domain knowledge, such as ontologies

or Wikipedia. Relying on similar external graph resources is generally chosen because of their

comprehensive set of knowledge items and their extensive relationships. However, they might

suffer a limitation when applied to domains not well (or at all) covered by the external knowledge.

Furthermore, as multiple strategies might be proposed for presenting the same topic (as testified

by the existence of multiple textbooks for the same domain), relying on an external knowledge

might not match with relations reported in a specific resource. If our goal is acquiring the

prerequisite structure of an instructional resource we must rely on the textual content of

the resource itself as the only available source of information. Acquiring prerequisite relations
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from textual materials without exploiting any external source of information corresponds to our

perspective on the task of PR identification. The need to adopt a similar approach arises from

the observation that this would be: a) suitable for prerequisite learning also when external

sources of structured information are not available; b) capable of inferring prerequisite relations

directly from the educational material where concepts are described. Motivation b) represents

a particularly desirable scenario, especially if we consider that a PR relation strictly depends

on the writer’s communicative intent and expository style. As an example, consider when an

author decides to explain a topic starting from broad concepts and definitions as opposite to cases

when (s)he starts from specific cases or examples: top-down and bottom-up approaches have

a significant impact on the representation of prerequisites between concepts since they imply

opposite relations (i.e. from general to specific or from specific to general).

However, regardless of the adopted perspective, datasets annotated with labels indicating PR

relations are essential resources for training and testing systems for automating the extraction

of such relations. Manual annotation is still a preferred practice over automatic annotation for

obtaining reliable datasets reflecting humans’ intuition about the annotated resource content.

Unfortunately, we observe a scarcity of such resources, which instead are crucial for advancing

the research in the field. The controversial nature of PRs and the difficulty of their identification

play a role on that [91, 109, 283].Taking a deeper look at the few available datasets, we notice

that, in most cases, annotation instructions tend to be absent or fairly basic, often relying on a

naive definition of prerequisite relation. However, it is widely acknowledged by the community

working on resource creation and corpora annotation that properly defining problems is vital

when designing an annotation task: the clearer the definition of the problem, the better the data

that will be collected, allowing for annotations less influenced by the subjectivity of the single

annotator or by her/his interpretation of ambiguous instructions [127]. The consequences that

arise from rough definition of the PR annotation task are low annotation agreement [56, 91, 109],

difficulty to compare datasets annotated in different projects and performance variability of

systems trained on such data. The presence of different PR identification approaches and the lack

of guidelines defining good practices to encode prerequisites brought to the creation of datasets

that are not easily comparable and that capture different aspects of the relation. Hence, defining

annotation standard practices is essential at this stage. We try to fill this gap by proposing our

approach for PR identification in educational texts.

1.4 Approach

The work proposed in this thesis aims to advance the research on prerequisite relation identifica-

tion by proposing a methodology for dealing with PR between concepts in educational materials,

both from the perspective of their manual and automatic identification in textual instructional

materials.
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The novel methodology incorporates the lesson learned from our experience and the ob-

servations emerging from the comparison with past works within the same line of research.

In particular, we developed a multidisciplinary approach which combines the perspectives of

Computational Linguistics, Computer Science, Engineering and Education to deal with prerequi-

site relations, from their definition and human identification in textual resources to automatic

acquisition. Works expressing the point of view of Educational research provided the theoretical

background for defining prerequisite relations, while Computational Linguistics and Computer

Engineering gave us the tools for defining the principles of manual and automatic identification

of such relations in texts.

The most fundamental – and also novel, with respect to other works – principle of our

methodology is the following: PRs should be uncovered from textual instructional resources

on the basis of the resource content. Although ideally simple, and possibly close to the way

in which students acquire knowledge from learning materials, formally incorporating such

principle into PR identification allows to integrate the multiple perspectives sketched above.

More in detail, Education helped us understanding the characteristics of the relation passing

between concepts showing a propaedeutic relationship; Computational Linguistics provided us

with many approaches and solutions for identifying information contained in textual resources,

both when manually annotating and automatically extracting them; Computer Science and

Computer Engineering contributed by providing models for defining knowledge representations

and when defining the strategy for automatically extracting PRs. By adopting a multidisciplinary

perspective, we incorporated solutions borrowed from different research fields that, for the time

being, mostly tackled prerequisite relations from different points of view and addressing different

challenges. Our approach aims to combine them in order to build a shared vision around the task

and a common ground of discussion for advancing the research.

On a more practical note, our methodology offers solutions for tackling manual annotation

and automatic identification of PRs within educational texts. Each task is addressed separately

by our methodology, but both are closely related by a shared common principle, i.e. considering the

text of instructional materials as the main source of information for acquiring the PR structure

of the resource. For what concerns manual annotation, the methodology provides instructions for

building resources manually annotated with prerequisite relations. To this aim, we designed an

annotation protocol, PRErequisite Annotation Protocol (PREAP), to support manual identification

of PR relations while reading educational materials. The ultimate goal of this process is the

creation of Gold-PR datasets, i.e., a manually labelled sets of items resulting from the annotation

of a single expert or from the combination of all annotators’ judgements.

The protocol is the result of our effort towards formalising the PR annotation process, which

involved, for instance, providing a definition of educational concepts and indicating how to

recognise a prerequisite relation along the text flow, and defining a strategy to evaluate the

resulting datasets. The annotation of educational materials while following the principles of
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PREAP annotation protocol is supported by PRET (PRerequisite Enriched Terminology) interface.

Indeed, whereas PREAP defines the basic principles of the annotation, with PRET tool we provide

all the functionalities that are needed to perform PR annotation on educational texts following

those principles.

While the two above support manual annotation, PREL (Prerequisite RElation Learning) deals

with PR automatic identification. PREL is an approach for automatically acquiring prerequisite

relations between educational concepts. Also in this case, PREL is designed to be exploited in

automatic PR learning scenarios where the text of the resource is the only source of information.

The set of instructions for annotation, the interface for text annotation and the model for PR

automatic learning build up what we refer to as ‘PR Framework’. The framework systematically

presents our methodology, as embodied by the three elements of the framework, namely the

annotation protocol, the interface and the automatic PR learning system. All are meant to

guide and support researchers along the different phases of their work, from dataset building to

automatic extraction. On the one hand, by providing solutions specifically targeting each task, the

PR Framework answers to a need of practical nature: each task, although dealing with a common

problem, is affected by specific issues that must be dealt with individually. On the other hand, the

framework also offers an advantage: one might not be interested with the whole process of going

from the raw text to the prerequisite structure of a resource but only in, e.g., creating a manually

annotated resource or applying the automatic extraction on its own annotated resources. Thanks

to the framework modularity, researchers can rely on whatever element targets their needs

without missing out information and, meanwhile, preserving the fundamental principles of the

methodology.

1.5 Goals and Research Questions

The work presented in this thesis tackled multiple tasks associated to prerequisite relations.

While defining the strategies for addressing them, we preserved the same perspective: using

textual instructional materials as sole source of information. As a consequence, our wide goal

consisted in defining a methodology for uncovering the knowledge structure of an instructional

material exploiting only the content of educational texts. In practice, and recalling the title of

this thesis, our aim can be framed as defining a method for obtaining a formal representation

of the prerequisite structure underlying the content of an instructional material relying on its

raw text. Although it might seem trivial at a first glance, this issue was actually neglected,

or only marginally addressed, by most existing literature. Finding a solution to such problem

represented the ultimate goal of our study. In order to pursue this goal we had to address many

open challenges and issues that we investigated throughout our research.

We summarise our main research goals (G) and related research questions (RQ) as below.

(G1) Defining a methodology for uncovering the prerequisite structure of educational textual
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materials in order to obtain a representation of the resource content without relying on any

external structured knowledge base.

RQ1) How should we define concepts and prerequisite relations if our goal is searching for

them within the content of instructional materials?

RQ2) What is the level of granularity of concepts and how can we uncover the relations

between them?

RQ3) Which are the advantages of employing our approach as opposed to currently fre-

quently adopted ones?

RQ4) Does the linguistic complexity of the instructional material play a role in the identifi-

cation of prerequisite relations?

(G2) Defining annotation guidelines that could set a standard practice for manually annotating

prerequisite relations.

RQ1) Which are the most suitable resources for identifying the PR structure of a subject

matter?

RQ2) How should we compute the agreement between text-bound PR annotations?

RQ3) Which is the most suitable approach for combining different annotations in order to

obtain a gold standard PR-dataset?

RQ4) Which annotation interface can we use to achieve the goal of obtaining the annotated

resource? Should we use the same interface also when the annotators is not familiar

with textual annotation practices?

RQ5) Can we use the PR-annotated resource, which models the content of instructional

materials, to allow both linguistic and educational oriented analyses, aimed at ex-

ploring how prerequisite relations are instantiated within texts, as well as to train

and validate automatic PR learning approaches?

(G3) Developing a model for automatic extraction of prerequisite relations which doesn’t need

information acquired from structured knowledge representations to be used as proxy for

prerequisite relation identification.

RQ1) Which textual features can we rely upon in order to train a machine learning model

able to identify prerequisite relations between concepts based on the content of an

individual instructional material?

RQ2) How can we acquire the knowledge related to a specific concept from the whole

textual resource content, which traditionally deals with concepts in a fluid manner

presenting them in continuous explanatory presentations?
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The first set of research questions, related to the research goal (G1), addresses issues related

to the general approach and methodology for uncovering PRs from texts. These questions will be

dealt with by Chapters 2 and 4, where we outline our perspective on concepts and prerequisite

relations and discuss the methodological issues of our approach. Research goal (G2) and related

questions deal with the practical implications of implementing an annotation methodology for PRs

based on the identification of relations on the basis of the content of instructional materials. They

will be discussed in Chapters 5, 6 and 7. In those chapters we will present the basic principles

of our annotation methodology, how we implemented them in an annotation tool and report an

annotation project aimed at building and exploring a PR-annotated dataset. Research goal (G3)

addresses the issue of automatically identifying PRs from texts without resort to structured

domain knowledge, which is actually a novel approach with respect to existing ones. Our answers

to the research questions associated to (G3) will be provided in Chapter 8.

1.6 Contributions and Research Challenges

The main contribution of the work of this thesis is represented by a novel methodology for
dealing with prerequisite relations in instructional textual materials. We systematised

the methodology within the PR Framework, which is aimed at supporting researcher when dealing

with prerequisite relations in educational materials. Defining a methodology for addressing the

tasks of PR identification in texts brought us to tackle many challenges connected to the research

fields dealing with PR manual annotation and automatic extraction. Here below we outline our

main contributions and the related research challenges we had to face.

1. Definition of a Research Problem: as we will discuss in chapter 2, we observed a

varied and, to a certain extent, conflicting definitions of prerequisite relation and between

which items it can occur. Our first challenge was defining our perspective and setting the

boundaries of our study. This task opened the way to other related issues:

a) Formalising our definition of concept and prerequisite relation, backed up by theory

from Linguistics, Knowledge Representation and Pedagogy. Defining a problem is a

crucial issue of the research as it will guide all further investigations. Eventually, we

delivered our own definition of concepts and PRs as educational items that naturally

occur in educational textual materials and must be searched for within the content of

the instructional resource. Our effort towards providing a problem formulation of the

task we tackled represents one of our main contributions as it provides the grounding

for formally addressing the task also in future researches.

b) Evaluating the effects of text variety and linguistic complexity on the identifica-

tion of PRs based on the content of textual instructional materials. This investigation is

actually novel in the line of works dealing with prerequisites as so far none explored the
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relationship between the complexity of texts and the identification of PRs, at least to

the best of our knowledge.

2. Annotation in Context: the main novelty of our methodology is that we propose to un-

cover PRs directly from textual instructional materials without resorting to knowledge

bases or structured knowledge representations (from text to prerequisites, with no in-

termediate steps). Such approach allows to produce a text-driven and context-anchored

annotation, i.e. experts annotate relations actually conveyed by the text itself and not

by other sources, including their background knowledge. The inserted relations are thus

anchored to the linguistic context where they take place, at least according to the opinion of

the expert who annotated them. Such representation of the annotated information fosters

analyses and researches not otherwise possible. For example, it allows to investigate the

contexts where PRs take place at different levels of linguistic analysis, possibly gaining a

deeper understanding about how the phenomenon is instantiated in texts and eventually

confirming or discovering insights regarding the linguistic features we should take into

account for the automatic identification of PRs.

3. Annotation Protocol: the main challenge we addressed when first tackling prerequisite

relations was defining a systematic strategy to uncover PRs from the content of educational

materials without suffering the influence of annotators’ background knowledge. We even-

tually came to define an annotation protocol which provides a documentation containing

example and clear guidelines to carry out the annotation according to the defined principles.

The protocol also incorporates and it is grounded on the findings of the investigations on

the role of complexity in the identification of PRs. In order to define the principles of our

protocol, we addressed the following challenges:

a) Annotation Task and Manual: we put our efforts towards defining a novel annotation

task which is based on a shared definition of what a concept and prerequisite relation are.

One of the protocol goals is to limit the disagreement between annotators which might

easily occur due to the subjective nature of the PR relation. Such goal is particularly

challenging: as mentioned, PRs cover a fuzzy area of semantic relations thus can easily

undergo multiple interpretations depending on the reader interpretation of the text. We

developed an annotation manual which specifically addresses this issue.

b) Annotation Recommendations: while testing our annotation protocol, we realised

that some choices might be project- dependent. They concern, e.g., the approach for

annotation consolidation to create the ultimate gold standard, or the use of certain

non-compulsory steps, such as annotation revision. Considering our goal of providing the

community with a set of recommendations for creating their own PR annotated datasets

that could be widely adopted and applied to different projects and texts, we accompanied

the annotation manual with a set of recommendations and good practices for carrying
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out the annotations following the protocol principles and for adapting the methodology

to different scenarios and goals. Rather than developing a strict annotation protocol

which provides a fixed solution for any possible situation, we preferred to offer multiple

options for certain tasks involved in the annotation process in order to make the protocol

adjustable to different needs. In our view, the only aspect the must be preserved at all

costs and in all situation is the text-bound annotation approach.

4. Annotation Evaluation: the deep analysis of the PR phenomenon in instructional texts

brought out the limits of the current approaches when evaluating the output of manually

produced PR annotations. In order to overcome this limits, we propose a novel methodology

for evaluating the annotations. Our evaluation approach accounts for the distinguish-

ing properties of the prerequisite relation formalised within the problem definition and

integrates them into existing approaches in order to adapt them to the PR scenario.

5. Annotation Interface: another contribution of this research concerns the development of

a novel annotation interface which implements the principles of the annotation protocol.

The interface allows to create manually annotated PR datasets and also to analyse them

relying on build-in analysis functionalities specifically designed to support the exploration

of PR realisations in textbooks or other textual instructional resources. Developing the

interface brought us to tackle the following challenges:

a) Fostering the annotation of prerequisite relations for a wide audience, involving both

experts in the process of textual annotation and researchers in the field of Education,

which are usually not familiar with text annotation tasks;

b) Creating a complete annotation tools which not only allows to obtain PR-annotated

datasets, but also supports annotation analysis and use. This is done to promote

the dissemination of our annotation protocol.

c) Support collaboration between multiple users on the same project but at the same

time foresee the supervision of a project manager to guarantee the quality of the data.

6. Multi-purpose PR Annotated Resource: we produced a gold dataset manually anno-

tated with prerequisite relations between pairs of concepts occurring in a text. Even if

limited in its dimension, this dataset is available for the community and for further in-

vestigation on the PR phenomenon. The dataset is versatile as it can be helpful in several

tasks. For example, it can be used as a dataset to train machine learning algorithms, as

gold standard for the evaluation of PR extraction algorithms, or to generate novel learning

materials.

7. Textual Analysis of Prerequisite Relations: along this dissertation we report the anal-

yses carried out on PR-annotated datasets aimed at investigating the realisation of pre-

requisite relations within instructional materials. This is the first time, to the best of our
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knowledge that such analyses are carried out on a educational resource manually anno-

tated with prerequisite relations. The annotation protocol and resulting dataset allowed a

linguistic-based analysis aimed at verifying whether different concept roles (prerequisite

or target) are also associated with different linguistic contexts or characterised by diverse

linguistic structures.

8. Automatic PR Identification: we propose a novel text-based extraction of PRs from text-

books. Consistently with our idea that PR relation is largely affected by the characteristics

of the text where it is found, we propose an extraction approach that, contrary to many

others, aims to extract PR from unstructured data (text) without resorting to external

structured knowledge. This contribution involved dealing with:

a) The definition of text-based features for training the model which have the character-

istics of being acquired from the raw text of the resource only.

b) Experimenting with different architectures of the model in order to identify the best

performing one.

c) Defining a novel approach for automatically creating the units of learning associ-

ated to each concept mentioned in the text.

1.7 Chapters Guide

As said, this dissertation proposes a novel methodology for dealing with the manual and automatic

identification of prerequisite relations from educational textual materials. The methodology is

based on a thorough investigation of the main issues related to uncovering the prerequisite

structure of an instructional resource relying on the content of the resource. For this reason we

carried out preliminary explorations aimed at understanding the role played by text, as a mean

to vehicle content, in the identification of PRs. To pursue the goal of reporting our findings and

presenting our methodology, the remainder of the thesis is organised as follows.

The first part of the dissertation discusses the related work and background research. Specifi-

cally:

• Chapter 2 presents the basic notions related to concepts and propaedeutic relations, which

are at the center of inquiry of the research reported in this dissertation. After briefly

presenting the definitions provided by different fields and the literature, we introduce

in this chapter our perspective and point of view. We also outline the main properties

of concepts and relations: we take them into account along the research for defining our

methodology and provide examples to clarify how concepts and PR relations might be

represented in different instructional materials.
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• Chapter 3 examines the work related to our research. In particular, we deal with two

main research areas: the science of annotation and the literature related to prerequisite

relations. This chapter is meant to provide an overview of our methodological points of

reference with respect to the development of the annotation protocol, but also where we

stand with respect to the existing research on prerequisite relations.

After presenting where we stand with respect to the existing literature, we introduce our

preliminary studies carried out to explore the different factors intervening in the identification of

PRs withing texts.

• Chapter 4 discusses the principles of our methodology and tests their feasibility and

implications in a crowd-based experiment aimed at investigating the role played by text

and linguistic complexity in the manual identification of PRs based on the content of small

instructional texts extracted from different resources. The results of our experiment provide

the grounding for our methodology and PR annotation protocol, thus in this chapter we

also discuss the practical implications of our approach, how they impacted the definition of

the methodology and which challenges they open.

The following part deals specifically with our methodology for uncovering PRs. Each chapter

presents the methodology through a different component of the PR framework:

• Chapter 5 introduces our protocol for PR annotation on textbooks PREAP. We first discuss

the iterative development process that brought to the definition of the current version of

the protocol, as well as its compliance with the desiderata and requirements for annotation

tasks outlined in the literature review. Then, we present the guidelines and documentation

that we release along with PREAP in order to reapply the annotation process to other

projects.

• Chapter 6 presents PRET, the annotation interface designed to support the application of

PREAP principles on corpora. We discuss the modules and functionalities of the annotation

tool and present a usability test carried out to evaluate the usability of the tool from the

perspective of different populations of users.

• Chapter 7 reports an annotation project carried out on PRET tool and following PREAP

principles devoted to produce a PR annotated resource which models the content of the

chapter of a computer science textbook. The chapter also shows some analysis aimed at

investigating the realisation of PRs in instructional materials.

• Chapter 8 discusses PREL, the model for automatic prerequisite relation learning from

instructional texts, and reports two different experiments aimed at evaluating the per-

formances of the model on a textbook and the iterative design process which produced

different versions of the PR resource.
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The last part of the thesis concludes the work:

• Chapter 9 summarizes the contributions of this dissertation, and discusses limits, future

improvements and applications of this research.
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BASIC NOTIONS

Propaedeutic relationships, as established in instructional materials, are at the center

of inquiry of the work proposed in this thesis. These relations occur between pieces of

knowledge of the subject domain, which we can refer to as educational concepts. Although

our research mainly addresses the issue of identifying propaedeutic relations and leaves aside

the task of identifying concepts in texts, we still need to define both items in order to set the

boundaries of our research.

The aim of this Chapter is to provide an overview of the basic notions that will be employed with

respect to concepts and propaedeutic relation along this thesis.

2.1 Concepts

The term “concept” refers in general terms to an abstract and general idea conceived in the mind.

Such informal definition is extremely broad and it can be declined in multiple contexts, although

the strict relationship between concepts and human cognition is common to most of them [53].

Many research fields investigate the nature and essence of concepts. Early reflections on the

nature of concepts were carried out by Philosophy. Plato, for example, defined concepts as the

essences of things, assigning them an abstract and ideal nature, whereas, in the Aristotelian view,

concepts are representations of classes of objects, symbols, or events sharing common properties.

More recently, most of the discussion has been centered around the relationship between concepts

and the human interpretation of the world [96]. Going into details about the philosophical debate

about concepts is beyond our scope. Suffice to say in this context that the debate concerning the

nature of concepts and their role in human reasoning and world interpretation has been inherited

by many other fields, such as Linguistics and Education. These two disciplines investigate the

nature of concepts from different perspectives. Linguistics explores the relationship between
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concepts, meaning and lexicon, while Education is interested in the role played by concepts in the

process of learning. At a first glance, the two issues might seem unrelated, however, focusing on

the process of acquiring knowledge from textual educational resources (e.g., textbooks) requires

to take into account also the way in which concepts might be represented through language.

As a matter of fact, Linguistics (and Semantics in particular) has deeply investigated the

relationship between concepts, lexical entities, meaning and phonological and grammatical

representations and many theories of meaning have contributed to the discussion. We will not

review all of them, but we believe it is worth at least mentioning Conceptual Semantics [130]

which, in our view, is the most relevant for us as it provides a theoretical foundation for identifying

concepts as corresponding to lexical items within a textual resource [200]. More than a linguistic

theory, Conceptual Semantics is a framework defining how humans express their understanding

of the world by means of linguistic utterances. According to Conceptual Semantics, concepts

are mental structures representing the world that interact with formal aspects of language, i.e.

phonological and grammatical. As a result, concepts might be seen as corresponding to words

(more precisely, lexical entities) in texts that can be used to communicate about new knowledge

to someone that has to acquire and internalise it.

On a different note, Education has investigated concepts with respect to the process of

knowledge acquisition. Here, concepts are frequently referred to as ‘Knowledge Components’,

generic pieces of information that can be used to accomplish tasks [143]. Their role in the

learning process is two-fold: on the one hand, the instructional designer has to properly use

concepts when referring to objects, events or entities; on the other hand, the learner can take

advantage of concepts to organise the new knowledge into categories sharing common properties

[190, 238, 266], thus reducing the cognitive effort [136].

Next to these theoretical reflections on concepts here briefly overviewed, we must mention

also other fields which provide more concrete interpretations of the term ‘concept’. Knowledge

Representation, for instance, a field of Artificial Intelligence whose goal is the description of a

state of the world using a machine–readable formal language [40], refers to concepts as atomic and

discrete components in a knowledge structure (e.g., a concept graph or ontology) that represents

a subset of a domain [111, 209]. Consider again the knowledge graph of the previous chapter (Fig.

1.1). In that case, concepts are represented by the nodes denoted by letters. Note that the level of

granularity and interpretation of a concept may vary between knowledge models on the basis of

what is intended as minimum component of a knowledge structure [208]. For example, modelling

the content of textual instructional materials by means of domain concepts is traditionally carried

out at section-level: domain experts manually index sections of the considered resource with the

set of domain concepts discussed within it [66].

Our perspective on concepts inherits some of the most fundamental intuitions of the per-

spectives sketched above, however it also takes the distance from them at many levels, as we

will discuss shortly. In between the theoretical and practical interpretation of concepts, we feel
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our view is more closely related to a branch of Linguistics which deals with specialised terms:

Terminology. As a discipline, Terminology investigates the set of specialised words (as well as

their associated meanings and inter-relations) related to a specific domain [52, 200, 242]. Ac-

cordingly, the terminology of a text corresponds to the set of domain terms which have a specific

meaning and associated knowledge within the domain. One of the main characteristics of domain

terms is being very precise and less ambiguous as possible, rarely presenting cases of synonymy:

building a terminology consists of identifying as many lexical units as there are concepts in the

domain while finding unique correspondences between a concept and a term [106]. Therefore, the

terminology of a subject domain ends up reflecting the conceptual organisation of the discipline

and tends to provide as many lexical units as there are concepts in its subspace [242]. In line with

the work of [57], we argue that concepts are better associated to lexical entities (keywords, in

[57]) rather than text sections, as proposed by knowledge representation theories: such approach

allows to obtain fine-grained knowledge structures representing the content of instructional

materials. As a consequence, we see concepts as domain terms, mentioned and discussed within

a text, unambiguously associated to pieces of domain knowledge. This is why we believe that

Terminology is the line of research which better matches our perspective. By relying on this

interpretation, we can say that a knowledge structure consists of variously interlinked terms, as

displayed in Figure 1.1.

Before going into the details of the nature of the links and relations established between

terms, we will formalise our definition of domain concepts and briefly discuss how they can be

acquired from texts.

2.1.1 Defining Concepts

As we discussed in the previous section, defining concepts is quite complex as different disciplines

declined the term according to their needs. Based on what outlined above, we we can highlight

the following issues related to the definition of concepts as the most relevant to our research.

i) Concepts can be represented in the language by means of lexical entities.

ii) Lexical entities embody pieces of knowledge denoting the set of properties owned by the

concept they represent.

iii) Learning consists, among the other things, of acquiring the information associated to concepts.

Acquisition happens when concepts are coherently stored in the mental representation with

respect to previously acquired knowledge.

Our definition of concept relies on the above assumptions and combines multiple definitions

presented above, although we adopt a more operational definition in order to address our needs.

In particular, we share some space with the definition of concept defined in the context of the

work of Chau et alii on concept annotation in textbooks [57]. We define concepts as follows:
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• A concept can be instantiated in text as corresponding to a text fragment (i.e., a term) of an

instructional resource.

• A concept embodies a piece of knowledge of a subject matter, thus it has a specific meaning

in the considered domain, but it could also have a different meaning in other domains or in

every-day language.

• The set of concepts of a subject domain corresponds to the domain terminology.

Practically speaking, we represent concepts as domain entities corresponding to single or

multi-word domain terms mentioned in textual instructional materials. Note that, since each

concept is used to represent a piece of knowledge, in the educational setting each term of the

terminology implies the domain knowledge associated to the corresponding concept, which

constitute what the learners should acquire from the resource. However, we are not interested at

this stage of the research in formally representing such knowledge (or the properties owned by a

concept) in the knowledge structure.

It is important to note that, as a consequence of such definition, the set of domain concepts

emerges as the list of domain terms mentioned in a textual resource, rather than abstract and

resource-agnostic entities. This is a crucial aspect of our work: while the domain terms of a subject

matter are potentially infinite (as the discipline may introduce new concepts as the research goes

on), the terminology of a document is a finite and fixed set corresponding, in the most inclusive

case, to the whole set of nouns mentioned in the text. Most frequently, the text terminology is

instead a sub-set of nouns which are identified as particularly relevant for the domain. To put

this idea into practice, consider the following short text extracted from Wikipedia1:

Addition is one of the four basic operations of arithmetic, the other three being

subtraction, multiplication and division. The addition of two whole numbers results

in the total amount or sum of those values combined.

Domain terms, as manually identified by us, are underlined in the text. As can be noted,

this terminology contains both single terms (e.g., addition, operations, division) and multi–word

terms (whole numbers), but not all nouns are included: ‘amount’, e.g., was excluded from the

terminology since, according to our view, it is not a domain–relevant term. However, one might

rightfully wonder how to distinguish a domain term from a common noun. We will discuss this

issue in the next section.

2.1.2 Uncovering Concepts from Textual Documents

The effective approach to acquire the set of domain terms from a document is to involve a domain

expert into the process [57]. Based on its expertise and domain knowledge, a human expert will

1Page about ‘Addition’: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Addition
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be able, by reading a text, to select which are the most relevant terms (and, as a consequence,

also the concepts) mentioned in the document. However, when large amounts of documents are

considered, it is unfeasible to perform this task manually. Automatic strategies might come to

aid to speed up the process by automatically selecting a set of candidate domain terms to be

manually revised or to completely replace the expert.

Concept extraction from documents is now a well-established research issue in Information

Extraction [24]. As a matter of fact, also in the field of Knowledge Representation part of the

research aims at finding strategies for (semi)automatic creation of ontologies by learning concepts

from different information sources [22, 49, 116, 300], proving the relevance of this task in multiple

scenarios. As we will show, the automatic identification of domain terms from educational texts

is only marginally covered by our work since we demanded concept extraction to an existing

tool. However we believe that, for a matter of clarity, it is worth briefly reviewing the literature

concerning this topic and the main approaches available in order to clarify where we stand and

provide the elements for understanding why the approach we chose is the best suited for our

research.

Among the methods addressing concept extraction from unstructured resources, e.g. texts,

we distinguish two main approaches: those exploiting external resources and those relying on

the information available within the document. Entity linking, falling into the former group,

consists of identifying mentions of entities in a text and linking them to their corresponding

entry in a Knowledge Base (KB) [185]. In such approach, first the relevant entities are matched

against a dictionary containing the entities of the KB, than a disambiguation step finds the

right correspondence between the mention and the identifier [250]. When it comes to educational

concepts, Wikipedia is the most widely used KB for defining concepts [215, 283, 301] due to its

wide coverage, easy connection with other KB such as DBPedia or Wikidata and richness of

metadata for each entry. The limit of such approaches becomes apparent when the domain of the

resource is too narrow and/or not well covered by the KB: exploiting multiple KBs could solve the

problem, but since a commonly agreed definition of ‘entity’ is still missing, specialised settings

remain an open challenge [185].

Approaches relying only on the information internal to a specific resource are valuable

alternatives in these scenarios. Computational Linguistics and NLP strategies are generally

employed to perform terminology extraction. They are often distinguished in i) pattern-based

linguistic approaches, which employ syntactic parsing to identify domain terms among short noun

phrases in the text [92, 107, 118], and ii) statistical approaches, that assign a termhood degree

to words relying on distributional properties [233, 261, 298] or on sentence-level contextual

information [63, 81, 273]. It should be noted that while the above methods address the task of

general terms extraction, only a small number of projects have considered a textbook corpus for

extracting domain–relevant concepts [149, 281]. This is possibly due to the fact that scientific

literature usually contains more complicated sentence structure compared to other resources
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generally used for key phrase extraction, such as news articles, and there is also a noticeable

variation between scientific literature of different domains and targeting different audiences

[198]. On the other hand, such rich structured information embedded in scientific literature could

be utilized in key phrase extraction to acquire more robust and rich information.

2.2 Prerequisite Relations

It is widely acknowledged that, when imparting knowledge, properly introducing concepts, not

only in terms of associated notions but also with respect to other concepts, plays a crucial role

in supporting learners’ understanding of the subject domain while simultaneously avoiding

student’s frustration, misunderstanding and disorientation [67, 101, 241]. For example, it is

common practice to introduce the concept of “addiction” before discussing “multiplication” as

it might be useful to refer to the former when introducing the latter. In general terms, such

condition is generally expressed through the notion of propaedeutic knowledge: a propaedeutic

notion represents the piece of knowledge a student has to learn and master before approaching

novel content. We often see this notion used to express the prior knowledge required to access

the content of a book or of a lecture. For instance, in their 1999 book “Foundations of Statistical

Natural Language Processing” C. Manning and H. Schutze explicitly say that a student reading

their book is assumed to have “prior programming experience, and has some familiarity with

formal languages and symbolic parsing methods. [...] The student may have already taken a

course on symbolic NLP methods, but a lot of background is not assumed” [180]. Paraphrasing

the authors, this means that the basics of programming, formal language and symbolic parsing

won’t be covered by the book since the reader is supposed to know them already, while the

fundamentals of NLP are not taken for granted. In order to express a propaedeutic relationship

between learning concepts more concretely, we can exploit prerequisite relations (hereafter also

referred to as PR).

In general terms, we define a prerequisite relation PR as a binary dependency relation

connecting a prerequisite and a target concept where the first has to be known in order to under-

stand the second [167]. In other words, the knowledge associated to the prerequisite concept
covers the prior knowledge required to understand the target concept. Although the definition

of “prerequisite” provided above, making reference to the prior knowledge, seems intuitive and

grounded in our common-life experience, formally defining prerequisite relations and prerequisite

knowledge is actually difficult.

As noted by [124], the term “prerequisite” seems to bear at least two meanings: on the one

hand it expresses a pedagogical relationship between two elements that the student should learn,

on the other hand it indicates a formal mechanism that can be used to partially order two units of

instruction (concepts, pages, exercises or similar) inside a sequence of learning materials. From a

cognitive perspective, the prerequisite relation exists as a natural dependency among concepts in
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cognitive processes since it denotes which concepts, or skills, a student has to learn before moving

to a new topic [168]. This leads us to an interpretation of the prerequisite relation as related to

the process of organising and ordering concepts when designing instructional materials.

First evidence about the importance of properly sequencing concepts was reported since early

studies in instructional design carried out by Robert M. Gagné (see e.g. [101, 102]) and David

Ausubel [25]. Both stressed the importance of prior knowledge in being able to learn about new

concepts, positing that learning happens in a sequential manner and builds upon prior knowledge.

According to this view, the act of recalling prerequisite concepts becomes one on the main events

of learning. Gagné’s work had a huge impact on instructional design and pedagogy, paving the

way to the development of instructional theories that, although different in their use of the

terminology, share the same interest for the role of prior knowledge in new knowledge acquisition

[189]. Ausubel’s work, on the other hand, comprises the foundations of Novak’s concept mapping

theory, discussed at the end of this Section (subsection 2.2.4).

2.2.1 Properties of PRs

Since Gagné’s and Ausubel’s works, where relations between concepts can be expressed by means

of tree– or graph–like structures, represent our theoretical background, we account for PRs as

dependency relations between concept pairs. Formally, they are represented as directed relations

semantically expressing learning precedence. Although we are aware that other interpretations

of PRs are possible as opposed to Gagné’s hierarchical structures, we rely on such interpretation

as it allows us to formally define the following PR properties generally used to describe graphs.

Here below we go through them in detail. Note that, in what follows, we will use the notation

≺ to refer to the prerequisite relations. For example, A ≺ B shall be read as A is prerequisite

of B. More concretely, recovering our example on ‘addition’ and ‘multiplication’, we will write

addition ≺ multiplication to express that (i) there is a relation between the two concepts and

(ii) addition is the prerequisite, while multiplication is the target.

• Complete and Directed Relations: if the pair of concepts A and B shows a PR, there must

be a relation connecting them and the relation must be directed, thus the relation either

relates A to B, or B to A. In other words, if it’s true that addition and multiplication are

related with each other, then either addition≺multiplication or multiplication≺ addition.

• Irreflexivity: PRs can only appear between pairs of distinct concepts. Indeed, it is logically

impossible for a concept to be prerequisite of itself. Thus, if a PR relation exists between

two generic concepts A and B, then A must be different from B. In other words, A ≺ A (e.g.,

addition≺ addition) is not a valid prerequisite relation.

• Asymmetry: being directed relation, PRs reflect in which sequence concepts must be learned.

In order to preserve the above irreflexive property, sequences can’t involve cycles and loops,
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otherwise a student will never reach the final target concept. In practice, if A ≺ B, the

opposite cannot be true (e.g., if addition≺multiplication, multiplication≺ addition can’t

be valid);

• Transitivity: a concept inherits its previous prerequisite concepts as it would be impossible

to move on in the process of learning unless all background notions are properly acquired

and stored in the learners’ mind. This fact implies that every target concept has at least

one direct prerequisite concept, but it could also have some indirect prerequisite concepts

inherited from the learning sequence. In other words, for every A, B, and C, if A ≺ B and

B ≺ C, then A ≺ C. Expanding our example with the concept of ‘power’, we can apply the

above property by saying that if addition≺multiplication and multiplication≺ power, then

power inherits the prerequisite of its prerequisite concept and addition≺ power is a valid

PR.

2.2.2 Paradigms to Uncover PRs

A question that still remains open is how can we uncover prerequisite relations between concepts

in a subject domain? The question is far from trivial and it implies to answer some other related

questions. For example, should we consider PRs as absolute relations that are always true in a

domain regardless of the way a teacher presents concepts? Or are they bonded to the way concepts

are organised in instructional materials, such as lecture notes or textbooks? We refer to these two

opposed paradigms as ontological view and pedagogical view. While the former considers PR as

absolute relations of the subject domain, the latter considers PRs as fluid relations that can vary

with respect to the way they are presented in a resource. These views do not necessarily match,

or at least not perfectly, because the latter is bonded to a specific organisation of concepts, while

the ontological view aims to develop a wide–coverage resource–independent representation of the

domain. Indeed, although there could be some shared practices suggested by our common sense,

the order of concepts largely varies depending on the resource. Indeed, bonding PRs to a specific

resource implies taking into account how the resource expresses relations between concepts.

Consider, for instance, two opposite, but both widely adopted, explanatory approaches: top-down

and bottom-up. The former tends to explain a topic starting from broad concepts and definitions,

while the latter introduces specific cases or examples before discussing the bigger picture. As

a consequence of presenting the concepts using one or the other approach, PRs entailed in the

explanation will have opposite direction, i.e. from a general concept to a specific concept, or

vice-versa.

To better appreciate this distinction, consider, for instance, two classic programming language

books, one for C2 and the other for C++3. The former explains while loops first and then for loops

2Ritchie, D.M., Brian W. Kernighan, and Lesk M.E. The C programming language. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice
Hall, 1988.

3Stroustrup, B. The C++ programming language. Pearson Education, 2000.
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(because for loops can be rewritten if you know while loops); in the second case, for loops are

explained before (as a more general iteration statement) then while loops (as a specific case).

Imagine we give each of these two books to a different person, both novices in Computer Science

and programming, and then ask them which one, between while and for loops, has to be known

first (in other words, which one is the prerequisite and which one is the target). Since the two

persons won’t have any other knowledge of the domain apart from the book they were given, they

would possibly provide two different answers to the question, each based on the content they read.

We could address the same question to two domain experts without showing them the books, thus

asking them to order concepts based on the ontological view. In this case it is possible (although

not certain) that the two experts would provide the same answer as emerging from extensive

reading about the topic carried out over the years. Given the scenario depicted above, could we

claim that one ordering of concepts is correct and the other is wrong? Assuming that both books

allow a learner to properly acquire the concepts of for loops and while loops, we can only say that

one ordering is more typical while the other represent a less frequently adopted organisation of

concepts, but we can’t make assumptions about correctness. As a matter of fact, both must be

considered as valid options for introducing the concepts of ‘loops’ in programming languages. The

motivation for the different directions can be traced back simply to the explanatory approach

adopted by each resource.

We also empirically tested the above intuition in an experiment involving 60 subjects of dif-

ferent ages but all with a high educational level (i.e., ongoing or completed university education).

The subjects where asked to order 10 triples of concepts taught in elementary education, some of

which even commonly used in every-day communication (e.g., “Geometry, circle, cone”, “point, line,

angle”, “number, integer, polynomial”)4. Concepts of the triples were known to be related by a

PR (i.e., concept1≺ concept2 and concept2≺ concept3), and subjects were presented only with

randomly shuffled terms representing concepts to be re-ordered according to their own individual

sensitivity. Despite the experimental setting was reflecting the ontological view to acquire PRs,

none of the 10 triples was unanimously ordered by all subjects: although the majority of answers

(on average, around 60%) converged toward a commonly agreed sequence defined by domain

experts, different sequences were also proposed. Such result confirms our previous intuition:

multiple organisation of domain concepts can be legitimately proposed. A limit of this study is

that we can’t know why a sequence was proposed, unless we explicitly ask the subject who created

it. If we want to investigate what motivates the identification of a PR or, e.g., its direction, it

seems reasonable to prefer the pedagogical view as it would allow to explore the context of concepts

and motivate relations based on the way concepts are presented in the instructional material.

Relying on the pedagogical view requires to add another piece to the definition of PR provided

above: a PR emerges from the comprehension of the context where it is introduced. Obviously,

although more informative, there some consequences of acquiring PRs from the content of

4We verified through direct question whether subjects actually knew the knowledge associated to each concept.
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resources. The implications of employing the pedagogical view, as opposed to the ontological view,

to acquire the prerequisite organisation of a domain will discussed in Chapter 4.

2.2.3 Overlap with other Relations

Semantically, PRs cover a fuzzy area, partially overlapping with other kinds of relations. For

example, we notice that that a PR frequently overlaps with lexical relations. For instance, if A ≺ B,

there is some probability that A is also an hypernym of B (e.g., fraction and improper fraction)

as this relation easily recalls a taxonomic hierarchy. Such overlap happens more frequently in

typical top-down explanations: here, prerequisite concepts tend to be more general (representing

a broader class) than target concepts (representing a narrower class), and it would be the opposite

in a bottom-up explanation where specific concepts are used to explain more general ideas. PRs

are frequently associated also to holonym-meronym relations (better known as part-of relation

in Knowledge Representation). A new topic can be presented in general terms in the first place,

then each of its components can be described. Think, for instance, when introducing the human

body as comprising multiple types of cells that together create tissues and subsequently organ

systems5.

Prerequisite relations may also coincide with semantic relations that are inferential in nature,

such as causal and temporal relations (specifically with the precedence, or before, relation).

Causality is relevant to many domains: in medicine, for example, causal concept maps have

been proposed for helping anatomy students to handle the complexity of the subject [142]. When

presenting historical events, the explanation of a phenomenon or an historical event is generally

followed by a discussion about its effects (e.g., the assassination of the Archduke Franz Ferdinand

on 1914 in Sarajevo is frequently presented as the casus belli of the First World War). Indeed, it

is known that temporal and causal relations interact with each other at many levels [199, 206].

Consider again the example of the First World War, but many others could be made: by definition,

an event can’t precede its cause, so it fallows that if the death of the Archduke caused the war,

the event must have happened before the conflict started. It should be noted that temporal/causal

relations share also some common formal properties with PRs: they are both binary, directed and

transitive relations [206]. Such shared properties fostered the use of temporal relations also in

prerequisite relation identification [1, 214, 240].

2.2.4 Prerequisite Concept Maps

The PRs occurring between the whole set of concepts of a domain can be used to represent

the prerequisite structure of the subject matter. Indeed, graph structures can constitute a

straightforward approach for representing the knowledge components contained in an educational

resource by means of concepts and relations between them.

5This is also another interesting example of top-down versus bottom-up presentation of medical concepts.
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Figure 2.1: Prerequisite concept map of computer science concepts. Dashed edge represents
transitive PRs.

In principle, graphs are structures made of vertices (nodes) and edges (explicit relations

between nodes). Based on the properties of PRs described above, directed graph structures

seem the most appropriate representation for modelling learning content as they allow to build

acyclic graphs where domain concepts are depicted as nodes and relations are represented

as edges. Such structure very much resembles concept maps, which indeed are diagrammatic

approaches to represent human knowledge, for example by means of acyclic graph structures

enforced by explicit relations between its components [209, 210] (see an example of concept map

in Figure 2.1). Although concept maps have a long history in instructional design and Learning

Management Systems (see [137] for a survey), and they are used to support educational activities

(e.g., automatic lesson plan generation [3, 163] or automatic assessment [283]), in what follows we

will use the term ‘concept map’ to generically refer to graph structures representing knowledge.

Concept maps are generic enough that any type of relation between concepts can be included.

However, the simplest way to define a domain structure is to use only one possible relationship.

Among them, we note that it is quite common to build concept maps including only prerequisite

relations (see, e.g., [47, 155, 166, 240, 282]). We refer to such structures as prerequisite concept

map as a specific case of graph depicting only prerequisite relations. Historically, concept maps

result as a shift from the hierarchical representation of knowledge fostered by Gagné’s work on

learning hierarchies [102] through the work of Ausubel, which promoted instructional strategies

(e.g. maps representations) as a mean to facilitate learning and retention of new information

and to encourage students to find connections between new and previous materials [25]. While

hierarchies impose a sequential ordering or concepts, graph representations are more flexible as

they allow multiple paths between two concepts, accommodating students’ needs and interests

when designing learning sequences [47]. Thus they allow to surpass the limit of having only one

valid concept sequence, while still preserving the idea of concept ordering thank to the directed

graph representation.
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2.3 Discussion

In the previous sections, we defined PRs as binary directed relations between pairs of domain

terms denoting relevant concepts that can be represented through graph structures which we

refer to as prerequisite concept maps.

To better understand how these elements collectively allow us to represent the prerequisite

structure of a subject matter, consider the sample map depicted in Figure 2.1 referring to the

computer science domain, reporting in particular concepts related to networks and the Web.

As can be noted, nodes in the graph are labelled with terms (single or multi-word) denoting

the domain concepts (e.g., computer, browser, HTML). The edges between the nodes represent

PRs occurring between them6. This map can be used to explore the propaedeutic relationships

between the included concepts.

According to the graph, for example, we see that computer is a prerequisite concept of software.

It is interesting to note that such representation is effective to reflect the PR properties defined

above. In fact, the relationship between computer and software has an explicit direction from the

former to the latter. Additionally, all concepts involved in the graph are connected (meaning that

all concepts discussed together must be somehow related from an instructional point of view)

and no cycle is included in the graph, meaning that you can only navigate the paths connecting

concepts going forward adding novel knowledge. For what concerns the transitive property,

consider for instance the concept trojan horse. This concept has only one explicit prerequisite

(i.e., malicious software), however it also has one transitive prerequisite, namely software (the

transitive edge is labelled as T). Such representation tells us that, in order to understand what a

trojan horse is, learners necessarily have to understand the concept of malicious software first.

But at the same time, in order to have a clear understanding of the bigger picture in which these

concepts play a role, students also need to know what a software is.

6Note that the map in Figure 2.1 was manually build by a domain expert as an example of a prerequisite concept
map.
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STATE OF THE ART AND RELATED RESEARCH

There are multiple research lines related to the work described in this dissertation. The

background research dealing with concepts and prerequisite relations has been tackled in

Chapter 2. Here, we will discuss two main research areas related to the following topics:

• Manual annotation of textual corpora: Sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 will deal with issues related

to textual annotation and annotation protocols;

• Identification of prerequisite relations: Sections 3.4 and 3.5 will focus on existing approaches

for building datasets annotated with prerequisite relations and for automatically acquiring

PRs respectively. Section 3.6 will provide a short selection of educational applications

exploiting PRs to provide different services.

The goal of this section is to provide an overview of existing research related to our work and

that inspired us, but at the same time we also want to underline that much works still needs to

be done in order to address the challenges of PR identification.

3.1 Good Practices in Manual Annotation Tasks Design

The long standing research area devoted to corpus annotation deals, among the other things,

with the definition of the best practices to design annotation tasks and develop annotated

resources. The study of such processes is known as “science of annotation” [122, 127]. Its goal is

to define general methodologies and recommendations for defining an annotation task that allows

to carry out successful annotation projects. In what follows, we define an annotation project

as the set of activities involved in the process of obtaining an annotated corpus, e.g. recruiting

annotators, labelling the text applying the task guidelines, revising annotations, combining
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multiple annotations to create a gold standard, etc. The annotation project is distinguished from

the annotation task since, while the task consists of the general approach for annotating a certain

information on a certain corpus, the project involves the practical activities for obtaining the

annotated dataset from a specific corpus.

Corpus annotation can be broadly conceptualized as the process of enriching a corpus by

adding linguistic (and other) information, inserted by humans or machines (possibly manually

revised) in service of a theoretical or practical goal [122]. In our case, we wanted to design a

protocol for manually annotating PRs in textual educational resources which could be used to

pursue multiple purposes, such as perform corpus exploration of PR instances as well as training

systems to automatically extract those relations from educational materials. One might wonder

why we should put time and effort into the manual annotation of texts, especially nowadays

where language models reach state-of-art performances in most downstream NLP tasks without

using any labelled data in training. Indeed, recent advances of unsupervised models might lead

into thinking that the need of labelled data that we experienced a decade ago is now surpassed.

However, even unsupervised systems rely on manually annotated data for evaluation purposes:

consider for example the GLUE benchmark datasets [279] and the datasets produced for shared

tasks. As a matter of fact, labelled data are still of some relevance: in addition to being useful to

compare the performances of systems addressing the same task adopting different strategies,

they can also be exploited to conduct (linguistic) inquiries about language structure and the

realisation of the annotated phenomenon into the language [78].

However, when using annotated corpora, one should always be aware that their representation

of the phenomena is limited by the choices made during the annotation phase [110]: if some

phenomenon was beyond the scope of the annotation, it won’t be represented. Take for example

our scenario on PR annotation: ideally, a corpus annotated with prerequisite relations will be

well-suited to study how concepts and instructional content are organised in it, but that same

corpus will be useless for exploring, e.g., the interaction of students with the text (unless we

annotate it). This might seems obvious, but it is actually a crucial point of annotation and has

very strong implications on the data we produce.

Indeed, the way a phenomenon is formally defined has direct implications on its annotation,

and consequently on the information that can be acquired when exploring the annotation, as well

as on the accuracy of systems designed to automatically identify the phenomenon on unlabelled

data. To put this concept in perspective, consider a scenario where we define the prerequisite

relation as occurring between chapters of a textbook. Such type of annotation won’t be able

to represent how individual concepts are organised within a textbook unit (as the minimum

component of the annotation is the book chapter), and a system trained on such dataset would

as well show poor performances when addressing a more fine-grained task. As a matter of fact,

annotation is an extremely delicate task that requires to deal with multiple issues involving

clearly defining its scope and goals. In what follow we will discuss what should be done, as good
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practice, when designing annotation tasks and which are the general desiderata for annotated

corpora.

3.1.1 Annotation Protocols

In order to achieve our goal of obtaining a PR-annotated corpus we had to pass through a funda-

mental stage of annotation tasks: design an annotation protocol, i.e. define, though instructions

and recommendations, how the annotation task should be carried out [230]. Given the great

relevance of annotated data both to system training and corpus exploration, a certain effort has

been put toward defining how to obtain good quality annotated corpora. We will now review

some works discussing good practice for annotation task definition which have been incorporated

into the canon of what is considered best practice for corpus annotation. Adopting standardised

procedures when designing annotation protocols and tasks is of great relevance since it would

promote accuracy of the annotations, speed of application of the annotation schema and faster

analyses on the annotated datasets.

Leech [158] was among the firsts to define general recommendations for building annotated

corpora. Focusing on the task of developing annotation schema, the author provides a set of rules

of thumb to keep in mind in order to guarantee the success of the annotation project and the good

quality of the final product. Leech recommendations are quite general and refer to high-level

issues of annotation tasks. Specifically, they concern: (i) the annotation and corpus: the two must

be separate and independent from each other; (ii) the annotation scheme: formally represented

through symbols and corresponding definitions, it should be based on a theory-neutral analysis

of the data and shouldn’t be presented as the only way to encode the annotated phenomenon; (iii)

the annotation project documentation: it should always be available for future corpus explorers.

By following such general recommendations when designing the annotation task, one should be

able to reduce the effort of both annotators, when applying the scheme, and corpus explorers,

when using the annotated corpus for their analysis.

Similarly to [158], also [213] offer their recommendations for achieving consistent and good-

quality annotations by listing which elements must be taken into account when designing

annotation schema. This time, instead of presenting good practices for designing the task, the

authors identify a series of issues that must be accounted for in the task development phase

in order to produce good annotations when eventually applying the scheme. Since we took into

account those principles when designing our PR annotation protocol, we will discuss how these

are relevant to our scenario.

First and foremost, according to [213] an annotation task should define which phenomena will

be annotated. This might seem trivial, but defining the scope of the annotation in advance and

setting clear boundaries of what the annotation will encode and what it will not be included is of

great importance. Subsequent uses of the annotated corpus will rely on the annotated dataset to

perform supervised training for automatic extraction of the same phenomenon, or data-driven
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analysis. Clearly declaring which information can be found within the annotation and which, on

the other hand, is not included is essential. This also depends on the corpus selected to perform

the annotation: depending the goal of the annotation, certain corpora could be more or less suited

for the task. As an example, consider our scenario about the annotation of prerequisite relations:

corpora broadly pertaining to the educational setting, such as textbooks, video transcripts of

lectures, scientific papers, are clearly more suited for the task than, e.g., cookbooks, which in

turn might be more appropriate to explore how local recipes changed along the centuries. A

more detailed discussion on the desired characteristics of corpora will be carried out in the next

sub-section. When dealing with the actual process of annotating the data, the authors recommend

to carefully evaluate which annotation tool adopt since poor tools can have negative impact on

both quality and quantity of annotated data. Considering the specific issues of our task, we

developed our own annotation tool within the PR framework. Existing text annotation tools are

reviewed in Section 3.3 of this chapter. Furthermore, the corpus might require pre-processing

in order to remove mark-ups or make the text easier to annotated, which might also be done

automatically or on the tool. After the manual annotation phase, the authors suggest to carefully

evaluate the inter-annotators consistency and intra-annotators homogeneity of annotations. We

deal in detail with this issues in Section 3.2.

Both [158] and [213] became well-known good practices of corpus annotation, integrated in the

general practice. In particular, we see them incorporated into other models for annotated corpus

construction, such as the general pipeline of annotation described by [122] and the MATTER

methodology for creating annotation projects and applying them to machine learning algorithms

[229, 230]. Both share some common ground in the sense that both present a general sequence of

steps that must be carried out in order to obtain a good and re-usable dataset. However, while

MATTER is specific to dataset creation for machine learning purposes, the pipeline is aimed at

representing a general annotation process in NLP: it constituted an attempt to formalise the

steps involved in the process of corpus annotation to call the attention to its methodological

challenges.

While we employed MATTER as methodological framework for developing our annotation

protocol, thus we discuss it in a dedicated Section, [122] pipeline draw our attention to certain

issues that weren’t addressed in the two works discussed above. In particular, we were inspired

by the idea of writing a Manual (or Codebook) containing the annotation instructions. The

annotation manual is intended as a resource explaining the motivation of the work and the

underlying theory which provides the basis for the creation and definition of the annotation

categories. Apart from being a valuable resource for re-applying the annotation scheme on novel

unannotated resources, the manual also represent an instrument for protocol developers to

keep track of emergent ideas about the annotation practice. Another issue outlined by [122]

regards the level of inter-annotators agreement that should be considered as satisfactory for

the task. Indeed, the desired level of inter-annotators agreement might vary depending on the
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task or on the settings of the project where the annotation was carried out [30]. Knowing the

agreement obtained on similar tasks could help in better evaluating the results obtained, as well

as considering possible changes in agreement values due to the refinement of protocol principles.

3.1.1.1 MATTER Annotation Cycle

MATTER is a general methodology for carrying out annotation projects aimed at obtaining

annotated datasets that could be used in a machine learning experiment setting. It was first

introduces in by Pustejovsky in 2006 as the ‘Annotate, Train, Test’ model [229], and subsequently

expanded and revised in [230]. The classical workflow of MATTER is represented in 3.1.

As can be noted, the circular flow, which gave it the name of annotation cycle, is articulated

into six phases. The first two (represented by the letters M – model – and A – annotate – of

MATTER) deal with defining the annotation schema and actual corpus annotation process. In

particular, the Model consists of the set of tags and attributes added to the corpus and their

interpretation, whereas the Annotate phase includes all the actions needed to perform the actual

annotation, such as recruiting the annotators, defining the guidelines and applying the model

to the corpus. The following steps of the cycle are aimed at evaluating the effectiveness of the

obtained annotation with respect to the project goal and, if not satisfied, revising the model and

re-doing the annotation. Hence, phases 1 and 2 could be considered the most relevant of the

workflow, or at least those having the higher impact since their outcome influences all other

phases. This is why the model is frequently presented as a combination of two sub-models: the

Model-Annotate cycle (MAMA), comprising steps 1 and 2, and the Training-Evaluation cycle,

dealing with the Training, Testing, and Evaluation stages.

In principle, MATTER and its sub-cycles only provide a set of guidelines for the process of

creating an annotated corpus and using it for machine learning techniques. Indeed, MATTER

doesn’t deal with issues of defining the context, setting and goal of annotation projects, which is

why it can be easily integrated with other existing annotation standards presented above.

3.1.2 Desiderata of Annotated Corpora

Once the annotation protocol is defined and the task of applying it to the data is completed, we

should have obtained an – hopefully good – annotated corpus. We will now review which are the

desired characteristics that any good annotated corpus should have.

First of all, the collection of textual data that was used in the annotation project should have

been chosen as representative and balanced with respect to the annotated phenomenon. A corpus

can be deemed as representative and balanced with respect to a certain phenomenon if it shows

a good approximation of the distribution of the phenomenon we aim to investigate into the real

language use, thus allowing generalisation of the results [187, 203]. This is a critical issue of

corpus linguistics since some advocate that corpora are only limited observations of the actual

nature of the language and thus can’t be used to draw general conclusions about phenomena
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Figure 3.1: Classic workflow of the MATTER cycle.

(see, among the others, [61]). A large body of literature focuses on this topic, see for example

[23, 35, 159, 253] among many others. Going into details about the discussion concerning the

limits of corpora and how to obtain representativeness is beyond the scope of this work. However,

it is worth mentioning that corpora are tools constructed by selecting and collecting data that

should allow investigations about a specific phenomenon at the center of the inquiry. We need

to keep this in mind when choosing the corpus to be annotated, as mentioned in the previous

section, but also when exploring an annotated corpus: we must remember that they represent a

specific point of view on the language use and knowing their building criteria is essential when

exploring annotations.

Corpus building criteria might be included in the annotation documentation (sometimes also

called annotation manual). The annotated corpus should always come with a documentation

explaining choices and theoretical motivations behind both corpus construction and annotation

schema, as well as instructions for carrying out the annotation [85, 158]. The latter are known as

annotation guidelines and they are an essential tool to support dataset construction, exploration

and use. Indeed, as pointed out by [85], annotation manuals (including the guidelines) must

serve the needs of multiple users: those who use the annotated corpus to carry out linguistic

explorations or develop NLP tools might be interested in the manual in order to understand

which information (and how) in encoded in them. From the annotators perspective, guidelines
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are essential instruments to learn annotation criteria. For this reason, guidelines must be clear,

simple and precise in order to achieve the goal of reducing annotation discrepancies [297]. Some

work addressing annotation in a highly specialised domain such as Biology, for example, showed

that annotation discrepancies increase in the absence of guidelines, also if the annotation is

performed by domain experts [65, 138, 265]. The consistency goal could be achieved by repeated

definition, testing and validation of annotation guidelines, as suggested by [122, 230], or by

measuring the appropriateness of annotators to the task [297]. As we will discuss further, we

decided to include both the above practices in the definition of our PR-annotation protocol.

Another property that annotated corpora are expected to preserve is the independence

between the original text and the annotation level(s). As claimed by [188], annotation is an

added-value to corpora because it makes them usable for those who want to extract linguistic

information from them, and also ideally multi-functional. As a matter of fact, annotation task

might be designed to make explicit certain well-defined information but, once distributed, one

might use the resource also for purposes not originally planned by its authors. In order to support

the latter goal, it is important that the original text remains recoverable and that annotation

is performed at consecutive stages and is accumulated as multi-level annotation. One of the

most effective ways to easily distinguish the text level from the annotation level is to make

use of stand-off annotations as opposed to inline annotations. These two represent the most

common approaches to attach annotations to the text: while inline annotation is directly included

into the resource, thereby changing the primary data (think, e.g., of a tokenized text), stand-off

annotations are stored separately from the primary data they refer to [267], thereby leaving the

primary data untouched. Although the choice of which approach is the best suited depends on the

information to be annotated, the stand-off approach presents multiple advantages with respect

to data reuse and information representation. First of all, having the annotation level and the

text stored on separate files, one can apply multiple annotation layers to the same text (also at

different times) without interfering with each other [177]. The multiple levels can be used to

describe different complementary but co-existing information contained in the texts (e.g., syntax

and semantics), fostering analyses bases on the interaction of such multiple annotation levels.

Second, the annotation can always reference to the original text through pointers, but also to

other annotation levels [302], which could be useful for, e.g., comparing different representations.

The above principles were formalised into the International Standards Organization (ISO)

24612 Linguistic Annotation Framework (LAF) [128, 129], developed over the past decade to pro-

vide a comprehensive and general model for representing linguistic annotations. This framework

in large part simply brought together existing best practices from a variety of sources in order

to allow for variation in annotation schemes while at the same time enabling comparison and

evaluation, merging of different annotations, and development of common tools for creating and

using annotated data. Defining community-standards for annotating textual resources was felt as

a need since the 1980s: having a standard and commonly-shared representation of the informa-
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tion improves re-use and interoperability of systems [125, 126]. Indeed, not having a commonly

agreed definition and representation of prerequisite relations makes different automatic-PR

learning systems difficult to compare (see Section 3.4). Although community standards for highly

specific phenomena are difficult to reach, there are some standard representation of linguistic

information. Review them in detail is beyond our scope, but in the next sub-section we will briefly

introduce one of the standard formalisms to represent morpho-syntactic information, Universal

Dependencies, as we adopted it in our research.

Universal Dependencies Initiative The Universal Dependencies (UD) initiative1, originat-

ing from the evolution of pre-existing tagsets [77, 222, 294], is a project aimed at developing

cross-linguistically consistent treebank annotation for many languages. It is currently the the

most prominent linguistic representation formalism, with nearly 200 treebanks in over 100

languages [296]. Since the project offers a universal inventory of categories and guidelines to

facilitate consistent annotation of similar constructions across languages [207], it has prompted

numerous multilingual studies (see, e.g., [68, 277, 295] and, among our works [8, 9, 11, 12]).

The large number of gold resources annotated at the morpho-syntactic level under a shared

annotation schema provides useful linguistic evidence for use in NLP tools [225].

The format employed within the UD project to represent linguistic information is a revised

version of CoNLL-X format [48], called CoNLL-U, a column-based format where each sentence is

separated from the following by a blank line and each token of each sentence is represented on one

line through the 10 fields, separated from each other by a TAB2. The UD formalism was chosen

to represent the linguistic information underlying PRs for two main reasons: (i) it is the most

prominent formalism currently used for linguistic analysis, and (ii), being multilingual, potentially

allows multilingual analysis on PRs and the development of multilingual PR annotated datasets.

3.2 Approaches for Annotation Revision and Agreement
Evaluation

Once the annotation process is completed, the effort is generally addressed towards the creation

of a Gold Standard Dataset to be used in future analysis. Gold standard datasets are ground

truth annotated datasets intended to provide a generally accepted annotation of a phenomenon

that can be looked at as accurate and reliable reference [286]. Given the importance of such

benchmarks for both manual analysis and automatic system training [94], in order to maximise

coverage these resources are usually built by a pool of experts by performing a shared annotation

or, more frequently, by combining their single annotations. Only rarely the annotation of a single

expert is used as reliable reference, possibly when the phenomenon to be annotated is highly

1https://universaldependencies.org/
2Refer to https://universaldependencies.org/format.html for more information about CoNLL-U represen-

tation.
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subjective and extremely hard to identify. In order to improve gold datasets quality, preliminary

steps to their creation are aimed at refining and evaluating individual annotations, as discussed

below.

3.2.1 Annotation Errors and Revision

Manually annotated corpora are known to be error-prone, as well-recognised in the literature [84,

98, 123, 201]. Also so-called gold standard datasets encoding well-defined linguistic information

contain a consistent amount of errors: the POS assignment in the widely used Wall Street Journal

corpus [183], for example, has an estimated 3% error rate [192]. Errors in annotation could be due

to multiple reasons, either caused by annotators distraction, misunderstanding of the guidelines,

gaps in the annotation specifications or genuine ambiguity of the data. The negative impact of

even few errors in benchmark datasets has been shown to create problems for both computational

and theoretical linguistic uses of annotation [120], from unreliable training and evaluation of

NLP technology [10, 148, 271] to low precision and recall of queries for already rare linguistic

phenomena [192].

As discussed in 3.1 above, clear and complete annotation manuals, dealing with as many

potentially critical issues of the annotation as possible, are one of the most effective instruments

to prevent errors as they provide guidance to annotators during the labelling process [97].

However, also when the project is accompanied with high-quality guidelines, some instances

of errors might be introduced. [224] distinguish two types of annotation inconsistencies, whose

boundaries are difficult to determine in most cases, namely proper errors and hard cases. The

former are items annotated incorrectly according to the guidelines, thus it is possible to identify

their correct annotation, which will be different from the one assigned by the annotator. In our

scenario dealing with PR annotation, an example of proper error can be found when an annotator

inserts a self-prerequisite (i.e., A ≺ A): since PRs are dependency relation, it is not possible that

a concept is prerequisite of itself, hence this type of relation must be removed. Cases belonging

to the latter group, namely hard cases, are usually more difficult to find and correct. In [32],

hard cases are defined as instances which are difficult to decide upon because they happen in

cases where annotator preferences come into play. What makes them difficult to handle is the

fact that such annotations are not necessarily incorrect, but can be naturally ambiguous or

not covered by the guidelines. PR-wise, such error types could correspond to distant transitive

relations. In our scenario, by annotating PRs based on the content of educational materials,

the annotators’ interpretation of the texts could either lead to explicitly express the presence

of a relation between two concepts through the creation of a PR or to leaving the relation as

a transitive implicit relation because too weak. Indeed, such cases may have multiple correct

answers, depending on the subjective interpretation of the instance context, or it may even not

be obvious what the label should be. An annotation revision step, to be carried out after the

annotation is completed, could allow to identify errors, correcting them and thus improve the
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overall homogeneity of the annotations [224].

3.2.2 Metrics for Agreement Evaluation

The reliability of manually labelled data is usually measured through metrics aimed at capturing

how many items received the same label by different annotators, either as a percentage over the

total number of items (raw agreement) or accounting for the agreement expected by chance or

arbitrary coding (inter-rater reliability measures) [19]. Indeed, it is a common practice to evalu-

ate annotation reliability be means of annotation consistency: if different annotators produce

consistently similar results, then we could claim that they share similar understanding of the

annotation guidelines and we can expect them to perform consistently under this understanding

[19, 20]. Consequently, measuring consistency can help evaluate both guidelines clarity and anno-

tators performance. However, disagreement among annotations produced by different annotators

is natural to occur: it is very rare, and for some tasks even almost impossible, to have multiple

human annotators to completely completely agree with each other on what and how to annotate

[123]. Disagreement might occur between annotators due to involuntarily included errors (see

3.2.1), or difference between annotators knowledge and experiences [123]. We also commonly

observe intra-annotator disagreement [70], namely discrepancies occurring within the annotation

of the same annotator, possibly due to a decreasing level of interest and motivation may drop

and level of fatigue rises as the annotation process continues [112]. Although raw agreement

captures fairly well a dataset characteristics and identifies potentially problematic areas in the

annotation, inter-rater reliability measures are considered more robust since they account for the

possibility of agreement occurring by chance.

Among inter-rater reliability measures, Cohen’s Kappa coefficient (k [64] is the most widely

adopted in linguistic and semantic annotations to compute the agreement between pairs of

annotators. The value of k is computed according to the following equation:

κ= Po −Pe

1−Pe
.(3.1)

In equation 3.1, Po stands for the observed agreement, i.e. the probability for an item to

receive the same annotation by both raters, computed as a ratio between the items receiving the

same label by both annotators and the total number of items in the annotation task. Pe denotes

the agreement expected by chance, i.e. the probability of each individual category, computed as the

number of items receiving one or the other label over the total number of items in the task. When

the annotation is performed by more than two raters, Fleiss’ k should be used since it accounts in

equation (3.1) for the number of rater-rater pairs agreeing on each item [95].

Although being so popular to become a de-facto standard for manual annotation evaluation, k

coefficients are affected by well-known issues regarding the annotations and the metric interpre-

tation. About the former, [90] points out that k value is strongly affected by the distribution of the
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phenomena into the set of items being annotated: k is computed as a ratio between probabilities,

so if the distribution of categories in the data is skewed, i.e., with prevalence for some categories,

the expected probability is higher and thus the k score lower. This condition is called “prevalence

problem” and could be caused by i) a tendency for raters to identify certain labels more often

than others, (ii) a quality defect when building the dataset or (iii) a truly unequal frequency of

the labels. By contrast, the “bias paradox” in Cohen’s metric causes k to obtain untruthfully high

values when the two raters produce substantially different label distributions in their annotation,

as it happens, e.g., when one rater largely uses one category while the other rater applies it less

frequently [51]. Both prevalence and bias issues might come across as a problem when dealing

with PR annotation: due to the nature of PRs, the number of prerequisite relations between the

concepts of, e.g., a lecture is much lower than the number total of all possible relations between

the mentioned concepts. There were attempts to address these limits [33, 247, 252], but to date

none corrects for both prevalence and bias paradox problems.

The qualitative interpretation of the k score is also a critical issue. The scale used by [150]

proposes different thresholds of k to evaluate agreement strength, ranging from ‘poor’ to ‘almost

perfect agreement’, but which threshold should represent the lower bound for guaranteeing

reliability of the data is debated [147]. For example, restricting acceptable agreement values to

those above the conventional cutoff point of 0.80 (with 0.67 to 0.8 tolerable) is claimed as too

restrictive by the NLP community, especially for semantic annotations, although still widely

adopted [236]. Furthermore, k metrics are well designed for categorical data, but they don’t

fit more qualitative and grained types of annotation; in addition, they are not suited for the

annotation of open sets of items [285, 287]. To address these limits, [56, 216, 283] tackled the

task of PR annotation between pairs of concepts as a labelling annotation task using a small set

of predefined categories on a given set of items (i.e., pairs of concepts): given a pair of concepts,

decide whether or not they show a PR, which allows the straightforward use of equation (3.1).

Our PR annotation approach, on the other hand, is not based on a pre-defined fixed set of items

to be labelled, as annotators have to identify PR relations while reading the text. This requires to

adapt k and to account for the transitive property of PRs which becomes relevant in our scenario.

3.3 Tools for Text Annotation

Manual text annotation is frequently performed exploiting annotation tools which provide an

interface simplifying the process of adding labels to texts. According to our knowledge, the only

interface designed to specifically address the issues of annotating prerequisite relations was

developed by [109]. In their scenario, the interface aimed to facilitate the manual evaluation,

performed by experts, of candidate domain topic pairs matched by an automatic system as

showing a prerequisite relation. For each topic, the interface shows the list of related topics in

grey scale (i.e., most relevant items coloured in black, fading to white as the association strength
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with the topic decreases) and the documents where they are described. Experts are then asked a

set of questions to evaluate the coherence of the topics and the strength of association between the

topics in the pair. Although this can be of some support for the annotation, it can’t be exploited in

PR annotation scenarios where, contrary to [109], annotators have, e.g., to annotate prerequisite

pairs among concepts directly on educational texts.

Choosing or defining the most appropriate annotation tool to accomplish an annotation

project is actually a delicate matter because of the impact that the interface might have on the

annotation process. Currently, there is a wide variety of annotation tools available: some of them

are general-purpose and try to address the most common needs of annotation projects, while

project-specific ones were designed to meet the requirements of a specific project [94]. A set of

general requirements of annotation tools were discussed by [86]. In broad terms they match with

(but also were expanded by) the set of commonly found features of annotation tools outlined by

[94]. Even without going into detail about their lists of requirements, we can say that they refer

to the ability if supporting multiple types of data (written or spoken), multi-layer annotation,

inclusion of new tagsets, annotation quality evaluation, corpus analytics and simplicity of use.

While a tools showing such properties might be suited to support the fundamental requirements

of many annotation projects, general purpose tools usually miss some key functionalities, leading

researchers to modify existing tools or even develop new ones to support their needs and thus

reduce time and effort for creating annotations [237]. Such tools are in opposition to crowd-

sourcing platforms (e.g. Amazon Mechanical Turk, Figure Eight), usually employed when a large

number of annotators is required and the annotation task is guided by simple rules or common

sense [89]. Yet, a crowd-sourcing annotation approach needs to be replaced by single or multi-user

annotation tools when experts’ knowledge is crucial to properly recognise a phenomenon [254], as

it happens in the case of PR annotation.

Hereafter, we review a selection of commonly used tools for manual text annotation that inspired

our work and highlight the reasons that prompted us to design our own PR-annotation interface.

For more comprehensive surveys, refer to [36, 94, 186, 204, 245].

BRAT [258] is currently the most prominent tool for creating annotated corpora: it is an

open-source web-based system integrated with NLP technology and optimised to support the

annotation of local relations between spans of text, such as dependency structures. Being capable

of a handling a wide variety of annotation tasks, BRAT has become the first choice for many

annotation projects (see e.g. [226, 231, 272]). Nevertheless, some of its features made this tool

not suitable for our scenario. PRs are a specific type of dependency relation that, emerging from

the content of a textual instructional resource, can occur also between concepts that do not share

the same textual context. This means that connecting close spans of text in the text is limiting

for us as it misses some cases of prerequisite relationships that we want to identify. Moreover, we

want to save in the annotation the coordinates of each PR, i.e. for each relation, we want to be

able to retrieve where in the text the annotator decided to enter it. Instead, BRAT tool returns
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only the annotated pairs without providing information about, e.g., in which sentence of the

text the annotator added them. Lastly, although creating a gold dataset is a common procedure

of annotation projects, BRAT doesn’t provide an adjudication interface to combine multiple

annotations in order to obtain a gold standard dataset or to compute agreement measures,

which are essential in most annotation projects. The latter two features were implemented

in Webanno [75, 290], a general purpose open-source web-based annotation tool that exploits

BRAT visualisation and supports the same set of annotation types. Other missing features of

BRAT implemented in Webanno include web–based configuration of the tagset and agreement

computing.

Some annotation tools support the annotation by integrating modules for semi-automatic

annotation of data. This is the case of Tagtog [55], a web based collaborative annotation tool

for entities and relations. The tool is presented as particularly suitable for annotating large

texts as it allows to perform automatic annotation through Machine Learning while supporting

also the human revision phase. It must be noted that automatically annotating data, if on one

hand makes the annotation process much faster, on the other hand suffers from the anchoring

effect bias [268]: when revising the automatically produced annotations, humans’ opinion tend

to flatten towards the automatically assigned labels. For this reason, automatic annotation is

recommended only when its accuracy is known to be generally high. Moreover, semi-automatic

annotation is not useful in cases of medium-small datasets, where letting annotators freely

express judgements results in much richer data. Tagtog also supports the automatic creation

of a dictionary by assigning an id to each entity (concepts, in PR annotation) in the text, thus

conducting all synonyms to a unique base form. We argue that such feature is helpful mostly

when annotating non-scientific texts, such as news, where entities can be referred to in many

different ways. Specialised languages are by nature less ambiguous in the use of terms [52], thus

this feature is less relevant in our scenario or even misleading in some cases: terms that can be

considered as synonyms in non–specialised contexts might not be real synonyms in a specialised

one (e.g. network and web).

The aforementioned tools are designed to ideally support any annotation task, but we observe

that they can’t be customised or extended, nor they address the specific requirements of PR

annotation, as it frequently happens in highly specialised tasks. Additionally, but not less

important, a complete annotation tool should support also corpus analytic and annotation

pattern analysis, i.e. provide quantitative information about the annotated corpus (e.g. number

of relations and in which part of the text they appear) and comparisons between multiple

annotations performed by different experts or automatically extracted. Such analyses are highly

project-specific and it’s hard to find a tool which perfectly fits the needs of each project.
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3.4 Datasets Annotated with Prerequisite Relations

The raise of interest in Artificial Intelligence for automatic prerequisite learning has fostered the

development of datasets annotated with labels expressing the presence of a prerequisite relations

between two concepts. Such datasets are valuable resources for training and testing Machine

Learning algorithms (see Sec. 3.5) or to validate whatever kind of extraction method against a

gold dataset [1, 165]. Despite being time consuming, creating manually annotated datasets is

an effective practice and produces gold resources annotated with PRs, which are still rare and

mostly limited to the English language, with the exception of two Chinese datasets [176, 301].

Most of existing PR datasets consist of pairs of educational concepts enriched with a binary

label expressing the presence or the absence of the prerequisite relation [56, 109, 283]. The PR

representation usually obtained by such resources resembles knowledge graphs where educational

concepts are represented by nodes and PRs are represented as graph edges. Indeed, the final goal

of those annotation projects is generally to build knowledge structures representing a certain

domain knowledge [91, 283] rather than encoding the information contained in educational

resources, which is instead our perspective on the PR annotation task. We notice that educational

resources used to build such pairs are generally acquired from two distinct types of data: i)

course materials (e.g., MOOCs [56, 215, 216, 240, 299] or university websites [162, 167, 289]); ii)

educational materials in a broader sense, such as scientific databases [108] and, more frequently,

Wikipedia pages [103, 193, 244, 264, 301]. Using external resources to build PR-annotated

datasets, as in the works mentioned above, could be effective if the goal is acquire domain

knowledge since using knowledge bases tends to bind PRs to their ontological relations in the

subject domain. However, this approach might return poor results when applied to domains not

well covered by the external knowledge. Textbooks, on the other hand, are rarely used for PR

annotation [14, 149, 176, 283], possibly due to the challenges of interpreting the author’s didactic

choices. However, it should be noted that textbooks are self-contained, meaning that they cope

with every concept a learner has to know in order to understand the book content. Since this is

exactly the goal of our annotation (i.e., modelling the content of educational materials), we argue

that textbooks are instead one of the most suitable resource for PR annotation.

With respect to PR manual annotation, we see a tendency towards the manual validation

of all pairwise combination of pre-defined concepts [56, 162, 283, 301] or of a random sample

of that set [103, 108, 216]. Asking annotators to autonomously create concept pairs based on

their knowledge about the topic, as in [176], is less common and mostly employed for modelling

domain knowledge rather than educational resources. To the best of our knowledge, [264] is

the only case where crowd–sourcing is employed for PR annotation. Here, the authors acquired

candidate PR by exploiting hyper-links in Wikipedia and use crowd-sourcing to validate those

relations. In most cases, the annotators recruited to perform the task of PR annotation are

domain experts [91, 165, 166], or students graduating in the field [215, 281, 301] since domain

novices are generally not suitable for the task [14].
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Among the datasets mentioned above, the one presented in [283] (further expanded as AL-

CPL dataset in [168]) is the one we consider closest to our work as it shows prerequisite relations

between relevant concepts extracted from textbooks, thus we share a similar level of granularity.

The dataset consists of a manually constructed set of binary-labelled concept pairs collected

from English textbooks on different educational domains: data mining, geometry, physics and

precalculus. Concepts are retrieved from textbooks as domain terms matching a Wikipedia

page title, while prerequisite relations between them were annotated by three domain experts

based on their background knowledge. The final annotation allows to produce a concept map

for each of the four domains, a knowledge structure that represents key concepts of subject

matter organised by means of pedagogical relations (here, prerequisite). In AL-CPL expansion,

the dataset was augmented in order to feature also negative, irreflexive and transitive pairs

automatically acquired from existing pairs [168].

The presence of different annotation approaches and the lack of guidelines defining good

practices to encode prerequisites brought to the creation of datasets that are not easily comparable

and that capture different aspects of the relation. Indeed, the number of PR annotated resources

is still too limited, possibly affecting the advancement of the research in the field.

3.5 Automatic Prerequisite Relations Learning

Automatic Prerequisite Relation Learning (hereinafter in this section referred to as APL) consists

of acquiring prerequisite relations between educational items (concepts) using automatic strate-

gies. APL is usually exploited to acquire the knowledge structure of a domain with the purpose of

automatically build concept graphs reflecting the prerequisite structure of the concepts in the

subject matter [56, 109, 174, 215]. Such structured representations of knowledge can support

many educational applications. Currently, APL has been applied to curriculum planning [4],

course sequencing [276], reading list generation [91, 108], automatic assessment [282], domain

ontology construction [152, 303] and automatic educational content creation [175].

Just like the learning process involves (at the minimum) the content to be learnt and a

learner, existing approaches dealing with APL address the task by leveraging information either

referring to educational materials or to their users. Next sections will review approaches falling

into each of the two categories.

3.5.1 Leveraging Learners Data

A line of research on APL is aimed at estimating prerequisite structures from students behaviours

[59] or acquired skills (i.e. knowledge mastered by the student) as collected from the student

interaction with Intelligent tutoring systems [45, 115, 278]. Such models are based on the

assumption that changes in a student’s knowledge (e.g. acquisition of new concepts) can be

inferred from students’ performances during assessment events [143, 246]. As early application
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of this idea, [87] proposes to infer prerequisite graphs based on the results obtained by student

on multiple tasks (questions, problems solving, etc.): if a student is able to correctly solve a

task A (e.g., finding least common multiples) and a task B (e.g., adding fractions with unlike

denominators) but not the other way around (i.e., many students that can find common multiples

fail at adding fractions), then A must be prerequisite of B. Subsequently, the performances of

learners when testing their skills were used to create student models representing an estimate

of skill proficiency at a given point in time [83]: since prerequisite concepts should be acquired

before advanced ones, student models can be used to estimate precedence knowledge acquisition,

i.e. prerequisite relations [60].

Another line of research that deals with modelling students knowledge while they interact

with coursework or learning materials is knowledge tracing [66] or, as it was called since machine

learning methods took over classical Bayesian approaches [219, 292], Deep Knowledge Tracing

[223, 288]. Knowledge tracing in some ways is close to student skill modelling, as it addresses

a similar task, but it also offers a complementary perspective since the two diverge in terms of

scope: while capturing skill acquisition level at a certain time is generally used to trace back

what a student has already learnt, modelling student knowledge over time, as in knowledge

tracing, is aimed at predicting how students will perform on future interactions in order to

provide personalised new content. As a consequence of the different perspectives, PRs can be

used in knowledge tracing as constraints when modelling students’ knowledge [58], but not as an

outcome of the modelling task.

Although taking students’ behaviour into account when performing APL is an attractive

perspective, such type of information is not available unless we capture it exploiting, e.g., learning

management or intelligent tutoring systems. Instructional events through learning systems

represent only a fraction of the overall learning experiences, thus restricting APL only to the

data collected in those situations is limiting. Another known challenge of such approaches is that

students’ data are generally sparse, namely they result from irregular use of the tutoring system,

thus it is quite difficult to use them to generalise and accurately represent the domain knowledge

[58]. In order to handle those cases, one could rely on a APL approach to leverage the information

from educational resources rather then their users. This represent also our approach for tackling

the task, as we will discuss in chapter 8.

3.5.2 Exploiting Instructional Resources

Different sorts of instructional materials have been used to train and evaluate APL systems.

Among them, Wikipedia is undoubtedly the most used resource [104, 165, 166, 264, 301], possibly

because of practical reasons: it is freely accessible, heterogeneous in terms of topics covered,

widely used and multilingual. However, we see also works leveraging other types of resources,

such as scientific papers [109, 162], knowledge units of MOOC courses [56, 162, 240, 289],

transcripts of video lectures [6, 26, 215]), Learning Objects repositories [103], DBPedia [181] or
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textbooks [281]. Depending on the resource considered, the APL model might address the task

relying on a different strategy.

3.5.2.1 Graph-Based Approaches

A line of research dealing with APL exploits graph-based approaches [109, 134, 167, 181, 289].

As said, knowledge graphs can be used to represent domain knowledge and dependency relations

between concepts by depicting concepts as nodes and relations as edges. These methods exploit

graph theories to infer unknown PR edges from knowledge graphs. For example, [167] proposed

an optimization based framework to discover concept prerequisite relations from course depen-

dencies; [216] developed a graph-based propagation algorithm to order latent representation of

concepts automatically acquired from video transcripts of MOOC courses. Other works exploit

directed graphs [173, 215] or multidimensional knowledge graphs [251]. Although graph-based

methods show great potential as they generally reach good results, they rely exclusively on formal

properties of the graph topography and do not take into account the information contained in

the content of the resources. As most educational resources assume the form of textual materi-

als (think, e.g, of textbooks, but also of Wikipedia pages), NLP approaches can be exploited to

overcome this limit and leverage information contained the content of instructional materials

[56, 103, 109, 162, 282].

3.5.2.2 Resource Content and Structure

We notice that information extracted from educational textual materials are used either to define

features to train APL models based on machine learning [103, 173, 182, 264] or exploited to

define unsupervised approaches that do not need to learn from labelled examples [1, 161, 165].

For the purposes of this dissertation, we are mostly interested in discussing the different types of

information used to uncover PR rather than going into detail about the employed models. For

this reason, the remaining of the discussion will be focused on presenting existing strategies for

tackling APL distinguishing the type of information each considers informative to uncover PRs.

Indeed, regardless of the employed model, we distinguish between information that can

be acquired from the raw text and information that refers to formal and structural properties

of the resource. While the former can be acquired from plain text, as we will discuss below,

the latter need to access some extra-textual information of the resource in order to define PRs

predictors. What can be considered as a structural property, however, depends on the resource

we are looking at. [283], for example, dealing with textbooks, exploits the book organisation

into chapters and sub-chapters to create a structured dependency-based representation of text

portions. By relying on such representation, the authors propose to uncover PR by computing

the relation strength between concept pairs as a distance between the sub-chapters where they

appear (e.g, if the concepts ‘addition’ and ‘multiplication’ are mentioned in chapters 3.1 and

3.2 of the book respectively, their distance will be equal to 1). As apparent, this method can
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be applied only if relying on a resource that shows a table of content or, at least, chapters and

sub-chapters that can be used to recreate a hierarchical structure of the resource content. For

[109], performing APL on the ACL Anthology, scientific papers can be organised into a relational

structured representations by considering citations and papers similarity (in terms of overlapping

content). Knowledge bases such as Wikipedia or ontologies are by definition structured knowledge

representations by means of manually entered relations (in the case of ontologies) or hyperlinks

and categorical structure (in the case of Wikipedia): this makes the acquisition of structural

properties even more straightforward. As a matter of fact, there is a whole line of works dealing

with APL that rely on Wikipedia graph and categorical structure to extract concept relational

features [79, 103, 282, 301].

Among the works exploiting Wikipedia, [264] was the first to adopt machine learning to tackle

APL. The authors of the paper presented a Maximum Entropy classifier to predict prerequisite

relations between Wikipedia pages by exploiting three types of features: Wikipedia hyperlinks

features (i.e. random walk with restart (RWR) score between two pages and PageRank score),

edits of pages (i.e. RWR score on edit information), page content (i.e. category assigned to the

pages, presence of a link between them, mention of concept in the page text). Similarly, [103] use

Wikipedia’s hierarchical category structure and hyperlinks as features for a Multilayer Perceptron

classifier. [301] as well experimented with different classifiers trained with a rich set of features

capturing concept relatedness by exploiting links between Wikipedia pages, overlap of pages

categories and of pages content. Contrary to previous methods, [165] did not exploited a machine

learning method, but still relied on Wikipedia to acquire information. In [165], the authors

presented a very intuitive yet robust link-based metric to uncover PRs based associative strength

between concepts, the Reference Distance (RefD) metric. As the name suggests, the focal point

here is the notion of (co-) reference: indeed, RefD models the prerequisite relation by measuring

how differently two concepts refer to each other using TF-IDF. Although the RefD is thought to be

quite generic and can be computed considering mentions in books, citations in scientific papers,

etc., the experiments described in the paper present a Wikipedia-based Ref-D implementation

exploiting hyperlinks between the Wikipedia pages of the concepts and computing TF-IDF on

pages content. The RefD metric was also used by [283] in a method that jointly extracts relevant

concepts and prerequisite structure from textbooks exploiting also external knowledge from

Wikipedia.

What is common to the above methods is that they all require to access the explicit structure

of the resource. Although they do take into account the information contained into the pages (to

compute, e.g., TF-IDF and to acquire concept mentions), such information is always associated

with other features coming from the resource hierarchical structure (links, metadata, page

history). If on the one hand these methods are to be distinguished from the graph-based ones

discussed above as they take advantage of both the pain text describing a concept and structural

features of the dependency representation of concepts, they still mostly rely on structural features,
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also reported as the most informative [166, 167]. However, this condition is neither the most

common or the most natural. First of all, there are some well-known limits related to the use of

Wikipedia for acquiring domain knowledge [113]. For example, emerging fields (for with students

might be more interested in finding resources) tend to be poorly represented in Wikipedia since it

takes time before the community starts building a consistent number of pages referring to the

topic, thus obtaining a solid representation. Plus, the actual coverage and quality of Wikipedia

are frequently questioned. Moving to a different knowledge structure won’t solve the problem

either as structured representations might be rare for some domains. Moreover, students dealing

with a new topic generally relies only on the information that can be leveraged from the content

(s)he’s reading. Hence, automatically uncovering PRs relying exclusively on the content (plain

text) of the educational material is a challenging, though undoubtedly possible, scenario.

3.5.2.3 Plain Text Information

Models that rely on plain text information to acquire PRs have the advantage of returning a PR

structure that reflects the actual content of the educational resource taken into account. As a

consequence of leveraging information exclusively on the textual content, relations not present

in the text won’t be acquired. For what concerns the work related to the present dissertation, a

consistent part of the research has faced the task of automatically acquiring PR from plain texts

as we identified it as a quite neglected issue. It goes without saying that the work represented a

joint effort with other researchers: we developed solutions which were presented to the research

community to drive the attention towards the potentiality and the benefits of the in-text setting of

APL. This section won’t discuss our approaches, but they will be addressed in the last chapters of

this thesis. The remainder of the section will, on the other hand, discuss the textual information

employed by other models, although frequently combined with structural features.

The most simple approach when searching for PRs in plain text is relying on lexical and

lexico-syntactic patterns [283]. The patterns are aimed at identifying a lexical relation between

two terms, which might underpin a PR. Consider as an example the pattern "NP2 such as

NP1", that might appear in, e.g., a computer science text instantiated as "Wireless networks

such as 4G". According to the example, "4G" is related to "wireless network" via the "such as"

pattern, which reveals that 4G is a specific type of wireless network. In most cases, showing a

"type-of" relation overlaps with having a prerequisite relationship: in order to understand the

most specific item (4G in the example), the student first has to master the knowledge related

to the super-ordinate item (wireless network). Clearly, pattern-based methods are not robust

as they require to manually define the patterns in advance (which might apply quite well to

a resource, but fail on another) and they also miss to identify relations between concepts not

co-occurring in the same sentence. Relying on external lexical resources, such as WordNet3, to

acquire hyponyms-hypernyms might turn out effective to overcome these limits, but, as above, the

3https://wordnet.princeton.edu
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results might drift away from the content of the resource and return ontologically valid relations

not actually expressed in the considered text.

As mentioned, unfortunately exploiting only plain text information is a task frequently

neglected by the existing literature on APL. Indeed, features based on lexical overlap between

pages [108, 282] (measured as shared terms or using similarity measures) and concept co-

occurrence [109, 165] are combined with the structural features described above. Co-occurrence,

for example, is at the core of many approaches for PR relation identification [165]. However, while

co-occurrence is an intuitive condition for PR, high co-occurrence is not necessarily a measure

for PR strength, since it could identify also other types of relations, such as taxonomic relations,

complex relations, general associations or co-requisites. Therefore, a reasonable assumption is

that co-occurrence of two concepts is likely a necessary but not sufficient condition to identify

a prerequisite relation that needs to be further refined with other information. In general, in

fact, high co-occurrence frequency (i.e. counting how many times two concepts occur together in a

certain span of sentences) seems a good indicator of relatedness, thus it could underpin other

kinds of relations besides PR.

Before ending the section, it is worth mentioning the set of features proposed by [166] to train

their APL model. In this work, the authors defined a set of proper textual features to be acquired

from the content of Wikipedia pages to be combined with graph-based features to train a PR

classifier. In addition to simple mentions, the authors rely on topic modelling performed on pages,

Jaccard similarity and embedding representation of concepts acquired using Word2vec [194]. We

feel this work is the most closely related to our approach, and we also took inspiration from the

their set of features when designing our model.

3.6 Educational Applications Exploiting Prerequisite Relations

In this Section we will provide a brief overview of selected educational applications enriched with

prerequisite relations knowledge.

Automatic lesson plan generation is possibly the most straightforward application of PRs [26, 169].

Within this line of research, [4] proposes Socrates, a tool for automatic synthesis of study plans.

Given a set of concepts, Socrates is able to organise concepts respecting the prerequisite constraint

in order to obtain effective study plans exploiting a graph-based approach on the prerequisite

concept graph. Socrates was tested in a study involving 193 Physics concepts and the automati-

cally produced study plans where deemed as good quality by a pool of expert teachers, although

the authors say that more extensive testings should be performed. More recently, [71] developed

a model for identifying a prerequisite-aware curriculum plan aimed at acquiring the knowledge

required to fit into the ideal profile of specific job offers.

Similarly, customised learning materials generation deals with automatically building novel

educational resources that reflect the prerequisite structure of the domain. [164] propose to build
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personalized learning resource similar to a textbook using BBookX system which automatically

collects and organizes online resources related to user input. [108] presented a system for gener-

ating reading lists based on inferred domain structure and learner models.

In [282], prerequisite concept maps are used to perform automatic assessment, namely assessing

learning achievements and providing feed-backs to learners. The system, enriched with a prereq-

uisite concept map automatically extracted relying on textbooks and Wikipedia, provides learners

with questions about concepts in the map. If a student answers correctly to the questions, the

systems recommends to move forward in the map to a more advanced concept, otherwise the

learner is recommended to revise some prerequisite concept in the map.
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4
METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES OF UNCOVERING PREREQUISITE

RELATIONS FROM EDUCATIONAL TEXTS

Previous Chapters discussed background and research related to our work. In particular,

we dealt with the definition of concept and prerequisite relation in Chapter 2 and presented

a literature review on textual annotation, prerequisite relation annotation and automatic

extraction in Chapter 3.

It should be clear at this point that uncovering, annotating and extracting PRs are not trivial

tasks. As a consequence of such difficulty, we notice a lack of consensus on the nature of concepts

and rough definitions of annotation tasks, which frequently leave unspecified the distinctive

features that can be used as clues to identify PRs. As a result of the aforementioned, we identify

the following main consequences: a) low agreement values between annotators [56, 91, 109],

b) difficulty to directly compare existing datasets and c) performance variability of systems

trained on such data [16]. The main causes of points a) and b) could be traced in fairly basic and

vague PR annotation guidelines, which leave annotators with naive and innate definitions of

the PR relation, leading to heterogeneous annotations. As a consequence, different annotation

initiatives produce datasets encoding the same phenomenon according to different principles.

Despite disposing of diverse datasets might be useful to test the robustness of, e.g. an automatic

PR extraction system, the lack of consistency in annotation shows that the community working

on PRs misses a commonly shared definition of the phenomenon and standard procedures for

dealing with it.

We try to fill this gap in the literature by proposing a novel methodology for uncovering

PR relations in textual instructional materials. The goal of our methodology is to provide a

systematic approach for modelling concept relations from the educational point of view, thus

supporting the development of a shared interpretation of PRs among the research community.
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The methodology was systematised in the PR Framework introduced in Chapter 1.4 and further

discussed in the next Chapters, which comprises multiple components, each dealing with a

different issue of PR identification. The first issue we tackled when developing our methodology

and framework was the manual annotation of PRs in instructional materials.

Note that, from now on, when we mention ‘instructional materials’ we refer to educational

resources in form of textual materials, if not otherwise specified.

As discussed in 3.1, developing annotation protocols is a challenging task that requires, first

of all, to clearly define the phenomenon to be annotated and how the annotation should be carried

out. As we already stated when introducing prerequisite relations (2.2), among all interpretation

of PRs we are mostly interested in the view proposed by the pedagogical perspective, which focuses

on modeling resource content rather than domains. In the following Sections, we will explore the

issues, benefits and challenges relating to the adoption of the pedagogical view to uncover PRs in

instructional texts as opposed to the ontological perspective. Specifically, Section 4.1 will discuss

our perspective on the task of prerequisite identification and the challenges it poses; Section

4.2 will present the results of crowd–based experiment where we investigate the influence of

language complexity on the task of manual PR identification; Section 4.3 introduces our novel

methodology by discussing how we incorporated the results of the crowd-based experiments and

the issues we addressed. In the last Section summarises the chapter.

4.1 Tracing Prerequisite Relations with the Pedagogical
Perspective

As discussed in Section 2.2.2, there are two main paradigms which deal with the relationship

between prerequisite relations and domain knowledge: the ontological and pedagogical views.

The methodology described in this dissertation relies on the latter.

The basic idea behind the pedagogical view is that there are multiple valid ways to organise

concepts within a subject domain. These are generally reflected in instructional materials, whose

content ultimately mirrors the author’s view about the domain structure and how it should be

taught. It is true that, for some subject matters, teachers and the authors of learning materials

tend to introduce concepts to students according a predicable order. For instance, this happens in

foreign and second language teaching, where the sequence of acquisition is an ascertained notion

used for describing a possibly fixed and universal order in which all learners tend to acquire

grammatical features of the target language [146]. However, this predictable and shared order

is not common to every subject: the content of instructional materials is generally organized on

empirically based design strategies and not according to conventional discipline structures [171].

As a matter of fact, although the teaching of a subject may eventually experience a process of

standardization, the order of contents to be presented is still largely a matter of the author’s

preference [266] (see the example on the two Computer Science textbooks in Section 2.2.2). Hence,
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based on the pedagogical view, it is more appropriate to model the prerequisite structure of

instructional resources rather than creating absolute and resource-agnostic knowledge structures.

However, the ontological view is by far the most widely adopted paradigm both for building

resources annotated with PRs and for acquiring prerequisite relations relying on automatic

strategies [103, 244, 264, 301]. Such approaches, heavily relying on structured knowledge bases

(e.g., Wikipedia, DBpedia or ontologies) and domain experts’ background knowledge, might return

poor results when applied to domains not well covered by the external knowledge, or they might

bind the PRs to a specific ontology of the subject matter showing relations which might not be

reported in all instructional materials. The opposite might also happen: we might overlook and

fail to find a relation because it is not mirrored in the knowledge structure we rely upon (or in

the experts’ ideal representation of the domain).

Consider as an example of the latter phenomenon the following text excerpts taken from a

computer science textbook1. Both discus the family of devices used to connect different networks.

In the first text (text 1) we underlined the first occurrences of the relevant concepts (identified

by a domain expert), while in the second text (text 2) underlined entities correspond to existing

hyperlinks to other Wikipedia pages.

1) The simplest of these [devices] is the repeater, which is little more than a device

that passes signals back and forth between the two original buses (usually with

some form of amplification) without considering the meaning of the signals. A bridge

is similar to, but more complex than, a repeater. Like a repeater, it connects two

buses, but it does not necessarily pass all messages across the connection. [...] The

connection between networks to form an internet is handled by devices known as

routers, which are special purpose computers used for forwarding messages. Note

that the task of a router is different from that of repeaters, bridges, and switches in

that routers provide links between networks while allowing each network to maintain

its unique internal characteristics. [42]

2) In telecommunications, a repeater is an electronic device that receives a signal

and retransmits it. Repeaters are used to extend transmissions so that the signal can

cover longer distances or be received on the other side of an obstruction. Some types

of repeaters broadcast an identical signal, but alter its method of transmission, for

example, on another frequency or baud rate.

In text 1, repeater, bridge and router equally denote a sort of device with a similar function.

During the flow of the exposition, the author naturally presents these concepts in a sequential

order, offering for each of them a definition based on similarities and differences with respect

to the others. As a result, understanding one of them, for the reader, becomes very useful to

1It is the same textbook we used to build the PR-annotated dataset as presented in Chapter 7 and the Wikipedia
page on ‘Repeater’2
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understand the next in line, thus suggesting the presence of a prerequisite relation between these

concepts. It should be noted that, in an ontological representation, these three concepts would be

arguably encoded as sibling nodes (not-hierarchical organisation), possibly children of device. If

we consider text 2, what is most striking is that there is no concept overlap between the two texts:

apart from not being present in the presented excerpt, bridge and router are never mentioned

also in the remainder of the Wikipedia page. What clearly emerges is that, although the two texts

discuss roughly the same topic, they adopt two different perspectives and explanatory strategies.

If we were to adopt the ontological approach to enrich the two above texts with PRs, we

might end up adding some relation that is ontologically legitimate but not really present in the

text. Given these issues, if our goal is exploring and modelling how prerequisite relations are

expressed and organised in educational materials, strictly bounding the identification of PRs to a

specific text is the most appropriate strategy: tracing prerequisite relations along a text, as in the

pedagogical view, rather than acquiring them from structured knowledge representations would

be more effective in uncovering the PRs actually expressed within it. Essentially, uncovering the

PR structure of the text would consist of finding how the author decided to organise the content of

the resource. This approach more naturally mirrors the human learning process. In fact, even in

the case of a poorly conceived learning material, that may lack important dependencies or where

concepts are presented in an awkward order, it is reasonable to identify the relations that are

expressed in that specific text: a final user (e.g. a learner studying the material) will eventually

cope with these relations and not with those included in a domain ontology or reflected in a

particular expert’s background knowledge.

4.1.1 The Holistic Process of Identifying PRs within Texts

Ideally, the interpretation of an educational text on the part of the learner should perfectly

match the communicative intent of the writer. However, moving beyond the surface level of

the language and dealing with semantic interpretations requires to activate some inferential

mechanisms that allow the comprehension of the content of a piece of text [69]. This might result

in multiple interpretation of the text content and, consequently, on diverse prerequisite structures.

Investigating what causes slight of significant divergences of interpretation among text readers

is beyond our scope. What is interesting from our perspective is finding the consequences of the

interplay between text and reader. As a matter of fact, one of the implications of adopting a

pedagogical view is that we must put great attention on the text of the resource we are using as

some prerequisite relations might be implicitly entailed in the text.

Given the observations above, we refer to the PR identification (and thus manual annotation)

activity as an holistic process, which involves not only identifying the relation, but also having a

clear understating of the context where concepts are described as some relations might emerge

from reading even large text fragments rather than individual sentences. Indeed, the meaning of

words can very depending on the context where they appear. In the educational context, we argue
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that what changes with respect to the context is not concept meaning, but concept relationship

with other pieces of domain knowledge: first a concept might be just mentioned or introduced,

then used inside its definition and later recalled to explain some new information or to explain

another concept. To better understand this idea, consider the examples below, showing short

texts extracted from Wikipedia. In the excerpts, we underlined three of the relevant concepts.

3) Malware is any software intentionally designed to cause damage to a computer,

server, client, or computer network. A wide variety of malware types exist, includ-

ing computer viruses, worms, Trojan horses, ransomware, spyware, adware, rogue

software, wiper and scareware.3

4) In mathematics, an equation is a statement that asserts the equality of two

expressions, which are connected by the equals sign. [...] The most common type of

equation is a polynomial equation in which the two sides are polynomials. The sides

of a polynomial equation contain one or more terms.4

Based on the content of these short texts, we might be able to identify the following PR rela-

tions occurring between the underlined concepts. In example 3), a malware is introduced as a type

of software, thus we could create the relation sof tware ≺ malware5. As a Trojan horse is in turn

described as a specific type of malware, we could also add the relation malware ≺ tro jan horse.

Consider now example 4). Here, equation is presented as a generic statement including more

specific types of equation, such as the polynomial equation, which in turn is composed of two

sides comprising terms. Such explanation justifies the PRs equation ≺ pol ynomial equation

and pol ynomial equation ≺ terms. Although we might end up creating different sequences if

considering other texts, these above are motivated by the presentation of concepts in this specific

case. The above are direct and explicit PRs as we could identify lexical cues helping us spotting

their presence. However, these texts also entail two mediated PRs: sof tware ≺ tro jan horse

and equation ≺ terms. These two relations could be easily motivated as they result from the

interpretation of the overall textual context where they appear, although there is no connective

clue hinting for the PR between the two: in example 4), for instance, equation and terms are

even mentioned far away from each other (in terms of inter-occurring sentences). These are

clear examples of transitive PR relations (see Sec. 2.2.1) which happen quite frequently between

educational concepts: two concepts might be related because they are part of the same learning

path, but not directly connected or discussed within the same text fragment.

Such type of implicit relations are usually vague and easily influenced by the interpretation

of the text [275]. Indeed it seems that familiarity with the domain plays a crucial role on the

task of finding concept relationships within educational texts. For instance, [220] suggests that

3From Wikipedia page about ‘Malware’ (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malware).
4From Wikipedia page about ‘Equation’ (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equation).
5Following the notation used in Chapter 2, we represented the relation “A is prerequisite of B” as A ≺ B.
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readers generally perceive a text as more complex if they are not familiar with the domain, and

a higher perceived complexity usually results in a lower number of identified relations (not all

necessarily legitimate) between mentioned concepts. This fact sheds more light on the fact that,

in the pedagogical view, we should pay attention not only to texts content, but also to linguistic

complexity. Ultimately, it might be that choosing a more or less complex instructional text might

affect the overall correctness and homogeneity of manually annotated relations, resulting in

better or worse annotations overall.

As our goal is defining a systematic methodology for dealing with PRs, also when manually

annotating them in texts, we can’t carry on our research without before addressing the following

question, left – in our opinion – unanswered by the existing literature on PRs: are all instruc-

tional materials equally suitable resources to uncover prerequisite relations between educational

concepts? In order to investigate the impact of linguistic complexity on PR manual recognition,

we carried out a crowd-based experiment on concept sequencing, described in the Section below.

4.2 Impact of Linguistic Complexity of Texts on Prerequisites
Identification

The goal of this Section is investigate whether there is an impact of textual complexity on the

task of manual identification of prerequisite relations between concepts. To pursue such goal, we

setup a crowdsourcing experiment on prerequisite concept ordering.

In spite of some well known limits of crowdsourcing [254], such approach has become a

widely used paradigm in NLP to collect human judgments about linguistic phenomena. Its mostly

appreciated advantages are being fast and allowing to collect a wide variety of judgments. Among

the vars amount of works employing crowdsourcing to collect human judgments, it is worth

mentioning [44, 76, 153], which specifically tackled textual complexity. Among the works dealing

with PRs, crowdsourcing was employed for annotating PR relations between Wikipedia pages by

[264]. Here, the authors inferred a set of PRs between concepts exploiting Wikipedia hyper-links

and then used crowd-sourcing to validate those candidate relations.

In principle, the task of prerequisite concept ordering proposed in this experiment consists

of creating sequences of concepts motivated by prerequisite relations based on the information

contained in randomly presented short concept descriptions6. Contrary to [264], our goal here is

not to create a manually PR-annotated dataset, but to investigate whether different concepts

descriptions convey different concept sequences. For this reason, we ask subjects to create

prerequisite sequences rather than validating pre-arranged concept pairs. Our investigation

is motivated by the fact that it is widely acknowledged that linguistic complexity has a direct

relationship to readers’ comprehension (see e.g. [21, 139, 211, 262]). Following from such evidence,

our intuition is that complexity might have an effect also on the task of structuring the knowledge

6In what follows we will use the terms ‘orderings’, ‘order’ and ‘sequencing’, ‘sequence’ interchangeably.
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contained in a resource by means of PRs. To test the impact of textual complexity on prerequisite

identification, we built three parallel versions of the ordering task varying with respect to the

texts used to describe concepts. Specifically, texts were acquired from three different sources,

each targeting a different audience and representing increasing degrees of complexity.

Details about the experiment setup and the obtained results are presented below.

4.2.1 Experimental Setup of a Crowd-based Concept Ordering Task

4.2.1.1 Prerequisite Concept Ordering Task

Prerequisite concept ordering, in general terms, consists of manually creating a sequence of

concepts reflecting their prerequisite structure. In the current experiment, we asked to perform

the task by sequencing randomly ordered concepts triples. Each triple consists of a short learning

path, thus, in order to be valid from an instructional point of view, the proper learning precedence

of concepts within the triple must be preserved in the re-created sequence.

For the purposes of the current experiment, each concept is represented by a short text

containing its description. Hence, prerequisite concept ordering here consists of sequencing

the short texts knowing that each text refers to a different concept. More formally, given three

randomly ordered concepts A, B, and C, each represented by a short text, referred to as tA , tB and

tC, we ask to create the ordered triple T = (tA ≺ tB ≺ tC), which conveys the following meaning: A

is prerequisite of B and B is prerequisite of C. To guide subjects during the sequencing process,

we asked to order the texts so that the final sequence reflects the following properties:

1. tA contains the knowledge required to understand tB and tC;

2. tB can be understood only if tA is known;

3. tB is required to understand tC;

4. tC can be understood only if tA and tB are known.

In order to guarantee that concept triples show the prerequisite relations between the concepts

involved, we retrieved gold concept pairs from AL-CPL dataset [168]. As detailed in Section

3.4, the dataset contains manually annotated prerequisite pairs of concepts belonging to four

domains, namely data mining, geometry, physics and precalculus. We claim that concept triples

represent short learning paths as we selected them if the dataset reported A ≺ B, B ≺ C and

A ≺ C as positive pairs (i.e., showing a prerequisite relation). Given the high correlation (83%)

reported by the authors between the three experts while manually annotating AL-CPL pairs, we

assume that the prerequisite relations contained in the dataset aren’t ambiguous. Anyways, we

manually inspected the texts in order to verify whether the sequences proposed by Al-CPL were

reflected in the concept descriptions.

The four domains of the dataset have different sizes (considering the number of prerequisite-

annotated pairs), thus we selected 3 concept triples from the larger domains, i.e. geometry,
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precalculus and physics, and 1 triple from the smallest, i.e. data mining. Eventually we obtained

30 concepts spread over 10 triples.

4.2.1.2 Concepts Descriptions

In order to investigate whether different concept descriptions affect subjects’ identification of

prerequisite relations, we collected the short texts describing concepts of the experiment from

three different sources varying with respect to linguistic complexity. Linguistic complexity is

traditionally defined with respect to the intended audience, i.e. as a measure to determine how

challenging a text is for a reader on the basis of multiple linguistic factors, thus affecting the

reader’s ability to access text content [72]. Accordingly, here we define linguistic complexity

with respect to the intended audience targeted by the source that we used to acquire the con-

cept description. Specifically, concept descriptions were acquired from the following sources: i)

Simple English Wikipedia7, ii) English Wikipedia8 and iii) encyclopedias (i.e., Encyclopedia of

Mathematics9 for precalculus, data mining and geometry concepts, Encyclopedia of Physics10

for physics concepts). All sources are works of encyclopedic scope since they are organised in

entries (articles) and they provide factual information about the concept covered by the article.

However, they differ with respect to the target audience, as discussed below, thus they can be

used to represent different levels of reading difficulty, ranging along the complexity spectrum

from simple to complex.

More in detail, the three sources can be described as follows:

i Simple English Wikipedia is an online free encyclopedia written at a basic level of English to

foster learning for children, adults with learning difficulties, students and English Language

Learners. Its goal is to help readers understand hard ideas or topics through easy-to-read

content [132, 270], thus we use this source to represent the simple variety of texts.

ii English Wikipedia is a highly popular online encyclopedia with more than 3 hundred million

visits each day and more than 39 million pages11. Wikipedia is an open project where volunteer

contributors are not required any specific qualification and whose goal is to deliver knowledge

to everyone freely. Although the quality of Wikipedia articles in terms of content is known

to be low for some pages, [105] showed that the level of accuracy of hard science articles

approached that of encyclopedias curated by experts. For this reason, we relied on this source

to represent the intermediate complex variety, which we refer to as neutral.

iii Specialised Encyclopedias, unlike the previous two, focus on a single domain and target

an audience of experts of the field. Those resources often assume that the reader already
7https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
8https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
9https://encyclopediaofmath.org/wiki/Main_Page

10Besancon, R. (2013). The Encyclopedia of Physics. Springer Science and Business Media.
11https://stats.wikimedia.org
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masters the fundamentals of the discipline and aim to convey in-depth discussions about

the relevant knowledge of the subject domain. For precalculus, geometry and data mining

concepts we selected their descriptions from the “Encyclopedia of Mathematics Wiki”, an open

access graduate-level resource designed by experts for the mathematics community. Physics

concept descriptions were selected from “Encyclopedia of Physics”, an encyclopedia written by

international authorities in the field of physics. Considering that this resource is intended for

specialised contexts, we use it to represent the complex variety of texts.

In summary, for each concept A of our experiment, we have three short descriptions (3 to 5

sentences long, around 100 tokens on average) tSA, tWA and tEA, referring to the descriptions

acquired, respectively, from Simple Wikipedia, Wikipedia and encyclopedias.

4.2.1.3 Crowdsourcing Design

Considering our goal, i.e., investigate whether different concept descriptions affect subjects’

identification of prerequisite relations, we defined three crowdsourcing tasks, one for each

linguistic complexity level, i.e. simple, neutral and complex. The crowdsourcing tasks were all

administered through the Prolific platform12, which allowed us to select how many subjects

involve in each task and their desired characteristics. We decided to recruit 20 different subjects

for each task among native English speakers.

Each crowdsourcing task consists of a questionnaire Qx where subjects are asked to solve the

prerequisite concepts ordering task on 10 concept triples Tx, with x = 〈S,W ,E〉 depending the

complexity level of the texts used to describe concepts. Note that we used the same 10 concept

triples in all questionnaires, presented in the same order both with respect to the order of ques-

tions in each questionnaire and of the internal random order of concepts in each triple. Concept

triples and their correct prerequisite ordering as reported in the AL-CPL dataset are displayed

in Table 4.1. Questionnaires only vary with respect to the complexity level of the texts used to

describe concepts. In practice, the triple (Arithmetic ≺ Multiplication ≺ Power) is represented

in QS through the descriptions of concepts arithmetic, multiplication and power acquired from

Simple Wikipedia, while in QW and QE through the descriptions acquired from Wikipedia and the

encyclopedia respectively. This way, questionnaires are homogeneous with respect to linguistic

complexity, meaning that each triple Tx of Qx is represented by texts acquired from the same

source.

Such setting allowed us to investigate the influence of linguistic complexity on the task of prereq-

uisite concept ordering without suffering the influence of other intervening factors. We further

included in each questionnaire 2 control questions to identify non-reliable subjects.

Before ordering the concept triples, subjects were provided with task instructions and an

example of a solved question (Figure 4.1), supported by a brief motivation for the proposed

12https://www.prolific.co/
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ID Concept A Concept B Concept C Gold Sequence
1 Geometry Cone Circle A-C-B
2 Line Angle Point C-A-B
3 Addition Summation Arithmetic C-A-B
4 Gravity Gravitational field Physics C-A-B
5 Skew Lines Line Parallel B-C-A
6 Acceleration Speed Motion C-B-A
7 Sample Statistical significance Confidence interval A-C-B
8 Polynomial Number Integer B-C-A
9 Function Mathematics Limit of a function B-A-C
10 Deformation Hooke’s Law Elasticity A-C-B

Table 4.1: Concept triples administered to subjects recruited for the experiment. Each concept A,
B and C is represented in the questionnaire by means of a short textual description and the term
referring to the concept is masked as described in the experimental design Section. The ‘Gold
Sequence’ column reports the gold prerequisite ordering of the three concepts as acquired from
the Al-CPL dataset.

ordering. As can be noted, the name of concepts in the texts is covered by masks represented by

alphanumeric codes. Masks were introduced to avoid the influence of subjects’ background knowl-

edge in solving the task. In fact, a preliminary experiment aimed at defining the experimental

setting revealed that, once identified the concept described in each of the three text, subjects

tended to ignore the descriptions and to create sequences based on their prior knowledge abut

the domain. Given our goal of observing the impact of texts on the prerequisite ordering task, we

decided to conceal concept names in the descriptions and asked subjects to avoid trying to guess

which concept is hidden behind the mask since, by doing so, they could create an ordering based

on their prior knowledge about the topic rather than on the texts’ content.

4.2.1.4 Task Example

In order to better understand the experiment setup and desired output, we will now look again

at the example in Figure 4.1.

Text A, B and C describe a different concept each by means of a different short text. The multiple

choice grid can be used to report the sequence of texts believed to reflect the most appropriate

prerequisite sequence. The ordering proposed in the example as correct solution is the following:

(C ≺ A ≺ B). This solution is motivated by the fact that text C describes a concept which is a

prerequisite of the concept covered by the mask j7o described in text A: according to the text,

q48 consists of studying j7o. In order to understand 3s0 (explained in text B) the student should

know j7o (“3s0 corresponds to j7o”) and consequently text B should be placed as third in the

ordered sequence. To satisfy the curiosity of the reader, we can now reveal that j7o is a mask for

multiplication, q48 for arithmetic, and 3s0 for power. It could be argued that arithmetic isn’t a

prerequisite concept of the other two, but rather a cover term used for referring to the subject
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Figure 4.1: Test question presented to subjects.

domain, thus representing a taxonomic relation with the others more than a PR. Although in the

current experiment we simply used the concepts proposed by the dataset we relied upon, in our

PR annotation protocol we accounted for such observation, as we will discuss in 5.2.2.2.

4.2.2 Linguistic Complexity Evaluation

As preliminary analysis, we measured the complexity of the texts extracted from the three

sources, namely Simple Wikipedia, Wikipedia and encyclopedias. To pursue this goal, we relied

on Profiling–UD13 [43], a web–based application that performs linguistic profiling of texts for

multiple languages. By relying on the linguistic annotation of texts at mopho-syntactic level,

Profiling–UD extracts more than 130 features modeling lexical, grammatical and syntactic

phenomena that, all together, contribute to characterize language variation within and across

texts [43, 114]. The set of linguistic features monitored by Profiling–UD are extracted from the

different levels of annotation (the texts are annotated according to the UD formalism, see 3.1.2)

and capture a wide number of linguistic phenomena, such as a) raw text properties, b) lexical

variety, c) morpho-syntactic information, d) verbal predicate structure, e) global and local parse

tree structures, f) syntactic relations and g) use of subordination. The complete list of features

monitored by Profiling-UD and their description is reported in Table B.4 of Appendix B.

We exploited Profiling–UD to analyse the texts used in the questionnaires, representing

different text varieties identified on the basis of the target audience, and compared the results.

In order to explore whether there is an association between the values of the features extracted

using Profiling-UD and the text variety represented by our texts, we performed Mann-Whitney

13Demo available at http://linguistic-profiling.italianlp.it/
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U Test correlation analysis on the features values of each group of texts (texts are grouped on

the basis of their original source). See the results in B.1 (Appendix B). Mann-Whitney U Test

analysis revealed significant differences between the texts, concerning in particular the parse tree

and the verbal predicate structure. The parse tree structure varies in particular for what concerns

the use of prepositions, either verbal arguments or nominal and adjectival modifiers sharing

the same nominal head: confirming our original distinction, Simple Wikipedia sentences are

characterised by few embedded complement ‘chains’, which make the sentences simpler overall.

On the other hand, sentences extracted from encyclopedias, representing the complex variety,

show a richer subordinate structure and higher ‘verbal arity’, i.e. a feature capturing the average

number of dependency links (covering both arguments and modifiers and excluding punctuation

and auxiliaries) sharing the same verbal head. Refer to B.1 in Appendix B for consulting the

average values obtained by each group on significantly varying features.

Since these properties are among the most predicting features for sentence complexity [82],

the fact that they vary significantly between groups shows that the sentences belonging to the

three text varieties represent different degrees of complexity. As proof, consider the visualisation

displayed in Figure 4.2 obtained using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). PCA is a classical

data analysis method that reduces the dimensionality of the data while retaining most of the

variation in the data set by identifying principal components, along which the variation of the

data is maximal [135]. We computed PCA on all sentences in the experiment (represented as the

vector of significantly different feature values) by considering 2 principal components and plotted

the results to visually assess similarities and differences between them. PCA visualisation (Fig.

4.2) reveals that, regardless of the major aggregation at the center of the plot, the sentences

tend to group in a way that reflects their expected complexity degree: Simple Wikipedia and

Encyclopedia sentences tend to stay in the lower and higher part of the plot respectively, whereas

Wikipedia sentences have a sparser distribution. The latter result suggests that, rather than

neutral, the complexity of Wikipedia texts is mixed and highly variable from sentence to sentence,

as observed also by [132].

Based on such results and thanks to the ordering answers collected in the crowd-based

experiment described above, we aim to test the following two hypotheses.

• HP1) Textual complexity affects the human identification of prerequisite relations between

concepts. In particular, since a student can only acquire information about unknown

concepts from their description in educational materials, we expect easier-to-read texts

to express more clearly and unambiguously the propaedeutic relations between concepts.

Conversely, prerequisite ordering judgments expressed on the basis of the information

presented in more difficult-to-read concepts might be less homogeneous, revealing a higher

difficulty in abstracting the relations from the texts.

• HP2) The pedagogical role of concepts influences the complexity of texts describing them.

In other words, the most fundamental concepts in learning paths, corresponding to the
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Figure 4.2: PCA visualisation of the sentences (each dot corresponds to a sentence) contained in
the texts used for the experiment. Different colours are used to indicate to which group of texts
the sentences belongs.

first element of the prerequisite sequence, should be described in a easier and simpler way

than the subsequent elements as they convey more basic knowledge about the domain.

Vice-versa, concepts representing more advanced and detailed knowledge (i.e., the final

items in the sequence) might be described through more complex texts.

In order to investigate HP1 and HP2 above, we compared the subjects’ answers collected

on the three questionnaires. Our intuition is that, if HP1 is true, the orderings of the Simple

Wikipedia texts will be more similar to the gold sequence than the orderings of more difficult-to-

read texts. HP2, on the other hand, could imply that the first elements of the concept sequence

are easier to identify, regardless of the textual variety of the texts. The results of the analyses

addressing HP1 and HP2 are presented below in Sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 respectively. Note that

we restricted our analyses to the answers provided by 15 subjects. Specifically, we excluded from

the study those subjects who failed the control questions and who took less than 5 minutes to

answer the questionnaires (which we empirically evaluated as minimum time).

4.2.3 Linguistic Complexity and Concept Orderings

The impact of linguistic complexity on the task of prerequisite concept ordering has been assessed

here with respect to the orderings produced by subjects in the three questionnaires. First,
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we computed the accuracy of the answers collected for each question of each questionnaire.

Answering a question correctly consists in this case of re-creating the same triple sequence

proposed in the AL-CPL dataset. Consequently, ordering accuracy has be computed as a ratio

between correct answers and total answers collected (corresponding to the number of subjects

taking the questionnaire, i.e. 15, as questions can’t be left blank). The accuracies values of each

questionnaire are reported in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Ordering accuracy for each question and overall (‘AVG’ column) for the three question-
naires.

The bar graph of the figure is interesting in several ways. First, it’s worth noticing that

no question received a 100% accuracy: the highest reported accuracy (80%) is observed in only

two cases, namely question 1 and 3 in the Encyclopedia questionnaire, which received a correct

answer by 12 out of 15 subjects. Such result is in line with our previous observations about the

difficulty of organising concepts on the basis of their prerequisite relationship (see 4.1). Second,

if we consider the average questionnaires accuracy reported in the column ‘AVG’, we observe a

minimal difference between the three textual variety: the questionnaire accuracy corresponds

to 38%, 36.7% and 40% for Simple Wikipedia, Wikipedia and Encyclopedia questionnaires

respectively. If on the one hand the lower accuracy observed on Wikipedia texts could be explained

considering that Wikipedia pages are collaboratively edited by volunteers, possibly with little or

no training in writing specialised texts [73, 172, 249], the difference between Simple Wikipedia

and Encyclopedias is more striking. Based on HP1, we expected that Simple Wikipedia texts,

addressing young learners and readers with cognitive impairments, would have conveyed the

relationship between concepts in a clear way, causing only few cases of ambiguity. The picture
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emerging from the accuracies comparison depicts a different scenario: in general, subjects were

slightly better at identifying the correct sequences of concepts when relying on the descriptions

of the more complex texts. This might be due to the fact that, addressing an audience of domain

experts, encyclopedic concept descriptions are more precise and accurate, thus they reveal concept

relationships more clearly.

The higher complexity of encyclopedia texts is anyways reflected in the average time required

to complete the questionnaire (displayed in Figure 4.4). As a matter of fact, if we take time into

account, we notice that subjects completed the Simple Wikipedia questionnaire more quickly

(13 minutes and 26 seconds on average) than the Encyclopedia questionnaire (20 minutes and

50 seconds on average). The Wikipedia questionnaire, which shows the higher variations with

respect to subject times, required 16 minutes and 36 seconds on average, showing a value in

between the simple and complex variety. These results suggest that, despite a slightly lower

accuracy of the answers, ordering concepts after reading simpler texts is easier than doing the

same task based on the knowledge acquired from complex texts, which in turn takes more time.

This intuition is supported by the answers provided on a post-questionnaire interview.

During the interview, we asked to rate the task difficulty on a 5-point Likert scale where 1 means

“very difficult” and 5 means “very easy”. The three groups of subjects all reported the task as

difficult, regardless of the questionnaire they were given. However, we notice a variation in the

difficulty score assigned by the three groups: the group taking the Simple Wikipedia version of

the questionnaire reported an average 2.4 on the Likert scale, whereas the other groups reported

an average 1.93 and 2.0 for Wikipedia and Encyclopedia respectively. Note, however, that Prolific

platform only reports the amount of time taken to finish the entire questionnaire, thus we are

not able to distinguish between the amount of time required to read the texts and to provide the

answers. Future analyses, capturing question times, could further investigate this aspect.

In order to further investigate the correlation between subjects’ answers and the texts used

to describe concepts, we computed Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) on the questionnaires

answers. The highest correlation (PCC=0.54, p-value < 0.05) are observed when we consider

the answers of the questionnaire involving Wikipedia texts and compare it with the other two

questionnaires. Simple Wikipedia and encyclopedia-based answers actually show a slightly

weaker correlation (PCC=0.45, again p-value < 0.05). Considering that the correlations are all

significant, we can highlights two factors: 1) these results provide a further evidence about the

difficulty of the task, which emerges regardless of the texts used for describing concepts; 2)

the impact of the linguistic complexity on the task is significant. In fact, although the average

accuracies of answers produced after reading Simple Wikipedia and Encyclopedias are quite

similar, they do not converge on the same concept triples. If we consider again the picture depicted

by Figure 4.3 in light of the PCC values, we can notice that those questions where the accuracy is

high in the Simple Wikipedia variety obtain instead a low accuracy in the Encyclopedia variety,

and vice-versa. This result is interesting and should be further investigated in the future by,
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Figure 4.4: Box plot reporting time (in seconds) employed by subjects to complete each of the
three questionnaires.

e.g., employing parallel descriptions: presenting the same text adapted to comply with different

complexity degrees could allow to explore which constructions make PR recognition more or less

difficult. Data collected in the current experiment do not enable us to investigate this aspect in

more depth.

4.2.4 Influence of Concepts Pedagogical Role

In this Section we address HP2, namely does the pedagogical role of concepts influence the task

difficulty? To this aim of this analysis, we informally define the ‘pedagogical role’ as corresponding

to the type of information they convey with respect to the overall prerequisite structure of the

subject matter. In practice, we say that the first items in the learning sequence play the role of

primary notions and they convey basic and fundamental knowledge, whereas the last concepts in

the sequence play the role of learning outcomes as the knowledge they convey corresponds to

the ideal outcome of the learning path14. Our intuition is that fundamental concepts are easier

to identify as basic notions, whereas more detailed and advanced concepts are more difficult to

understand. To tackle this issue we analyse the crowd-based answers on prerequisite concept

ordering to investigate whether subjects are able to find initial concepts of the sequences more

easily then final concepts. Initial concepts are those occupying the first position in the triple

sequence, while final concepts are those that should be placed in the third position. Our intuition

is that it is easier for a reader to access the content of a initial concept description since they are

14We take the distance here from the research addressing Learning Objects and educational ontology construction,
which used the terms ‘Primary Notion’ and ‘Learning Outcome’ with more precise and formal interpretation.
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usually more broad and thus should contain less complex syntactic structures. This idea was

already proposed by [182] and [18] who introduced readability and complexity-based features for

automatic prerequisite learning. However, neither of them tested the impact and significance of

those features.

As first step, we compared the accuracy (computed as above) of initial and final elements

of the concept sequences: if our hypothesis is true, the ordered concepts should show a higher

accuracy on the first elements of the sequence rather than the last ones. The results confirm our

hypothesis: regardless of the complexity level, initial concepts show a higher accuracy than final

ones. Specifically, in Simple Wikipedia questionnaire, initial concepts are correctly identified in

68% of cases, while final concepts in only 45.34%. Similarly, in the Encyclopedia questionnaire

we notice a noticeable difference between the accuracies of initial and final concepts, with the

former showing 71.34% of accuracy and the latter only 54.67%. In Wikipedia questionnaire the

gap is smaller, although still present, with initial concepts showing 58.67% of accuracy and final

concepts 51.34%.

To better investigate the reasons behind such differences, we exploited Profiling-UD to analyse

the linguistic properties of the texts describing initial and final concepts. This time, we performed

the Profiling-UD analysis at document level (i.e. one document for each concept description)

rather than on individual sentences as above. This was done in order to better reflect the human

process of understanding a concept: in the experiment, subjects are supposed to read the whole

description before creating the sequences. Our goal here is to verify whether texts describing

initial concepts are generally easier-to-read (regardless of the textual source) than final concepts

descriptions. If confirmed, this might be the reason that made initial concepts more accurately

identified.

The complete results of this analysis, as well as the average values obtained by each group

on significantly varying features are reported in B.2 in Appendix B. The linguistic profiling

analysis on the documents showed again significant differences concerning the verbal predicate

structure and inflectional morphology. If we use the two dimension PCA to visually inspect

the differences between documents describing initial and final concepts (see Figure 4.5), we

see that the documents tend to separate, having final-concepts descriptions mostly on the left

part of the plot and initial-concepts descriptions on the right and central side. The dispersion

plot in Fig. 4.5 suggests that the descriptions concerning final concepts tend to be more similar

and, considering their linguistic features, equally complex. On the other hand, initial concepts

descriptions complexity seems more variable. This rather mixed picture emerging from the

central part of the graph is not completely surprising if we consider that, in this analysis, we

didn’t distinguish the texts depending on the original source. What is interesting however is that,

eventually, although having only few items (60 documents) and a quite sparse visualisation, the

results hint for the presence of complexity differences associated to the pedagogical role of the

concepts. We further investigate these difference on the PR-annotated gold dataset described in
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Figure 4.5: PCA visualisation on initial and final concepts of the PR sequences. Each dot repre-
sents a document, i.e. a concept description.

Chapter 7 (Section 7.5.2).

4.3 Towards a Novel PR Identification Methodology

The results presented above offer some insightful evidence about the tight bond between the task

of PR identification and the content and expository style of educational materials. Specifically,

we observed that, although prerequisite identification is a rather difficult task overall, the

complexity of the text where relations are searched for can make the results more or less reliable.

This fact shows from two intertwined results: a) easy-to-read texts allowed faster and more

accurate orderings; b) texts addressing domain experts are possibly more precise and this makes

PRs emerge more clearly and unambiguously, although it takes longer for readers to deliver

a concept sequence. Such results provide further motivation for considering PR identification

as an holistic process, involving multiple simultaneous tasks: textual content comprehension,

relation extraction and logic inference. As already mentioned in Sec. 3.4, most PR-annotated

datasets tend to neglect these facts, which in the reality are highly impactful and should be

kept into account. Our effort toward the definition of a methodology for dealing with PRs which

incorporates the findings of our text variety analysis brought to the conclusion that uncovering

PRs from educational texts is the most viable option.

As we anticipated in chapter 1, our methodology has been systematised in the PR framework
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which incorporates a protocol for manual annotation of PRs in texts and a model for supervised

automatic extraction of PR relations which exploits the manually annotated examples previously

obtained. In what follows we will summarise the motivations and challenges of our methodology

for uncovering PRs, focusing in particular on the issues related to manual annotation. Indeed, it is

widely acknowledged by the community working on resource creation and corpora annotation that

properly defining problems is vital when designing annotation tasks: the clearer the definition of

the problem, the better the data that will be collected, allowing for annotations less influenced by

the subjectivity of the single annotator or by her/his interpretation of ambiguous instructions

[127]. The effects of a well-defined and motivated annotation protocol will have positive impacts

also on automatic extraction.

4.3.1 Text-Bound Annotation Approach

When we designed our novel PR annotation task, we decided to rely on the pedagogical perspective.

Uncovering PRs based on instructional materials content is a key point of our methodology as

it allows to capture the instructional design knowledge, namely the author’s organisation and

arrangement of concepts, while simultaneously bounding the annotated PRs to the text. Such

result is actually novel and it can be achieved by designing an annotation task which dictates to

annotate PRs directly on texts while reading it, thus reflecting the reader’s understanding of the

prerequisite structure entailed in the text.

By adopting an annotation approach strictly bound to the text being read we lay the founda-

tions for performing analyses not possible otherwise aimed at identify which textual contexts

triggered PR relations. In practice, our annotation approach requires to add labels indicating the

presence of a PR directly on the text. Consider, as an example, the short text (taken from the

example in Fig. 4.1): “Arithmetic is a branch of mathematics that consists of the study of numbers,

especially [...] addition, subtraction, multiplication and division”. Based on our approach, one

would need to express in the annotation the this particular instance of the concept ‘arithmetic’

is described in such a way that a learner first needs to know what ’mathematics’ is (assuming

that both are concepts). The fact that such relation is expressed by this particular occurrence

of ‘arithmetic’ is relevant to us as a different occurrence in another part of this same text might

underlie a different relation. More detailed information about the formalisms we adopted to

encode such highly specific information and the description of the output of the annotation process

will be provided in the next chapter. For now we simply want to underline the fact that, although

our approach might seem trivial as text-bounded annotations are common practice in corpus

annotation tasks, anchoring PR to text spans is actually novel in PR annotation.

As a consequence of this choice, the manual annotation will encode the following information:

(a) a PR is found in the text;

(b) the PR occurs between concepts A and B;

(c) the PR was found while reading a certain span of text which ideally contains the information
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suggesting the presence of the relation.

Point (c) is particularly promising and novel: once we know where in the text we should

search for a PR, we can explore such text spans searching for linguistic cues hinting the presence

of the PRs. Such investigations are not possible in ontologically-based annotations as there is no

reference text and the motivation of a PR could be retrieved only by interviewing the annotators.

In order to achieve our goals, we designed PR annotation as a corpus annotation task where PRs

must be anchored to the text portions where they are identified by the human annotator. Such

text-bound annotation can be used to motivate PRs by exploring the context surrounding the

annotated text fragment. Additionally, it could be used to investigate whether PRs appear in

recurrent linguistic structures. In order to achieve this goal, the corpus needs to be linguistically

annotated in advance, as we will discuss in 5.1.2. It should be mentioned that such approach

could be adapted also to generalise captured knowledge: when comparing multiple annotations

produced on different texts tackling the same topics, it could be used to compare different teaching

approaches for the same subject matter.

4.3.1.1 Educational Texts

Text annotation of PR relations, intended as the task of manually enhancing educational resources

with explicit propaedeutic relations between concepts, has been performed on multiple types of

educational materials (see 3.4). Among them, textbooks might be one of the most suited resource

to build a corpus for annotating PRs which has a good coverage of the topics of a subject domain

and, at the same time, it shows a clear explanatory approach. Despite being rarely used for PR

annotation (if not for acquiring concepts as in [149, 176, 283]), textbooks constitute the most

prominent learning resource in traditional classroom-based settings [154]. Indeed, they contain

narrative and expository text, from which students are expected to acquire novel knowledge

after careful reading [184]. Being self-contained and curated instructional materials, textbooks

generally cope with every concept a learner has to know in order to understand the book content.

This fact involves multiple advantages when using these resources in PR annotation. First

of all, we can assume that the concepts appearing within a book are all related with each

others. Based on this assumption, we can expect that PRs identified on the basis of the textbook

content as defined above would allow to obtain rich annotations in terms of number of identified

relations. Second, textbook authors generally curate their materials so that they already show a

quite apparent arrangement of concepts, possibly also highlighting most relevant information

in order to guide learners through the reading. As a consequence, in a text-bound annotation,

annotators should simply identify the pre-organised learning path, rather than re-arranging

concepts according to their sensitivity and prior knowledge. The resulting annotation would

reflect the explicit content structure as well as the implicit inner structure of the book (such

as transitive relations). Note however that the prerequisite structure can be acquired from any

source of instructional material: as long as it relies on textual content, our approach can be
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applied. Textbooks simply represent a perfect ground for challenging our methodology as they

contain long and, possibly, coherent concept descriptions which should make the annotation

process more onerous to carry on. It the methodology works well on textbooks, it can be easily

applied on many other resources.

4.3.2 Challenges with Annotation Evaluation and Automatic PR Learning

The principles guiding the design of our PR annotation protocol allow to create datasets that

simultaneously encode multiple information, referring both to the text content and possibly also

to its linguistic structure. However, such approach also involves some challenges and peculiarities

that need to be acknowledged and taken into account.

4.3.2.1 Comparing the Manual Annotations

Previous work mostly addressed PR annotation and evaluation as a pairwise combination of con-

cepts [264, 283, 301]; we also used this approach in [14]. However, we believe that such approach

over-simplifies the result of the annotation process and may result in misinterpretations of the

relations contained in the text. Indeed, the final output of the annotation could be represented as

a directed graph in which each path is an interpretation of a relation that arises from reading

the whole text and should be evaluated accounting for those peculiarities. The commonly adopted

pairwise evaluation of PRs misses the interdependence between concepts involved in a PR path

and does not take into account the PR-annotated graph as a whole [170]. Temporal relations

may represent an interesting ground of comparison for such cases, since precedence relation

also shows a transitive sequential nature and are reported as difficult-to-annotate relations

[248]. Similarly to what we see happening in PR evaluation, also temporal relations evaluation

usually misses to consider the overall result of the annotation (or automatic extraction) in favour

of but sub-results, such as individual pairs of successively described events [179, 274] or even

same-sentence events [151]. Indeed, researchers in both fields encounter similar limitations

using traditional performance metrics used in information retrieval, e.g. precision, recall [269]. A

common scenario in both fields is when three items A,B,C (concepts or events) are annotated

by a rater such that A < B and B < C, but another rater identifies the relation A < C: in such

cases, traditional agreement metrics, such as Cohen’s k introduced in 3.2.2, will fail to identify

A < C as a shared relation, even if it is an implicit consequence of the other two [269]15. This

suggests that a better strategy to compute agreement might consist of considering transitive

edges and path similarity in the two graphs, or at least employing metrics that do not penalise

the absence, in the annotation, of relations that may be legitimately derived from the annotation

graph. Our proposal and novel adaptation of traditional agreement metrics designed with the

aim of overcoming the above limitations will be presented in Section 5.2.3.

15< indicates both the temporal relation before and the prerequisite relation ≺
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4.3.2.2 Automatic PR Learning

Although several methods have been devised to extract prerequisite relations, they were mainly

focused on educational materials already enriched with some sort of explicit relations, such as

Wikipedia pages, MOOC materials or Learning Objects (see 3.5). Conversely, a more challenging

task is the identification of prerequisites when no such external relations are given, and the

textual content is therefore the only available source of information. This reflects our scenario:

how can we automatically extract prerequisites from educational texts? We provide our answer

to this question with our automatic PR learning model described in 8. As we will discuss, our

model relies exclusively on information that can be acquired from the raw text of the annotated

corpus as we designed the model to value the textual content referring to the description and

contextualisation of a concept. The need to adopt a similar criterion of extraction arises from the

observation that this would be: (a) suitable for prerequisite learning also when external sources

of structured information are not available; (b) capable to infer prerequisite relations directly

from the educational material where concepts are described.

4.4 Chapter Summary

In this Chapter we discussed the issues of tracing prerequisite relations in educational texts

according to the pedagogical perspective. In particular, we explored the role of linguistic com-

plexity, as represented by three textual varieties targeting different audiences, on the task of

manually creating propaedeutically-motivated sequences of concepts. Thanks to our investigation

we concluded that linguistic complexity plays an important role in the PR identification task:

propaedeutic relations between concepts emerge more clearly from simple texts, as we expected,

but also from complex texts addressing an audience of domain experts. On the other hand, texts

designed to target a wide audience convey PR relations between concepts less clearly. Although

the association between linguistic complexity comprehension was already investigated in pre-

vious studies, our crowd-based experiment is the first, to the best of our knowledge, to target

specifically PR relations and offer quantitative evidence about the impact of linguistic complexity

on the identification of PRs.

The results of our investigation on the one hand confirmed our intuition on the challenges

(but also benefits) of uncovering PRs from textual instructional materials, but on the other hand

they also shed light on some novel issues that we addressed in our methodology for dealing with

PRs. In particular, for what concerns the challenges of text-bound PR identification, we confirmed

our intuition that finding PRs within the content of instructional materials requires to take

into account the overall content of the resource as some relations might remain implicit. These

types of relations in particular constitute an interesting challenge also for automatic PR learning

systems. However, a text-bound annotation approach might lead the way to novel analyses on

prerequisite relations carried out on the content of the texts where these relations are identified.
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From our perspective, this represents an exiting opportunity as it creates the conditions from

multi–disciplinary investigations that combine the linguistic, educational and computer science

perspectives.

Concerning the novel observations emerging from the results of our investigation, it was

brought to our attention that not all instructional materials are equally suited to uncover PRs.

Apart from the complexity level of the resource, we should also take into account that, in order

to model a subject domain based on the content organisation proposed by an instructional

resource, we should rely on homogeneous and coherent resources. Textbooks fit well in this

requirement: they are curated materials, explicitly targeting students at a specific learning level,

and designed to convey all the knowledge required by a learner. Furthermore, we observed that

our text-bounded PR annotation approach demands to take into account and revisit some of the

common approaches adopted in the literature, in particular for what concerns the evaluation of

the agreement between manually obtained annotations. Specifically, we should take into account

the overall annotation graph rather than individual pairs as some relations might be implied by

other PRs.

We incorporated the above observations into our novel methodology for dealing with PR, as

well as the observations emerging from the comparison with past works within the same line

of research. The next chapters will describe in detail each component of the PR framework and

their application for the construction of a PR-annotated dataset on computer science concepts

that will be used also to display the use of the PR learning module. By describing our annotation

protocol and basic principles for manual annotation and automatic extraction, we aim to clarify:

(a) how to carry out PR annotation on an educational text and how we encoded the information;

(b) how to compare and evaluate the reliability of such manual annotation while also taking into

account the peculiarities of the task and of PRs;

(c) exemplify which type of novel analyses can be performed on such annotated resources;

(d) show how we can obtain state of the art performances on automatic PR learning systems

without relying on external knowledge bases but also on the content of the annotated corpus.
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PROTOCOL FOR ANNOTATING PREREQUISITE RELATIONS IN

TEXTS

In this chapter we will describe the set of recommendations and instructions that we defined

in order to produce textual corpora manually annotated with prerequisite relations. These

instructions were systematised within the annotation protocol (PREAP), which will be

described along this chapter. The development of PREAP and the definition of its principles are

the outcome of our efforts addressed towards a consensual definition of the PR annotation process

aimed at overcoming the limitations of current PR-annotation strategies discussed in Section

3.4. The multiple interpretation and definition of ‘PR relation’ led to different datasets which

are usually produced not relying on well-defined annotation protocols, which, conversely, could

support dataset reuse, comparison of results, other than higher reliability of the datasets. Our

goal, on the other hand, is to define a thorough protocol for obtaining PR-annotated datasets in

order to reach a commonly agreed treatment of the relation.

To pursue our goal, a research team involving researchers with different backgrounds under-

took multiple tests to discuss and evaluate possible annotation criteria in a joint collaborative

and multidisciplinary effort. The different perspectives contributing to the research led to the

definition of the PREAP protocol, whose main novelty consists of formalising the principles of the

pedagogical view, as described in the previous chapter. The development of PREAP annotation

protocol took into account the desiderata and good practices for designing annotation tasks that

we outlined in 3.1. For this reason, in this chapter we will first present the iterative process that

we undertook in order to reach the current final version of PREAP, then we will introduce PREAP

protocol and discuss its principles and annotation guidelines in detail.
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5.1 Design of the PR Annotation Protocol

An annotation protocol consists of guidelines and specifications aimed at indicating how to obtain

corpora enriched with explicit information regarding a certain phenomenon and that can be

reproduced on any unannotated texts at any time [230]. As described below and detailed in Sec.

3.1, defining a procedure for annotating textual resources implies a continuous process of testing

and validating annotation choices while keeping an eye on the recommendations for obtaining

good-quality annotated data. The next sub-sections will report the process we undertook to define

PREAP and our efforts towards addressing the good practices for modelling the annotation task.

5.1.1 Iterative Process of Protocol Development

The design of our annotation protocol was inspired by the methodological framework of the

MATTER development cycle described in 3.1.1.1, which defines a general model for obtaining

annotated corpora to be used in Machine Learning experiments. In particular, we took into

account the recommendations provided within the MAMA sub-cycle, concerning the phases of

model and annotation definition. The MAMA model fits our needs as it is agnostic to the decisions

made regarding corpus selection, annotation tools and representation formats, which we dealt

with in PREAP. As recommended by the MAMA design process, we carried out multiple cycles of

testing and revision of our PR annotation protocol, detailed below.

The iterative approach that brought us to the final version of the annotation protocol is

displayed in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: PREAP protocol: iterative design process.

As shown in the Figure, before dealing with the design of PREAP protocol and its principles, we

performed some preliminary exploration in order to review existing literature related to standard

approaches for corpora annotation and, specifically, prerequisite annotation. This allowed us to
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define the boundaries of our problem, i.e., the interpretation of PR and the annotation model,

which expresses how to perform annotation. The defined model was tested through annotation

tasks that produced PR-annotated datasets, which we analysed to identify issues, addressed by

revising the model.

Such ‘definition-testing-evaluation-revision’ cycle was performed three times, each resulting

in a different version of the annotation protocol (namely, v1, v2, and v3). The revisions addressed

the issues emerging from the application of the protocol to the annotation of textual data and were

aimed at improving the richness and coherence of the annotations. Since developing annotation

specifications and understanding the boundaries of a phenomenon mutually benefit each other

[284], we believe that relying on such iterative design process, next to the literature review on

corpora and PR annotation and field experience with annotation, eventually led to a shared vision

among the members of the research team about how the PR annotation task should be defined

and improved each time.

Currently, PREAP has reached its third version, which embodies the lesson learned from the

iterative process of annotating and evaluating previous versions of the dataset. Before detailing

the principles of PREAP for annotating PRs, we will discuss how we integrated the desiderata

for annotation tasks into the protocol. Note that a systematic comparison of the three protocol

versions, as well as the corresponding datasets, is carried out in Sec. 7.6.1.

5.1.2 Compliance with Annotation Tasks Desiderata

During the definition of the annotation task, we made an effort to comply with the existing

desiderata for annotation tasks (see Sec. 3.1.2). Here we discuss the main issues that we ad-

dressed.

5.1.2.1 Corpus Selection

As already discussed in 4.3.1.1, we decided to design the protocol for PR annotation having in

mind a specific type of textual educational materials, textbooks. We made this choice for two

reasons: (1) we assume that all concepts mentioned within the same textbook are related and

discussed making reference to each other, and (2) they represent long and coherent explanations

about the same subject domain. As a consequence of these, textbooks might represent the most

challenging resource to be annotated: designing a protocol which is able to handle such type of

text will make it potentially adjustable to all types of educational resources. For these reasons,

we consider textbooks as a suitable resource to retrieve PRs and simultaneously put under stress

our protocol.

A well-designed textbook is also supposed to have a good coverage of the topics in the

subject domain. Considering the above as the general assumption that represent the foundations

of our methodology, we recommend that each annotation project that wishes to perform PR

annotation following our PREAP protocol should verify that the chosen text actually reflects such
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requirements. This might seem trivial but is actually essential in order to guarantee the quality

of the annotations. As discussed in 4.3.1, having an annotation strictly bound to the text has the

advantage of making the annotation independent from any external resource but, at the same

time, it reflects the author’s organisation of the domain topics proposed in the resource being

annotated. If a project relies on a poorly conceived instructional materials, the inappropriate

concept organisation will be reflected in the annotation. Although this won’t affect the possibility

to carry out corpus explorations, it might affect possible applications of the dataset for, e.g.,

automatic curriculum planning. Hence, the selection of the text is possibly the most fundamental

step of annotation projects relying on PREAP principles and it should be done carefully and

considering the final goal of the annotation project.

Having a good quality corpus will also allow to reflect some formal requirements such as

representativeness and balance. With respect to the latter, it should be noted that relying on

a “balanced corpus” for PR annotation should simply mean having an amount of PRs in the

corpus such that the goals of the project can be accomplished. Consider in fact that the number of

non-PRs in a corpus (i.e., concepts not related by a prerequisite relation) is always higher than

the number of PRs: they cover not only opposite relations (i.e., multiplication ≺ addition, if

addition ≺ multiplication is a PR) but also all pair-wise combinations of concepts not related

by a prerequisite relation.

5.1.2.2 Replicability

Replicability is an important aspect of NLP projects, and most notably of annotation protocols,

since their purpose is to be applied to as many unannotated data as possible. The first step

towards replicability consists of defining clear guidelines, i.e. the set of instructions to create the

annotated corpus, aimed at describing the annotation task. In the effort to make our protocol as

replicable as possible, we created an annotation manual comprising guidelines and questions to

help annotators eliciting the knowledge they acquired from the content of the textbook. More

details about the annotation manual are provided in Section 5.2.2.1 of this Chapter. Additionally,

we recommend to include certain information about the project settings in any annotation report

in order to improve the awareness of corpus explorers and to promote replicability. Specifically,

we recommend to report the followings factors, inspired by those listed by [31]:

(i) annotators, i.e. number, recruitment process and criteria, training, expertise status with the

text domain and annotation practice;

(ii) corpus, i.e. size, language, bibliographical reference, domain covered.

5.1.2.3 Annotation Representation

As thoroughly discussed by Leech in [158], the annotation layer should be independent from the

raw text of the corpus, which should always be recoverable. We achieved such multi-layered anno-

tation thanks to a representation of the annotated information inspired by stand-off annotations
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(see 3.1.2). Specifically, we separated the raw text, linguistic analysis and concept annotation

levels from the prerequisite relations annotation level. This is done in order to preserve the

integrity of the plain text but also to allow multiple annotations of PRs on the same text, possibly

carried out at different times. More details on the annotation output will be provided along the

discussion of the annotation protocol and tool (Chap. 6).

5.2 PREAP Prerequisite Annotation Protocol

The present Section deals with the basic principles of PREAP (PRerequisite Annotation Protocol),

a protocol that formalises the process of manually annotating prerequisite relations on texts.

In contrast with the definition provided by [94], which defines the annotation process as “any

procedure or activity, at any level of granularity, involved in the production of annotation”, we

restrict the ‘annotation process’ to the set of activities included in a specific annotation project,

namely the definition of the project setting, the textual annotation and the corpus evaluation and

analysis.

PREAP is thought to be applied in PR annotation projects, namely the set of activities

aimed at building a dataset that includes explicit annotations about PR relations in educational

texts. The protocol results from the effort of formalising our knowledge and considerations on

prerequisite relations (see 2.2), acquired thanks the literature review, our own experiments

and research backgrounds, into a set of recommendations for annotating PRs on educational

texts. The ultimate goal of such process is the creation of gold standard datasets, i.e. manually

labelled sets of items resulting from the annotation of a single expert or from the combination

of all annotators’ judgements that capture how the prerequisite relation is instantiated in the

educational resources to be used as Ground Truth data [94, 286]. To this aim, PREAP relies on

the most fundamental principle of the pedagogical perspective for uncovering PRs: rather than

creating de-contextualised annotations, annotators must read a text and identify concept pairs

connected by prerequisite relationship while reading, thus based on the content of the resource

and not on their background knowledge of the domain. By doing so, we are able to simultaneously

obtain (a) an annotation anchored to the content of the resource and (b) a text enriched with

manually annotated relations, reflecting our intention of extracting knowledge from texts.

Considering our choice of adopting a text-bound annotation methodology, the resources we

create are highly valuable for multiple purposes. For example, they can be used for training

and/or testing the performances of automatic PR learning systems. Furthermore, they can be used

to investigate how PR relations are realised within textual data. For these reasons, the protocol

is meant to support the job of researchers working in the field of Computational Linguistics

and NLP, who might want to use annotated corpora in their data-driven research, but also

researchers working in the field of Education and Educational Technologies. The latter could use

annotated corpora to carry out theoretical research about, e.g., how concepts are organised and
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presented in different educational materials, or create their own PR-annotated corpora thanks

to the lightweight annotation methodology which doesn’t require extensive expertise in text

annotation.

5.2.1 Before Annotating: Preliminary Decisions and Annotation Project
Management

Annotating with PREAP principles requires to designate a project manager, who’s in charge

of taking decisions concerning the project goals and settings. Such decisions (which should be

included in the project report) are preliminary to the actual annotation phase and concern:

a) Annotation goal: clearly define what the annotation is intended for and inform other people

involved in the project about it;

b) Textual corpus: select the resource to annotate and perform any step of text pre-processing

that may be necessary (e.g., perform and correct OCR, remove images, solve acronyms, etc.);

c) Task settings: determine how the annotation takes place and which annotation tool should be

used, if any;

d) Annotators recruitment: define the ideal annotator’s profile and recruit subjects if they comply

with the requirements.

e) Annotators training: introduce selected annotators to the project and set up the pilot study to

assess their understanding of the guidelines;

f) Annotation revision: decide whether and how to check and revise annotations;

g) Agreement evaluation: compute and evaluate inter-annotators agreement;

h) Annotations combinations: decide whether and how to combine multiple annotations in order

to obtain a gold dataset (or Gold-PR dataset with reference to a Gold Standard annotated with

PR relations).

5.2.2 Annotation Specifications

Here we present the annotation recommendations designed to help annotators carrying out

the PR-annotation process. The first step when designing an annotation task is to define which

phenomenon should be annotated and according to which rules and recommendations [230].

The research team designed the protocol pursuing the objective of supporting the creation of

Gold-PR Datasets to be used as a ground truth for studying the linguistic realisation of PR

relations in texts and for training and testing PR learning systems that exploit linguistic features.

Considering these goals, our protocol proposes a PR annotation approach that anchors the

annotation to linguistically-annotated texts. Having the text morpho-syntactically analysed

allows to i) disambiguate concepts based on their grammatical category and normalised base form

(i.e., lemma); ii) extract all contexts where concepts and their prerequisites occur; iii) identify the
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syntactic structures underlying PR relations for further linguistic investigations. This approach

is an innovative contribution with respect to current literature on PR annotation, which fosters

analyses on PRs not otherwise possible, as we will discuss shortly.

PREAP high-level steps for the annotation process can be summarised in the following

recommendations:

1. Find the relevant domain concepts from the educational resource;
2. Read the text and, if you encounter a concept that needs some prior knowledge to be

understood, indicate its prerequisite concept(s) from those found at step 1;
3. Revise the pairs you detected reading again the portion of text where they were annotated.

Although simple in principle, these steps entail handling some methodological issues related

to both the characteristics of the relation and the resource being annotated, that we formally

addressed in the annotation manual.

5.2.2.1 Annotation Manual

The annotation specifications are systematised within the annotation manual, fully reported in

Appendix A and online1. The manual comprises two complementary resources: the Annotation

Guidelines (AG), whose aim is to describe how the annotation process should be carried out in

order to reduce inconsistencies in the annotations, and a list of Knowledge Elicitation Questions

(KEQ), aimed at clarifying dubious cases through questions and examples. Both AG and KEQ are

to be given to annotators prior to the annotation task in order to be discussed in the pilot study

where the manager can test if annotators interpreted the instructions correctly. The manual

remains at disposal of annotators throughout the entire annotation process.

AG in particular address potentially critical issues of PR annotation through 12 recommen-

dations, concerning: concept identification (addressed by AG 1-3), text annotation (AG 3-6), PR

features and properties (AG 7-9) and annotation revision (AG 10-12). We will now discuss them

in detail and show how we propose to handle them in PREAP.

5.2.2.2 Concept Identification

PRs are relations holding between two distinct concepts (namely, a prerequisite and a target

concept). As discussed in Sec. 2.1, the term concept is very broad and its definition may slightly

vary in different contexts. In PREAP, concepts correspond to domain–specific terms, either

single or complex nominal structures, mentioned in the textbook (see 2.1.1). For our purposes,

it is paramount to have a direct correspondence between a linguistic entity and the concept

it represents since the annotation task consists of identifying PRs based on the content of

educational texts.

1Available on the project’s website http://teldh.dibris.unige.it/pret/ and GitHub https://github.com/
Teldh/PRET
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As already mentioned for what concerns the sequence of concepts used in the crowd-sourcing

experiment discussed in the previous chapter (see 4.2), concepts can have different granularity

degrees, which may significantly affect the annotation in many ways. For example, it might

be argued that the relation holding between the term used to denote a subject matter (e.g.,

Algebra, Geometry, Physics) and its topics (e.g., addition, polygon, gravity) is more a taxonomic

relation rather than a PR. On the other hand, most taxonomic relations might as well correspond

to a PR. For this reason, we account for such condition in PREAP by separating the concept

identification and relations annotation steps. In this way, we create the conditions for letting the

project manager define which is the desired level of concept granularity that should be preserved

along the annotation. In fact, differently from [283], the identification of domain concepts in

the text can be tackled in our protocol as an autonomous step of the annotation process and

the project manager have to take preliminary decisions concerning the way concepts should be

extracted and used. In particular, the manager can decide if a) letting annotators identify domain

concepts while annotating the text with PRs, or b) providing a pre-selected list of validated

concepts, i.e., a terminology, that the annotators have to use as–it–is, or c) providing a list that

annotators can refine and update during the annotation. With option a) each annotator can define

its own set of domain concepts, possibly obtaining a richer but less homogeneous annotation

when compared with those produced by other experts on the same text. On the other hand, cases

b) and c) require a preliminary step aimed at extracting the terminology from the text (a review

of possible approaches was discussed in Sec. 2.1.2).

Note that the protocol does not impose any specific term extraction approach, however it

recommends to take into account the text content since some strategies (e.g. supervised term

extraction approaches) might require a certain awareness of the domain being analysed [191].

Defining in advance a list of relevant concepts, as for option b), sets the desired granularity degree

for concepts to be preserved along the annotation: depending on the final goal, the annotations

should produce knowledge representations with, e.g., only high-level domain concepts (e.g.,

algebra, geometry, mathematics) as opposed to a rich fine-grained representation (e.g., radius,

integer multiplication, fraction denominator). Case c) tries to balance pros and cons of a) and b).

Thanks to such approach, the project manager can decide what should be considered as a proper

domain concept and what instead should be excluded from the annotation task.

5.2.2.3 Text Annotation

The specific approach of our annotation protocol requires annotators to perform the annotation

of prerequisite relations while reading the educational text, which implies identifying PRs

through the explanations provided by the author to describe a new concept rather than relying

on the annotator’s background knowledge about the topic. In practice, reading the corpus and

creating PR relations between an instance of the target concept in the text and its prerequisite

concept should be done simultaneously. As a consequence, the annotation process doesn’t produce
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manually created non-PR pairs since this would make the annotation unfeasible: one would have

to label at least n(n−1) PRs, with n being the number of concepts. Non-PRs remain implicit in

the annotation, as well as non-annotated transitive relations, but they could be inferred through

the asymmetric and transitive property respectively. Contrary to existing PR datasets that rely

on external resources (see Sec. 3.4), our approach allows to capture the instructional design

knowledge, namely the author’s view on which concepts should be presented and how. This is

particularly relevant if we consider that the content of a textbook is designed to guide students

through a pre-arranged learning path designed to tackle relevant concepts and highlight their

relations.

5.2.2.4 PR Features and Properties

PRs, as intended in PREAP, are binary relations characterised by the properties of PRs outlined

in 2.2.1, namely irreflexivity, asymmetry and transitivity. Such properties must be preserved in

the annotation to avoid invalid relations from a structural and semantic point of view and, at the

same time, to allow the acquisition of implicit relations from annotated pairs.

Among formal properties, we first mention irreflexivity: by definition a PR must involve two

distinct concepts, thus self-prerequisites (e.g. network prerequisite of network) can’t be allowed

in the annotation. Moreover, the PR is an asymmetric relation: if concept A is a prerequisite of

concept B, the opposite cannot be true (e.g. if network is prerequisite of internet, then internet

cannot be prerequisite of network). This rule also prevents the creation of loops in the annotation.

Considering the semantic properties of the relation, PREAP accounts for different strengths of

PR as a weight assigned by the annotator to each relation (s)he detects. The protocol suggests

two categories: strong, to be assigned if the prerequisite is absolutely necessary to understand

the target concept, and weak, to be assigned if the prerequisite is useful for a deeper compre-

hension of the concept but not strictly necessary. In order to identify PRs between concepts, it

is also recommended to consider if the concepts are already related by some type of semantic

relation (discussed in Sec. 2.2.3). KEQ (see Appendix A) specifically address this issue by offering

examples of lexical taxonomic relations that might subtend PR, such as hyponyms, hypernyms

and meronyms, or semantic relations like causal or temporal. These relations and their specific

realisation in the text can sometimes cause divergent opinions among experts about the identifi-

cation of PRs, thus the goal of KEQ is to provide examples involving commonly used terms in

order to build a shared understanding about their interpretation.

5.2.2.5 Annotation Revision

Annotation revision, to be performed after the annotation phase, allows to check if pairs created

by an annotator comply with the formal and semantic requirements of prerequisite relations.

Ideally, reconsidering PRs should be useful not only for identifying proper errors, introduced by

the annotator by mistake, but mostly to think over hard cases. In fact, by double-checking the
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annotations, a domain expert could easy understand if a relation was inserted intentionally or

by mistake, but also reconsider annotation choices adopted at the beginning of the annotation

process that changed as the annotator became more experienced (even unintentionally) .

In PREAP, we call the revision phase “in-context revision”. Revision here is aimed at iden-

tifying both proper errors and hard cases at once. We adopt an in-context approach since, in

order to comply with the strategy adopted for creating pairs, the annotator is required to read

again the portion of text where she/he found a PR relation before making the final decision of

approving, excluding or modifying the relation. This choice is motivated also by the fact that

previous work addressing automatic identification of annotation inconsistencies has found benefit

to considering context when determining whether an ambiguous expression is inconsistently

annotated [201, 205].

Indeed, manual revision is a very time-consuming process. For this reason, a consistent part

of the body of literature on detecting annotation inconsistencies has focused on automatising

the process of identifying similar instances that have been labeled differently [84, 120, 271]. For

the time being, we didn’t verify which one, among the methods available in the literature, is

most effective to identify errors in PR annotation: we preferred to ask annotators to revise all

their PRs since this approach is generally recommended when dealing with small datasets. Yet,

a complete revision could be costly and tiring for the annotator, which could miss some pairs

worth revising due to the long revision sessions. To address this issue, we defined an easy and

simple way to balance the benefits and costs of revision. Relying on the intuition that variation in

annotation can indicate annotation errors [84] and that the highest chance to find errors concerns

phenomena rarely annotated [98], we ask annotators to revise only those PRs identified by a low

number of annotators. Thanks to this approach, we significantly reduce revision time since we

avoid revising those pairs that, being individually annotated by more than one annotator, might

well be correct. Obviously, since we do not double check some of the pairs, few errors might still

be present in the annotations, hence this revision approach should be used carefully only when

the project goals allow it. This delicate decision should be taken by the project manager without

involving annotators in order to avoid biased revisions.

5.2.3 Computing Agreement and Annotations Combination

If the project involves the revision process, once completed the project manager can use the

annotations to produce the Gold-PR dataset, i.e. the Gold Standard Dataset of PR annotations.

Such resource can result from a single annotation (relying on the judgement of a single trusted

expert) or as a combination of multiple ones. In both cases, the goal is to create an error-free

dataset, as coherent as possible, in order to obtain (i) informative analysis of its content, (ii)

good performances of systems trained using it, (iii) reliable comparison with system outputs

when testing their accuracies. When combining multiple annotations to create the Gold-PR, the

manager should first account for annotations agreement and then choose the most appropriate
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combination criterion.

5.2.3.1 Agreement metrics

Inter-annotator agreement is computed in PREAP relying on the most prominent agreement

metrics introduced in Section 3.2.2, namely Cohen’s and Fleiss’ kappa metrics. Cohen’s k is

employed to compute pair-wise annotators agreement, while Fleiss’ is used to compute agreement

between more than two annotators. As discussed in 3.2.2 and 4.3.2.1, the classic implementation

of kappa metrics hardly fit the characteristics of our PR annotation task. For instance, according

to the metrics, two annotators agree on an item if the item received the same label by both

annotators. This is limiting for our case as one annotator could leave a relation between two

concepts implicit because (s)he created a path connecting the two concepts passing through other

concepts (i.e., a transitive relation). To address this limits, we adapted the implementation of the

metrics in order to account for relations that remain implicit in the manual annotation, namely

transitive and negative PRs. Transitivity is specific to PR annotation, as we discussed in 2.2.1, so

we propose to apply the k metric to PR-annotations produced according to our protocol taking

this property into account in order to obtain a more appropriate k value. With respect to negative

PR, which remain unexpressed in PREAP annotation approach, we would need to automatically

acquire them by considering either all possible combinations of items or only inverse pairs (e.g.,

the pair B ≺ A, if A ≺ B appears in the annotation).

In order to account for implicit relations, when computing kappa we assume that two annota-

tors agree on the PR pair A ≺ C in both the following cases:

(i) Both annotators manually created the pair A ≺ C;
(ii) One annotator created the pair A ≺ C and the other created the pairs A ≺ B and B ≺ C.

Consequently, the metric is computed as follows. Given the terminology T of concepts used

during annotation, consider as total items of the annotation task the list P of each pairs-wise

combination p of concepts in T, regardless the relation direction (i.e., A ≺ B and B ≺ A are both

included in P). For each annotator, consider as positive PR each p that is either manually created

by the annotator or that can be derived using the transitive property. Consider p as negative

PR otherwise. Then, compute k for each pair of annotators using the classical k equation (fully

displayed in eq. 3.1).

We do not provide a scale for qualitative evaluation of agreement scores in PR annotation,

neither we recommend to rely on the traditional cut-off of 0.8 for distinguishing between reliable

and unreliable annotations: PR annotation generally shows low agreement scores also when the

datasets were successfully used to train machine learning algorithms for automatic PR extraction.

However, one could rely on Landis et al. kappa interpretation scale [150] for qualitatively measure

the results. High agreement is generally assumed as indicator of common understanding of the

annotation specifications and the phenomena being annotated. In case of low agreement, the
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annotation manager should, first of all, check the annotators understanding of the annotation

specifications, and subsequently investigate possible issues with the annotation instructions

[90]. During our protocol revision process, we were guided also by kappa scores obtained by our

datasets in order to identify critical issues of our reviewed versions.

5.2.3.2 Annotations Combination

Although combining individual manual annotation is the best option to capture the highest

number of instances of the phenomenon, leveraging a commonly agreed set of annotated items

from multiple judgements is not trivial. In fact, depending on the final goal, obtained agreement

and level of expertise of the annotators, a consolidation procedure could be more appropriate than

others. For example, considering as gold only the PR pairs inserted by all the users maximises the

precision with respect to the ground truth and it’s useful when the annotators are not expert since

this way we have a higher degree of certainty for each pair. This approach is a sort of majority

voting, a standard consolidation procedure, and it’s optimal for creating datasets for training

and testing automatic prerequisite learning systems since the result is a more homogeneous

set of pairs. On the other hand, merging annotations into a single one means taking as valid

PR each pair created by at least one user: this option maximises the recall since it allows to

analyse every case where the experts believed to encounter a relation. For this reason, this

choice is recommended when the annotators are experts and the boundaries of the phenomenon

have some fuzziness that needs to be taken into account. In general, more inclusive combination

approaches are to be preferred when the goal of the PR project is to analyse every case where

the experts claimed to encounter a relation; e.g., this is the case when the goal is discovering

linguistic patterns in PR’s textual realisations, or when the annotators’ judgements are highly

reliable given a good domain expertise, provided that the revision of the annotation has been

performed and the agreement score is not too low. Conversely, this approach is not recommended

with low-experienced annotators and when the revision of annotations is not performed. Less

inclusive combination approaches provide higher certainty and guarantee higher consensus about

the relations included in the Gold-PR dataset, but provide more limited datasets, especially in

case of lower agreement.

5.3 Chapter Summary

Along this chapter, we detailed the principles and motivations behind the instructions of PREAP

annotation protocol. The main novelty of the protocol concern:

• The recommendation to annotate PRs while reading the text in order to create PRs moti-

vated by the content of the annotated resource and to allow the exploration of the contexts

where PRs are manually identified.
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• The introduction of an in-context revision step into the PR annotation process.

• The adaptation of classical agreement metrics in order to account for properties peculiar to

PRs, namely the transitive and irreflexive property.

Note that PREAP is language-agnostic, meaning that it could be applied to texts with no

specific restrictions on the language. Given the novelty of the PR annotation methodology and in

order to support the application of PREAP protocol during annotation projects, we designed an

annotation tool, PRET, discussed in the next chapter.
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6
ANNOTATION INTERFACE: PRET TOOL

In order to support the creation of annotated resources by following the principles of PREAP

protocol, we developed an annotation interface, PRET (PRerequisite Enriched Terminology).

The interface was specifically designed to address the needs of an project annotating

PRs with PREAP specification, thus putting into practice the basic principle of the protocol

and guiding the annotator in their application. For this reason, PREAP and PRET annotation

interface are deeply intertwined. In addition to textual annotation support, PRET offers also a

set of functionalities aimed at quantitatively analysing and visualising the annotated datasets.

6.1 PRET Architecture and Functionalities

The literature reviewed on text annotation tool discussed in Section 3.3 revealed the lack of

interfaces designed to address the needs of a PR-annotation project, and that also integrate

fundamental functions of analysis. PRET (Prerequisite-Enriched Terminology) 1 annotation

tool represents our attempt to fill this gap. PRET is an online annotation tool designed to

support prerequisite relation annotation on educational materials, in particular it was designed

to support PR annotation on educational texts in order to reflect the annotation principles of

PREAP annotation protocol.

The tool is intended especially for researchers working in the field of NLP, AI and Education

that want to study how prerequisite relations are established between concepts in educational

materials, but it is potentially open to everyone, as the annotator only sees the raw text when

annotating while the other annotation layers can’t be perceived by the users. However, we observe

1Prototype available at http://teldh.dibris.unige.it/pret/
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different levels of satisfaction depending on the user background, as we will discuss in Section

6.6.

Figure 6.1: PRET tool architecture.

Tool Architecture. PRET offers different functionalities, each addressed by a specific module.

The tool architecture shown in Figure 6.1 depicts how each module of PRET supports these

functions. In particular, each module of PRET deals with a different phase of the annotation

process, as detailed below.

• Text upload and pre-processing: the starting phase of each project, where the user uploads

a textual corpus which is here prepared for the next phases;

• Text Annotation: where the pre-processed text of the previous step can be manually anno-

tated by the user in order to obtain a gold dataset;

• Automatic PR Extraction: a module aimed at creating PR annotated datasets in a completely

automatic way exploiting different PR extraction methods described in the literature and

implemented in PRET;

• Dataset Analysis: a module aimed at performing quantitative analyses and visualising the

annotations and gold dataset for research purposes.

In the next sections we will describe each module in detail.

6.2 Pre-Processing Module

The Pre-Processing Module is meant for project managers, who are in charge of setting up the

annotation environment and prepare the data for the annotation step. Prior to the manual

annotation, the manager of the project is in charge of selecting and uploading on PRET a textual

corpus, i.e. the text (s)he wants to annotate with PRs, also including its metadata (i.e., corpus
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name, authors, publication year, topic and language). Once the text is uploaded, the manager can

see the text preview on PRET interface and insert information about the document structure

(titles, sub-titles and paragraphs). Structure is annotated by ticking a checkbox associated to

each paragraph to indicate if it corresponds to a title or sub-title in the text.

6.2.1 Linguistic Analysis

The tool automatically performs linguistic analysis on the uploaded text in order to acquire

the morpho–syntactic structure underlying the content. PRET performs linguistic analysis

exploiting UDPipe pipeline [259], a language-agnostic trainable pipeline for tokenization, tagging,

lemmatization and dependency parsing. UDPipe produces a linguistically annotated text where

the linguistic information is represented according to the UD formalism (see 3.1.2). Although

any formalism could serve the purposes of the PR annotation, we chose to adopt UD for three

main reasons: (1) UD is the most prominent formalism currently used for linguistic analysis;

(2) being multilingual, it reflects our language-agnostic approach to PR annotation; and (3) the

CoNLL-U format already includes extra fields to annotate miscellaneous information (such as

concepts, as we will discuss below). Currently, in PRET tool UDPipe performs sentence splitting,

tokenization and part-of-speech tagging using the pre-trained English model (version 2.5, the

latest available at the time of the implementation). Although for now PRET supports linguistic

analysis only for English texts, UDPipe can perform linguistic analysis on multiple languages,

thus the tool could be easily expanded in the future to support other languages. As discussed,

having a linguistically analysed text is essential when performing PR annotation according

to PREAP principles: it allows to explore if there are any linguistic structures affecting the

identification of PRs. The high attention on the interaction between text structure and content is

possibly the main novelty of PREAP annotation protocol, which we carefully took into account

while developing the functionalities of PRET. Note, however, that the linguistic analysis is not

displayed on PRET tool, although it can be downloaded for local analysis. This choice is due to

make the annotation easier to carry on also for ‘annotation novices’ (i.e., not familiar with corpus

annotation practices or linguistic analysis formalisms).

6.2.2 Terminology Upload

The project manager can upload on PRET an optional terminology of domain terms extracted

from the corpus. The terminology consists in a list of terms appearing in the text considered as

particularly relevant for the text and/or the domain. Terms can be either single or multi-word

noun phrases corresponding to domain concepts, either manually or automatically acquired. In

case the terminology is uploaded on PRET, the lemma of each term is searched for in the text in

order to find all its occurrences. During the annotation phase, each occurrence of the concepts

will be highlighted for the annotator in order to indicate its presence and suggest that a domain

concept is discussed in that text portion.
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Formally, the presence of a concept is labelled on the ‘miscellaneous’ field on the CoNLL-U

according to the “IOB” tagging scheme (i.e.“Inside–Outside–Beginning”), originally presented in

[232] and widely used in text chunking tasks such as Named Entity Recognition. This scheme has

only three labels, which inspired its name: label “B-” is assigned to a token if it corresponds to the

first token of an entity (here, a concept), “I-” if it is an internal or also the last token of an entity,

“O-” if the token is not part of any entity. The “O-” label is actually deprecate and we frequently

see texts annotated with “IOB” showing only the “I-” and “B-” labels. Consider as an example the

sentence below, automatically parsed with UDPipe and annotated with “IOB” scheme to indicate

the presence of concepts algebra, mathematics, number theory, geometry and analysis.

# text = Algebra is one of the broad parts of mathematics, together with

number theory, geometry and analysis.

1 Algebra algebra NOUN NN Number=Sing 3 nsubj _ B-

2 is be AUX VBZ Mood=Ind|Number=Sing|Person=3|Tense=Pres|VerbForm=Fin 3 cop _ _

3 one one NUM CD NumType=Card 0 root _ _

4 of of ADP IN _ 7 case _ _

5 the the DET DT Definite=Def|PronType=Art 7 det _ _

6 broad broad ADJ JJ Degree=Pos 7 amod _ _

7 parts part NOUN NNS Number=Plur 3 nmod _ _

8 of of ADP IN _ 9 case _ _

9 mathematics mathematics NOUN NN Number=Sing 7 nmod _ B-

10 ,,PUNCT ,_ 3 punct _ _

11 together together ADV RB _ 3 advmod _ _

12 with with ADP IN _ 14 case _ _

13 number number NOUN NN Number=Sing 14 compound _ B-

14 theory theory NOUN NN Number=Sing 11 obl _ I-

15 ,,PUNCT ,_ 16 punct _ _

16 geometry geometry NOUN NN Number=Sing 14 conj _ B-

17 and and CCONJ CC _ 18 cc _ _

18 analysis analysis NOUN NN Number=Sing 14 conj _ B-

19 . . PUNCT . _ 3 punct _ _

Concepts represented by single-word terms are correctly marked by the “B-” label appearing

in the miscellaneous filed of the CoNLL file. Multi-word concepts, such as number theory show

both “B-” and “I-” labels, with the former marking the first token of the term, and the latter

associated to the second token.

When a text and a terminology are uploaded on PRET tool, the corpus is stored on PRET as a

CoNLL-U file where each sentence of the text is represented as in the example above. Currently,
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PRET doesn’t perform automatic term extraction. The role of the terminology is to support the

annotator, for this reason it doesn’t matter if the terminology is manually created, automatically

acquired or not present at all: this decision depends on the project goal (e.g. the terminology can

or can’t be expanded during annotation) and it doesn’t affect PRET functionalities.

6.3 Annotation Module

The Annotation Module supports the process of manually annotating the input corpus with PRs

between pairs of concepts following the principles of PREAP annotation protocol. Moreover, this

module handles annotation revision, agreement computing and the combination of multiple

annotations in order to obtain a Gold-PR dataset. While the previous module was meant for the

manager to set-up the annotation project, this module is mainly designed to support the work of

annotators.

6.3.1 Concept and PR Annotation

The interface for manual text annotation is meant to facilitate concept pair creation while reading

the text according to PREAP principles formalised in the Annotation Manual, accessible from

the annotation page. Figure 6.2 shows the module interface: the left side of the image displays

the annotation environment, while the right side shows the pop-up window for PR pair creation

opening at double-click on a concept (example in the figure involving the concept “number”).

Annotation Environment. As can be noted from the figure, the annotation environment is

divided into three sections, each handling a different functionality. On the left, the “text annotation

area” displays the text to the annotator. Although the text was linguistically analysed in the

pre-processing phase, annotators only see a plain text, which is easier to read. As anticipated

in the previous Section, terms appearing in the uploaded terminology (if any) are highlighted

in yellow along the text in order to be more visible, but they are also displayed in the “concept

sidebar”, which is used to add new concepts as well. If the manager allows it, annotators can

expand the terminology while annotating by selecting a concept occurrence in the text annotation

area and drag the selected text fragment to the “concept sidebar”. Each occurrence of the new

concept is then searched for in the text and highlighted in green so the annotator can easily

recognise and distinguish them from terms appearing in the original terminology. If a concept was

inserted by mistake, the bin icon in the concept sidebar can be used to delete it. Note that, while

the terminology uploaded in the pre-processing step is shared by all annotators annotating the

same text, the list of manually inserted concepts is personal for each annotator. In fact, adding a

new concept to the terminology results from the annotator’s reasoning about the content (s)he

is reading and could, for instance, cause adding other concepts or creating PRs otherwise not

possible.
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Figure 6.2: Annotation interface page of PRET tool (on the left), and window for PR pair creation
of concept “number” as target (on the right).

PR Creation Window. In order to add a new PR, the annotator first selects a target concept

from the “text annotation area” (a yellow or green highlighted term). Then, a pop-up window

opens where the annotator can select the prerequisite concept from the terminology using a

drop–down menu (see right side of Figure 6.2). For each pair, the annotator can also indicate the

relation weight, choosing between ‘weak’ or ‘strong’, to make explicit if a prerequisite is necessary

or only useful to understand the target concept as explained in the guidelines. The PRs are then

saved and listed in the “relations sidebar”.

Considering that the same prerequisite pair can appear in different parts of the text with

different strength, we assign to each annotated pair a unique context ID. The identifier also

encodes the coordinates in the text (i.e. the sentence where it occurs) of the target concept, thus

the same concept pair can be annotated multiple times in different part of the text and associated

with different weights depending on the context where it appears. In summary, context ID,

prerequisite concept, target concept and relation weight are the information encoded in a PR.

PR = (ID, C1, C2, w)

Following the principles of PREAP, creation of non-PRs isn’t available on PRET since it

would make the annotation process hard to carry on. On the other hand, PRET performs a cycle

and transitive check for each newly created PR. When annotating, users have only a marginal

view of their annotation. For instance, it is unfeasible to remember all previously inserted PRs,

especially in the case of long annotation sessions. As a result, the annotator might accidentally
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insert loops (B ≺ A when A ≺ B was already inserted) or transitive relations (A ≺ C when the

annotation contains A ≺ B and B ≺ C). PRET tool automatically detects these critical relations

and supports validation check. The creation of a loop activate an error alert and can’t be added to

the annotation as they represent clear cases of error, whereas transitive relations, which might

be actually correct, trigger a warning alert for annotators asking to check whether the relation

has to be inserted or not.

Annotation Output Once the annotation is completed, the set of created PRs is saved on a

separate file with respect to the linguistically annotated corpus. In summary, we have a sort

of stand-off annotation output where, on one file, we store the information related to the text,

linguistic analysis and concept occurrences (annotated on the CoNLL-U with IOB scheme); on a

different file we store the PR triples. PR triples can always be traced back in the text as their

context ID contains the coordinates to identify the occurrence of the target concept where the

relation was entered. We store the text and PR information separately both for practical reasons

(i.e., simplify data storage on the tool database) and to allow more flexibility of the annotations by

supporting easy access to PR pairs in case a research team is not interested in perform linguistic

analysis on the corpus and inclusion of multiple annotations of the same pair with different

weights.

Extra Functions. As minor functionalities, the module also allows the user to insert book-

marks for labelling significant sentences and add free textual comments. Moreover, since the

annotation usually requires a substantial amount of time, users can save their work so they can

resume it later without loosing their annotations.

6.3.2 Annotation Revision

The tool offers revision support for users to check the correctness of their own annotation (self-

revision). Revision is aimed at removing from the annotation relations produced by mistake

or distraction. Performing this step is highly valuable for annotation tools since it allows to

obtain more reliable and coherent datasets for performing further analysis [224, 230]. During

self-revision, the tool presents to each annotator the pairs created during her/his annotation

session for a pair-by-pair revision. As displayed in Figure 6.3, the interface is organised in two

areas: the list of PRs is displayed on the left, while the area on the right side shows the raw text

of the annotated corpus. Thanks to the support provided by the interface, revision can be carried

out as an “in-context revision”: by clicking on a PR, the portion of text where the relation was

entered is highlighted so the annotator can read it again to evaluate its correctness, namely check

if her/his annotation was inserted intentionally, thus reflecting a real relation, or by mistake. The

in-context revision is essential considering the annotation approach defined by PREAP protocol,

which promotes the creation of pairs based on text content.
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Figure 6.3: Revision interface in PRET tool. The text is taken from the usability test.

After reading the text, the annotator can decide whether to approve, exclude or modify the

weight of the relation choosing the appropriate label (i.e. ‘Confirm’, ‘Delete’, ‘Change weight’)

from those displayed in the ‘Revision’ menu. The labels in the ‘Tag’ menu allows to add further

information about the revision decision. In particular, if a pair is confirmed, the user can indicate

the type of prerequisite relation occurring between the target and prerequisite concept, or, if a

pair is to be deleted, the motivation for removing it from the annotation. In case the user wants

to change the relation weight, the ‘Tag’ label shows the newly assigned weight value (i.e. weak if

it used to be strong and vice-versa). Revision labels are described in the next section (see 7.3.1).

In order to maximise the outcomes of revision while reducing its costs, we enabled in PRET

the possibility to perform revision only on a motivated selection of PR pairs for each user. By

ticking the box “Show only unique pairs” (see Fig.6.3), the tool shows to the user the PRs created

only by himself after comparison with other annotations produced for the same text (if any).

Indeed, it is known that rare phenomena in annotated corpora might be errors due to annotators’

distraction or misunderstanding of the guidelines [98], so there are higher chances to find errors

among them. Non–revised pairs are automatically confirmed.

6.3.3 Combining Annotations

Annotations can be used to obtain Gold Standard datasets, or Gold-PR in the case of a gold

dataset annotated with PR relations.PRET supports annotation combination, but also agreement

computing in order to evaluate the agreement between annotators before combining them and,
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Figure 6.4: Interface for gold standard dataset creation.

eventually, remove unreliable annotations. Both can be carried out by the project manager after

the annotation and revision processes are concluded.

6.3.3.1 Agreement Computing

In line with PREAP principles, PRET tools implements two agreement metrics: 1) Cohen’s

kappa [64] (to compute pair-wise agreement) and 2) Fleiss’ extension of k [95] (to compute group

agreement). As discussed in 5.2.3, PRET implementations of kappa account for implicit transitive

PRs and automatically acquires negative PR examples among concept pairs which are neither

transitive PRs or positive relations manually included in the relation. This allows to obtain more

accurate kappa values since we consider the annotations as wholes rather than considering

individual sub-problems, as usually done in the literature. Currently, our agreement calculation

doesn’t put restrictions on the number of intermediate pairs involved in a transitive relations,

but we plan to include it in further refinements of the tool.

6.3.3.2 Gold Creation

The gold creation interface implemented in PRET, displayed in Figure 6.4, allows the project

manager to select which individual annotations include in the gold dataset2 and offers multiple

combination criteria associated with tips for choosing the best option on the basis of each project

2At this stage, individual annotations should be already checked and revised by each annotator, as explained in
the previous section.
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needs. The most inclusive option available consists of taking the Union ∪ of annotations, namely

including all PRs identified by at least one annotator. On the other side of the spectrum, the

Intersection ∩ means including only shared PRs (i.e., PRs detected by all the annotators). In

between of these two approaches, other options weight each relation based on the number of users

that identified it: the manager can thus identify the most appropriate threshold for including or

excluding PR pairs from the gold dataset. To implement this option, PRET dynamically defines

inclusion thresholds based on the number of annotations that the user selects for building the

final dataset: if, as in Figure 6.4, the user decided to create a gold dataset using four individual

annotations, choosing ‘67%’ means including PR annotated by non–less than half of the annotators.

In other words, the PR is included if at least tree users included it in their annotations. Once the

consolidation criterion is defined, the user can rename the gold dataset (changing the default

name) and save the dataset that will appear in the list of gold datasets available for download.

6.4 PR Extraction Module

The PR Extraction Module offers a series of methods for performing automatic extraction of

prerequisite relations from the texts uploaded on PRET. Those unsupervised methods do not

need any gold data for training and they generate automatically annotated datasets that can be

compared against the manual annotations or used to perform semi-automatic PR annotation.

Although we didn’t use the functionalities of this module in the annotation project described

in the next chapter, we list the automatic PR extraction methods implemented in PRET for a

matter of completeness in the description of PRET tool.

1. Lexical Relations: this method indicate the presence of a prerequisite relation between any

two concepts of the terminology showing a lexical relation, such as hypernyms-hyponyms

and holonyms-meronyms, which frequently occur in PRs. The presence of the lexical relation

is determined using those appearing in Wordnet lexical database3.

2. Lexico-Syntactic Pattern Match: this method is based on the same principle as the one

above, however it doesn’t rely on any external knowledge. The presence of a lexical relation

between two concepts is identified directly on the text using pattern matching. Specifically,

the method relies on the linguistic patterns defined in [283], specifically conceived to detect

PRs rather than other relations.

3. Relational Metric: this method exploits the Ref-D metric [165] for prerequisite relation

identification. The metric computes the associative strength between two concepts by

considering the number of hyperlinks existing between the Wikipedia pages associated

with each of the concepts. This method generally performs well and it’s not affected by

corpus size.

3https://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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4. Wikipedia-based relations: the method based on Wikipedia pages, described in [283], ex-

tracts domain key concepts from educational resources and then identifies prerequisite

relationships between them. The key concept extraction exploits Wikipedia to construct

a domain dictionary in which each term of the resource is promoted as domain concept if

there is a Wikipedia page having the term as title. Then, prerequisite relation identification

occurs through a combination of three metrics:

• Usage in definition. Definitions often convey prerequisite relations: if concept A is used

in B’s definition, then A is likely to be B’s prerequisite. For extracting definitions from

Wikipedia pages, [282] assumes that the first sentence in each page is a definitional

sentence for the concept described in the page.

• Content Similarity. If two pages cover similar topics, it is likely that the two repre-

sented concepts have some learning dependencies, i.e. either A ≺ B or B ≺ A. Lexical

similarity between Wikipedia pages can be measured with cosine similarity, as done

in [282]. This assumption, however, is critical for two reasons: content similarity i)

is a necessary but non sufficient condition for PR (not all pairs of pages with similar

content have a prerequisite relation), and ii) does not tell us the direction of the

relation (if it exists). For these reasons, [282] proposes to identify pages that may be

covering similar topics but are not at the same level of learning, as explained below.

• Learning Level. Concepts with a lower learning level should be indeed learned first.

According to [281], such level can be inferred with two features:

– Range of topic coverage: the more topics that a concept covers, the more basic the

concept is. To do so, [282] runs a topic model on the collection of Wikipedia pages

representing concepts to generate topic distributions for each concept.

– Number of in-links and out-links: considering the graph nature of Wikipedia,

cross-page links between its pages can be useful for detecting concept learning

levels. According to [282], If A receives numerous in-links from other concepts, it

is likely that A is a fundamental domain concept and thus should be learned first

(a similar conclusion can be drawn when counting the number of out-links of a

page).

5. Text Structure: TOC (Table of Content) distance between two concepts, described in [283],

computes the relation strength between the concepts as the distance between the sub-

chapter numbers where they appear. As evident, this method can be applied only if the

corpus shows a TOC or, at least, a hierarchical structure corresponding to chapters and

sub-chapters.

6. Temporal Patterns: this method correspond to one of our approaches for PR extraction

described in [1]. The method exploits Burst Analysis to identify relevant portions of texts
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(burst intervals) for each concept and then exploits a set of heuristics based on Allen’s

temporal patterns between burst intervals to find concept pairs showing a prerequisite

relation. This method is described in more detail in Section 8.2.2.1.

Methods 1, 2 and 4 return a categorical value (binary output) for each concept pair, thus

naturally produce a binary annotated set of concept pairs as with manual annotations. On the

other hand, methods 3, 5, and 6 return a continuous variable for each pair: in order to eventually

produce a binary labelled set of concepts, these methods require to manually define a threshold

to discriminate between pairs showing a PRs (obtaining a value above the threshold) and non-PR

pairs (if the value is below the threshold).

6.5 Analysis Module

Taking as input the annotations resulting from the previous modules, namely gold standard

datasets, the annotations of each user and the results of automatic extraction methods, the Anal-

ysis Module provides an overview of the annotation characteristics and, if multiple annotations

are available, similarities and differences between pairs of annotations in the ‘Comparison’ page.

This module provides analysis at various levels, designed to address different goals: visualisation

methods are useful for those who aim at building training dataset for automatic systems, while

linguistic and context analysis are more valuable for studying how PR are instantiated in the

texts. In what follows we will describe each feature implemented in PRET to support analysis

and visualisation.

6.5.1 Quantitative Analysis

Quantitative analysis allows to take a deeper look into the annotations and explore what affects

annotation similarity or discrepancy. The quantitative analyses are distinguished between Data

Summary and Linguistic Analysis.

Data Summary. Data Summary reports descriptive information about the annotation. Applied

to individual datasets, it is organised into three sections: a) text information, showing the number

of sentences and tokens of the annotated text, b) concepts and relations distributions and c)

concept graph information. Concerning b), the tool details how many concepts are involved in

the annotation, either overall, belonging to the original terminology or entered by the user. With

respect to PRs, PRET reports the amount of entered relations, the number of PRs showing a weak

or strong weight, and the amount of unique pairs4. As to the concept graph information, they are

acquired from the graph generated from the annotation (representing the annotation information

as explained in 2.2.4). Specifically, considering the main properties of the prerequisite relation,

4Considering that the same concept pair can be inserted multiple times in different parts of the text, a pair is
unique if it is entered only once.
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PRET performs analysis on transitivity, connectivity, loops, average in-degree and out-degree,

disconnected nodes, diameter of the network, longest path and number of roots and leaves.

Figure 6.5: Linguistic Analysis (on top) and detailed analysis windows (bottom).

Linguistic Analysis. Next to the quantitative distributions, Linguistic Analysis offers the

contextual analysis of each PR in a dataset. Context analysis allows to retrieve the textual context

of an inserted PR and to investigate its linguistic features. The latter is possible thanks to the

morpho-syntactic analysis performed in the pre-processing phase, while the former results from

the act of anchoring the PRs to the sentence where they were identified. The context analysis

comes with an interface called Prerequisite In Context (PIC) (see Figure 6.5), inspired by Key

Word in Context (KWIC) analysis [178], that allows the user to query the annotated corpus

and retrieve all the relations that match the querying criteria. The user can create filters using

drop-down menus selecting the prerequisite and target concepts, the relation weight and the

sentence where the PR should be searched. In the example of Fig.6.5, the query searches for

PRs created anywhere in the text having ‘algebra’ as prerequisite, and it retrieves the relation

between ‘algebra’ and ‘symbol’ annotated in sentence 4. The “Show Context” button, available for

each relation, shows more information about the retrieved relation. Specifically, the user can i)

read the sentence where the queried relation occurs and its surrounding context (Context window,

at the bottom of Fig.6.5), ii) see the morpho–syntactic analysis of the sentence (PoS window) and
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Figure 6.6: Visualisation methods implemented in PRET.

iii) explore the sub-graph showing incoming and outgoing edges from the node representing the

the target concept in the relation (Graph window).

6.5.2 Data Visualisation

Visual representation of PR relation is mainly thought for researchers aiming to explore the

annotations by means of several dynamic and interactive graphic representations. For the

purposes of the analysis presented in [218], we tested a range of visualisation techniques. Based

on the results obtained and lesson-learned, we implemented in PRET the visualisation techniques

that we considered as the most appropriate to visualise educational relations in texts and to

guide the research involving PR-annotated datasets. The four chosen techniques are displayed in

Figure 6.6 and described below.

a) Concept Matrix. A dynamic and interactive representation of a |T|× |T| asymmetric adja-

cency matrix M, where each coloured cell Mi, j represents a prerequisite relation between

concepts i and j. The matrix arrangement is dynamic: the concepts along the axes can be

sorted based on i) alphabetical order, ii) occurrence in the text, iii) frequency of mentions in the

text (from higher to lower, as in the case depicted by the Fig.6.6) and iv) cluster membership5.

Red and green coloured cells distinguish strong and weak PRs. If M is used to visually depict

a gold standard, different colours represent the degree of raw agreement (i.e., how many users

inserted the relation).

5As detected using the Infomap algorithm described in [239]
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a) Arc Diagram. A flat representation of a matrix: concepts are displayed along the horizontal

axis (red dots in Fig.6.6) and arcs represent prerequisite relations connecting them (changing

colour when mouse-over). Through filters, the user can visualise only pairs annotated in

specific sections of the book or having a certain direction, namely ‘forward’ if the prerequisite

concept is mentioned in the text before the target concept, ‘backward’ otherwise.

a) Graph. A network-like representation of the dataset where concepts are represented as nodes

and edges represent prerequisite relations. This visualisation is the most closely resembling a

concept map. It is useful to detect explicit transitive edges. Additionally, it allows to explore

sub-graphs belonging to individual annotators, helping the analyst to investigate differences

in annotations produced by annotators with a different profile. However, as the dataset

becomes larger, graph visualisations become harder to explore, thus we plan to add filtering

functions in the next release of PRET to support graph exploration.

a) Gantt Chart. A Gantt diagram showing the progression of concept relevance, as detected by

the Temporal Patterns method (see Sec.6.4), through time. Each concept of the terminology

is associated by the Temporal Patterns method to one or more intervals of text where they

are particularly ‘relevant’. These intervals are represented in the diagram as coloured blocks

(see Fig.6.6). The horizontal axis represents the progression of time, measured in terms of

sentences (meaning that sentence 1 represents time t1, sentence 2 represents t2, sentence

n represents tn and so on). Concepts are arranged along the vertical axis, according to their

temporal order (i.e., by first appearance in the text). The Gantt visualisation is aimed at

supporting the comparison between pairs of relevance blocks referring to different concepts,

thus facilitating the analysis of temporal patterns occurring between concepts along the text

flow.

6.6 PRET User Evaluation

To measure the quality of the proposed annotation approach and its implementation in PRET

tool, we carried out evaluation tests aimed at answering the following questions:

Q1) Are PREAP methodology and its implementation in PRET tool good enough to support

annotation and to satisfy the requirements of PR relations annotation in educational texts?

Q2) Are users able to use PRET tool and understand its intended purpose?

Q3) What is the users’ perception of the system (PRET) usability?

Q4) Is there an effect of users’ expertise (either with annotation tasks or IT tools) in the use of

the tool?

The first question (Q1) is addressed in the annotation project described in chapter 7, involving

four participants for crating a PR-annotated dataset. The other three questions address the
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matter of PRET usability. ISO standard 9241-11 defines usability as “the extent to which a

product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency

and satisfaction in a specified context of use” [34]. In order to test PRET usability, we recruited

12 participants to perform some guided tasks on the tool and answering standard usability

questionnaires. In particular, we conducted formative testing (i.e. aimed at diagnosing and fixing

problems) on the demo version of PRET currently available online in order to identify critical

issues and verify the use of the tool on different populations of users. The latter issue, namely the

use of PRET by users with different backgrounds, is far from trivial since the tool groups several

functions for different goals.

Note that PRET usability evaluation reported here is part of an ongoing study aimed at

investigating the above issues. For the purposes of this dissertation, we briefly report the main

results emerging from the tests. However, note that a more thorough analysis will be reported in

the future as part of a dedicated study.

6.6.1 Methodology

PRET quality and usability was tested using standard usability tests, which we employed to

answer the questions outlined above. Specifically, questions Q2 and Q3 address the standard

definition of usability provided by ISO 9241-11 cited above, based on effectiveness, efficiency

and satisfaction. Q2, in particular, is related to effectiveness and efficiency. Effectiveness

measures the accuracy and completeness with which users achieve specified goals; efficiency

measures the accuracy and completeness of goals with respect to resources (i.e., time) expended.

Q3, on the other hand, concerns the users’ perception, thus it is more related to the overall

satisfaction of the user. In order to investigate Q4, which deals with the effect of expertise, we

relied on users background, discussed in 6.6.1.2, to investigate whether different backgrounds

are associated with different results on the tests.

6.6.1.1 Tests Setting

Each usability test involves two subjects, namely a user and an experimenter who supervises

the test. All tests were performed in remote and moderated mode. In particular, experimenter

and users were involved in a recorded video call where the user is asked to share the computer

screen and, if comfortable, also comment his/her actions while performing the test (think-aloud

protocol), while the experimenter speaks only if the user requires a guide to proceed in the test.

Tests were organised into the following 3 phases.

1) The first phase starts one day before the actual test, when users are given the PRET Quickstart

guide6 (no link to PRET is included) and the Test Document, i.e. the list of tasks;

6https://github.com/Teldh/PRET/blob/master/docs/PRET_Quickstart_Guide.pdf
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2) In the second phase, first the experimenter and the user review together the test documen-

tation (i.e., Quickstart guide and Test Document) in order to address possible user’s doubts.

Then, the test begins and users are asked to solve a set of tasks on PRET during the video call

with the experimenter;

3) After taking the test, users answer two questionnaires to capture their qualitative evaluation

of the tool and the overall experience of using it.

PRET Quickstart guide is a sort of user manual of the tool, where instructions for using

PRET functionalities are completed with screenshots of the interface. The Test Document (fully

reported in C) contains a scenario and 5 tasks to perform on PRET, organised in 21 sub-tasks

(at least one task for each tool module). The scenario describes a plausible use case to users,

thus we ask them to keep the scenario in mind while solving the tasks. While the user performs

the test, the experimenter assigns a success score to each sub-task based on user performances.

The success score ranges between 0 and 2: 0 is assigned to a task when the user gives up the

task without completing it; 2 is used when the user is able to solve the task easily without any

help and without making mistakes; 1 is used when the user can solve the task only with the

help of the experimenter. In-between scores are used to mark the gradient of errors that can be

encountered. From our point of view, a task is considered successfully completed when the user

obtains a score higher than 1.5.

After completing the tasks, users were asked to take two standard usability questionnaires,

SUS (System Usability Questionnaire) [41] and PSSUQ (Post-Study System Usability Question-

naire) [160], measuring satisfaction with using the tool. We included both questionnaires in our

study since they capture usability from two complementary perspectives: the former allows to

investigate learnability with the system, while the latter better captures information quality. We

didn’t modify the questions of SUS and PSSUQ, although we added few non-mandatory open

questions to allow users share their thoughts on the system, if they want.

6.6.1.2 Participants Sample

The evaluation tests involved 12 participants, 8 males and 4 females, ranging between 25 and 40

years of age. We conducted a preliminary interview in order to acquire information about users’

profiles. Among them, we selected 6 users as “experts” and 6 as “non-experts”. The distinction is

mostly based on their background: the 6 users belonging to the expert group have a computer

science or engineering degree, thus we assume that they all have a certain confidence with

data analysis and IT tools. 4 of the 6 experts claimed to be also familiar with tasks related to

prerequisite annotation and/or extraction. Non-experts were selected as humanities graduates

with little or no expertise on tasks related to prerequisites annotation or even textual annotation

in general. Apart from 1 participant (user n.12), non-experts claimed themselves as having little
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interest in computers and IT tool and reported that, in their everyday professional life, they use

a limited number of computer facilities.

6.6.2 Results of the Usability Tests

The fist step of our analysis is aimed at answering Q2 above: are users able to use the system

and understand its purpose? As said, this question captures aspects of system effectiveness and

efficiency. We measure effectiveness in terms of completion rate obtained by users on each sub-

task. The completion rate is a standard usability metric which represents the ratio of successes

with respect to failures on a given task. Namely, given the number of tasks undertaken, compute

how many users (%) achieved a success score higher than 1.5. Results of the completion rate

analysis (i.e., average completion rate for task and their standard deviations) are reported for

each of the 21 sub-tasks in Figure 6.7.

Figure 6.7: Effectiveness analysis: completion rate for each sub-task of the usability test (i.e. each
dot represents a task). Error bars represent standard deviation values.

The picture depicted by the plot in the Figure suggests that, overall, the tool is effective for

its purposes. Indeed, the completion rate are quite high in all cases: in three cases they reach the

maximum value of 100% (meaning that all users successfully completed the task) and only in two

cases the score goes below 50%. As further proof, if we compute the average success rate (i.e., the

score assigned by the experimenter to measure the user performance on the task) for the overall
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test by considering the success rates obtained by all users for each sub-task, we obtain 1.747

(normalised as 86.57%), meaning that in almost all cases users were able to successfully complete

a task. However, the graph highlights an uneven difficulty of the sub-tasks. Text annotation tasks,

for example, obtain the lowest scores, in particular for what concerns those tasks addressing the

creation of PR pairs (‘T1’ and ‘T2’). This could be either due to a difficulty inherent to the task or

to a misplacement of functionalities on the interface and should be further investigated in the

future.

Efficiency, on the other hand, is computed in terms of time (in seconds) spent on a task by a

participant. If we look at the graph in Figure 6.8 we notice that, expectedly, the tasks achieving

lower completion rates also take much longer than the others to be completed. Note that here we

don’t distinguish between successfully completing of failing the task. Such results is partially

expected, as the novelty of the annotation task might require a certain amount of learning time,

however it also suggests that the issue with the annotation interface is possibly related to the

arrangement of the tool functionalities in the corresponding annotation interface module, which

we plan to revise in the near future.

Figure 6.8: Efficiency analysis: time (in seconds) spent on a task, regardless if the user successfully
completes a task or if (s)he fails. Error bars represent standard deviation values.

In order to have a better understanding of these results, considering that we have 12 different

participants involved in the test, we should take into account the error bars reporting each

task standard deviations, both for completion rates and task times. Considering that error bars

indicate the variability of the data, it shows clearly from the graphs that participants results

are extremely diverse, especially for some of the tasks. For what concerns completion rates,

7Note that the maximum value for success rate is 2.
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most of the tasks show wide error bars. This fact reveals something that we can’t notice from

average completions rates, i.e. that we have two main groups in terms of performances: one group

obtaining high scores while another one obtaining low scores. This suggests a possible influence

of users background, which we investigate below. With respect to task times, wider bars are

reported in the first tasks in the test. In other words, regardless if they eventually managed to

complete the task, users spent more time on the tasks at the beginning of the test, perhaps to get

acquainted with the test.

We investigated the influence of users background on the interaction with the interface by

exploring the results obtained by the users divided into two groups based on their background

knowledge, as described in the Section 6.6.1.2: experts and non-experts. Graphs reporting the

results of each group in terms of completion rates and time taken to complete the tasks are

reported in Appendix C. The results seem to provide an affirmative answer to Q4 above: we do

observe an impact of participants background on their performances during the test. The results

obtained by the expert group are better overall: not only they achieve higher completion rates

in all tasks in less time, but their error bars are also narrower. We will further corroborate this

evidence by performing analyses aimed at investigating the statistical significance of the group

differences.

We concluded our analysis by investigating user satisfaction with PRET after taking the

test. Satisfaction measures users’ comfort and positive attitude towards the system, and it can

be measured through standard psychometric questionnaires. As anticipated, in our test we

employed SUS and PSSUQ, both widely used to measure users’ perceived satisfaction. Results of

the questionnaires are reported, both overall an for each group, in Table 6.1.

SUS PSSUQ SYSUSE INFOQUAL INTERQUAL
Average 68.96 2.90 2.90 2.89 2.87
Experts 82.92 1.98 1.83 2.03 2.14
Non-Experts 55.00 3.82 3.97 3.75 3.60
Reference cut-off 68.00 2.82 2.80 3.02 2.49

Table 6.1: Satisfaction analysis: results of the usability questionnaires computed considering all 12
participants (‘Average’) and each of the group of experts and non-experts individually. ‘Reference
cut-off ’ reports the values widely accepted as cut-offs for good quality when interpreting the
questionnaires results (i.e., values should be not lower than the cut-off in SUS and possibly lower
than the cut-off for PSSUQ.

When taking a SUS questionnaire, users are asked to rate from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5

(strongly agree) ten statements about the system they just tested. The final SUS score ranges

between 0 and 100 points. Although the higher the SUS score the better, 68 is generally accepted

as the cut–off for claiming system good quality. As can be noted from the results reported in

the table, PRET overall achieves a score of 68.96 (‘good’, on SUS qualitative scale). However,

also this time the two groups show very different results: while the expert group reports a
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SUS score reported on the qualitative scale as ‘excellent’, the non-expert group reported a ‘poor’

satisfaction level. Comparable results are observed with respect to PSSUQ. Similarly to SUS,

PSSUQ requires to rate 16 statements using a 7-point Likert Scale (plus a N/A option), where

1 equals strongly agree and 7 strongly disagree. In general, the lower the score, the better the

performance and satisfaction. Unlike SUS, as there are more questions in PSSUQ, it also has 3

sub-scales, namely system usefulness (SYSUSE), information quality (INFOQUAL), and interface

quality (INTERQUAL). The sub-scales provide a more detailed breakdown of different factors

affecting the system. PSSUQ results are usually evaluated relying on the scale proposed by

[243], developed on the basis of the results obtained in 21 different studies. The values proposed

by [243] are reported as ‘Reference cut-off ’ in table 6.1. As can be noted from the table, the

group of experts shows scores which are systematically lower than the reference score, while,

conversely, non experts show consistently higher scores. Again, we confirm the assumption that

background affects the use of PRET, as well as the user satisfaction with using the tool. However,

we will verify in the future the statistical significance of such systematic differences in other to

understand whether our results can be generalised.

6.6.2.1 Discussion

The results reported above, although still preliminary and limited with respect to the complete

analysis we are still carrying on, highlight the strengths as well as the limits of PRET tool.

Concerning its strengths, in spite of the differences occurring between the experts and non-experts

groups, PRET ultimately allowed different populations of users to accomplish the proposed tasks.

Familiarity with IT facilities, even more than the experience with annotation practices, seems

to have a positive effect on the use of PRET. Possibly, users which are not familiar with the

text annotation practice and that aren’t comfortable with IT facilities might need more time

and supports to get started with the tool. Indeed, the answers to SUS questions specifically

addressing learnability show that, while experts don’t feel the need of a long training or support,

non-experts generally claimed to require longer training sessions before being able to use the

tool autonomously. With respect to PRET limits, some modules seem to require a rearrangement

of the interface. Specifically, users complained about the functionalities related to the inclusion

and removal of concepts from the terminology while annotating: the user interface is reported

as non-intuitive when activating these functions. On the other hand, all users claimed to be

satisfied with the Quickstart guide, although participants first tried to solve the tasks based on

their intuition and they only relied on the guide when in doubt.

Concerning the questions outlined at the beginning of the section, we can now provide the

following answers to the questions Q2-Q4 (Q1 is addressed by the annotation project described in

the next chapter):

Q2) PRET tool effectively allows to accomplish the annotation and analysis tasks.
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Q3) Users are overall satisfied with the tool, although some modules might need an adjustment

of the interface, as recommended in the answers to open questions added to SUS and

PSSUQ.

Q4) The tool is designed for a wide audience, and indeed users with different backgrounds

can achieve the goals of PRET. However, users not experienced with IT tools need more

guidance and they require more time to become familiar with the tool.

Although we were able to achieve most of our goals, we are aware that our study design might

be affected by some limitations. First of all, as we mentioned already, the study is still ongoing

thus the results discussed here report only part of the collected data and our findings should be

further supported with additional analyses. We plan to do that in the near future and discuss the

results in a dedicated report. Concerning the overall setting, the study might be affected by an

experimenter bias. Such bias effect can have multiple effects. For example, participants might

be influenced, albeit unintentionally, by the person conducting the study, or the experimenter

might tend to give better or lower grades out of sympathy. A future study carried out excluding

altogether human contact, for example using a crowd-sourcing platform, could help getting rid

of this effect. Additionally, it should be mentioned that the test is not designed to evaluate the

accuracy of the automatic extraction methods implemented in PRET tool. However, their reported

performances are available in the respective cited papers.

6.7 Chapter Summary

In this chapter we showed how we put into practice the recommendations and instructions of

PREAP protocol into an annotation interface which also supports annotation analysis. Developing

an annotation interface was actually an essential part of the work addressing the definition

of PREAP and for reaching its current refined version. As we already mentioned, defining an

annotation protocol is an iterative process of constant testing, validation and revision. Imple-

menting in PRET the principles of PREAP forced us to evaluate the feasibility of certain ideas

and, eventually, make adjustments to meet practical requirements. After all, an annotation

protocol that can’t be applied in practice is useless, so PRET represents a key element of our

work, in particular to perform fast testings. Furthermore, combining PREAP guidelines with

an interface to support its application is useful also for what concerns protocol dissemination:

PRET makes easier to put into practice PREAP recommendations also for those not familiar with

PR annotation or text annotation in general. The result of the usability test carried out with

different populations of users seem to corroborate this idea, although they also highlight that

users with small or no experience wit IT tools and/or annotation practices might need longer

training sessions before reaching a good level of satisfaction and confidence with the tool.

Note that the usability test wasn’t meant to evaluate the principles and effectiveness of

PREAP protocol for creating PR-annotated datasets. In the next chapter we will report an
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annotation project where we applied the principles of PREAP and exploited PRET to obtain a

gold dataset annotated with prerequisite relations. For the purposes of such project, we recruited

a pool of domain experts as our goal was not only to test the feasibility of PREAP protocol, but

mostly to create a novel resource annotated with prerequisite relations.
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ANNOTATION PROJECT FOR BUILDING A GOLD PR-ANNOTATED

DATASET

Previous chapters described the novel PREAP annotation protocol for prerequisite anno-

tation on textual educational materials and PRET annotation tool, designed to support

the annotation process performed according to the principles of PREAP. As mentioned,

both PREAP and PRET underwent multiple revisions and improvements before reaching their

current version (v3). In order to validate the annotation protocol and interface, we carried out

multiple tests with the purpose of addressing critical issues and improving the quality of the data

produced according to our methodology. Among these tests, one annotation project was carried on

throughout all three version of PREAP annotation protocol. The project relied on the same text

and was aimed at verifying the variations brought by protocol revisions. Each run of the project

resulted in a different PR-annotated dataset, which we refer to as Gold-PR v1, v2 and v3. Each

dataset version reflects the annotation principles defined by PREAP at different revision phases

and, consequently, it was build exploiting the functionalities implemented at different times in

the annotation interface to match the needs of each protocol version.

In this chapter we focus on the phase of the annotation project that produced Gold-PR dataset

version 3, which was obtained following the principles of the last version of PREAP protocol

described in Chapter 5. The project was carried out on PRET tool, in particular we relied on the

pre-processing, annotation and analysis modules described in Chapter 6. Before concluding the

chapter, we also briefly report in Section 7.6.1 the main differences between PREAP v1, v2 and

v3 and which issues were addressed on the basis of the results obtained at different steps of the

annotation project.
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7.1 Project Set-up and Management

As recommended by PREAP protocol, the first step of the annotation process consists of naming a

project manager. The manager is in charge of supervising the project and of defining the setting

and goals of the annotation tasks that will be carried out. Consequently, the manager should

be highly confident with protocol recommendations and well aware of the project goal in order

to take decision reflecting the desired output. In the present project, the role of the manager

is played by a team of five scholars who took part in the definition of PREAP protocol. All five

are thus experts in the task of text annotation and of PR annotation in particular. The project

manager is in charge of supervising the project in all of its phases. With respect to the preliminary

decisions detailed in 5.2.1, the manager set-up the current project as detailed below.

Annotation Goal. The project described in the present Chapter is aimed at building a Gold-PR

dataset suitable to serve a dual purpose. On the one hand, the dataset should allow the analysis

of the textual realisation of PR instances, on the other hand it should be suitable for training and

evaluating an automatic PR learning system using features extracted from the text. The latter

goal is addressed in chapter 8. The dataset analysis was carried our relying on the analysis and

visualisation module implemented in PRET annotation tool (see 6.5) and presented in section 7.5

of this Chapter.

Textual Corpus Selection and Preparation. The corpus chosen for carrying out the anno-

tation is an introductory textbook on computer science. In particular, we relied on the chapter

about networking1 According to the book description provided by its authors, this textbook is an

introductory book on computer science adopting a bottom-up, concrete-to-abstract explanatory

approach. The textbook is meant to cover the needs of computer science students, but also of

learners from other disciplines as it is designed to have a broad coverage and a clear exposition.

Individual chapters are designed for being independent from one another, allowing us to focus on

a single chapter without missing out relevant information for understanding the chapter content.

The text underwent a pre-processing step consisting of linguistic analysis performed at morpho-

syntactic level by UDPipe pipeline [259] and semi-automatic terminology extraction. The text

preparation and the terminology extraction steps are detailed in Section 7.2 of this Chapter.

Annotation Task Setting. For the purposes of the current project, annotation was supported

by the PRET tool (Prerequisite-Enriched Terminology), the annotation tool described in Chapter

6 that we developed to carry out the process of annotation according to our guidelines and also to

analyse the realisation of PR in educational texts.

1Glenn Brookshear and Dennis Brylow, 2015. Computer Science: An Overview, Global Edition, chapter 4 ”Net-
working and the Internet“. Pearson Education Limited.
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Annotators Recruitment and Training. The project manager recruited four annotators

(hereafter, referred to as Annotator 1, 2, 3 and 4) among graduated master students in Computer

Science. Although they were junior domain experts with respect to the book content, none of them

was familiar with annotation procedures or the PREAP annotation protocol. Hence, a preliminary

training phase, on two days, was conducted individually for each annotator before starting the

actual annotation task, aimed to explain and try the recommendations of the annotation manual.

Annotation Revision. In-context revision, aimed at checking if pairs created by an annotator

comply with the formal and semantic requirements of prerequisite relations, is carried out in this

project by each annotator adopting the “Show only unique pairs” option. More detail about this

are provided in Section 7.3.1.

Agreement Evaluation and Annotations Combinations. Once the annotations are done

and revised, the project manager is in charge of evaluating and combining them. Annotation

evaluation is aimed at quantifying the homogeneity degree between annotations, while annotation

combination is the last step of the annotation project, which produces the Gold-PR dataset. Details

about agreement evaluation and annotation combination are discussed in Sections 7.4.1 and

7.4.2 respectively.

7.2 Text Preparation

As a first step of the annotation project, the raw text of the chapter to be annotated is prepared

for the manual annotation phase. Exploiting the functionalities available on PRET tool pre-

processing module, the text underwent a linguistic analysis step. Specifically, we exploited the

UDPipe [259] pipeline available on PRET. As discussed in 6.2.1, having a linguistically analysed

text upon which carrying out the manual annotation is essential here for a dual purpose. On a

practical note, the pre-processing step allows to identify domain terms relying on term extraction

tools, as we describe below, and to handle different word forms of the same concept used in the

text. Next to that, and most importantly, thanks to PREAP annotation approach which requires

to create PRs reflecting the actual text content rather than de-contextualised relations, we can

collect data encoding the linguistic structures underlying PRs. Such data enable analysis aimed

at comparing how different textbook authors present related concepts, but also if there are

linguistic cues that could be exploited to automatically find PRs in texts.

The analysis performed on the raw text returned a morpho-syntactically analysed text

composed of 20,964 tokens distributed along 780 sentences. The linguistic analysis reflecting

the Universal Dependencies formalism is represented in CoNLL-U format, as detailed in the

description of PRET pre-processing module. Keep in mind that annotators do not perceive the

linguistic analysis: PRET interface displays only the surface representation of the text in order
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to make the annotation more feasible for those less familiar with the linguistic annotation

formalism.

7.2.1 Terminology Extraction

Although the creation of a pre-defined list of relevant terms mentioned in the text to be considered

as the text terminology is optional in PREAP, in the present project we extracted a terminology

from the textbook chapter adopting a semi-automatic strategy.

As a first step the terminology extraction phase, we extracted a list of candidate terms using

Text-To-Knowledge (T2K2) [81], a software platform exploiting NLP, statistical text analysis and

Machine Learning to extract domain terms from a linguistically annotated text. Specifically, the

multi–word term extraction methodology based on T2K2 hinges on a combination of “termhood”

measures, assessing the likelihood of being a valid technical term, and contrastive methods [38].

In particular, term extraction is carried out on the automatically POS–tagged and lemmatised

text by searching for candidate domain–specific terms, expressed by either single nominal terms

or complex nominal structures with modifiers (typically, adjectival and prepositional modifiers).

The latter are retrieved on the basis of a set of POS patterns encoding morpho–syntactic templates

for multi–word terms. Domain relevance of single- and multi- word terms corresponding to the

patterns is then weighted based on their C-NC value [99]. The ranking of identified terms is

refined on the basis of a contrastive score calculated for the same set of terms with respect to

corpora testifying general language usage. The main peculiarity of the T2K2 approach lies in the

fact that, differently from other strategies, the contrastive analysis is applied to a previously

identified terminology with the aim of further filtering it: domain relevant term extraction is

based on the concrete frequency of terms occurrence in corpora. Such an approach becomes

particularly useful when the domain text collection also includes particularly frequent commonly-

used words which make the final result noisy or, more crucially, when the resulting terminology

is highly heterogeneous as in the case of educational texts. The final step consists of terminology

revision. Three domain experts manually-revised the list of terms extracted using T2K2 in order

to remove erroneously extracted non-concepts and add missing ones. Eventually, the revised

terminology included 140 concepts. Whenever a concept of the terminology occurs in the text, the

instance is annotated in the CoNLL-U file according to the “IOB” tagging scheme, as described in

6.2.2. Again, the annotator can’t perceive the term annotation formalism or the term extraction

phase, which is performed by the project manager.

7.3 Annotating with PREAP Specifications

The manual annotation phase consists of creating individual annotations for each of the four

annotators involved in the project. As said, before annotating all annotators underwent a two-days

training phase aimed at gaining familiarity and confidence with the PR-annotation task. During
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training, first each annotator was introduced by the project manager to PREAP principles and

annotation manual. Since the goal and purpose of an annotation depends on the project, we didn’t

include into PREAP manual many specific indication about this aspect. However, annotators

should have a clear vision of the application in order to justify the methodological choices and

understand the underlying logic of the annotation [97], so we discussed those with annotators

during training. The tutoring phase also included a short session of PR annotation using PRET

mentored by the manager. Then, each annotator had one whole day to train alone on a sample

text. In the last part of training phase, annotator and manager meet again to address potential

questions. The four annotators all reported to feel confident with the annotation interface after

practicing with it and that the annotation manual was supporting them adequately in cases of

doubts and uncertainty.

After the training phase, each expert performed the textbook chapter annotation individually

without consulting the other experts and using the PRET tool annotation module interface as

annotation environment. Annotators were given around one week to complete the annotation and

return it to the project managers. None of the annotators asked for an extension although they

didn’t work on the annotation task full-time. Note that for the purposes of the current project

the experts were asked to create PR pairs only among the concepts of the previously revised

terminology T. This choice is aimed at improving the comparability of their annotations, which

we then investigated in terms of inter-annotators agreement. Since we framed PR annotation

as a concept pairing task on text, the result of the annotation process is a list of concept pairs,

where one concept is the prerequisite while the other is the target. Each PR is anchored to the

portion of text where the relation was entered: this corresponds to the sentence where the target

concept is mentioned. It should be recalled here that annotators are not asked to create negative

examples of prerequisite pairs (i.e., non-PR pairs), consequently the annotations don’t contain

manually created non-PRs: for now, they remain implicit in the annotation.

Table 7.1 in the next sub-section reports, in the ‘PAIRS’ columns, the number of PR pairs en-

tered by each annotator and the percentage of strong PRs among them. As can be noted, although

each expert produced different amounts of pairs, the distribution of weight labels is consistent.

The role of annotators in the project could end at this point, as in most annotation projects: they

internalised annotation specifications during training and carried out the annotation process

according to PREAP principles as requested. An informal post-annotation interview didn’t reveal

any particular problem encountered by annotators during annotation. However, our experience

on PR-annotation and the cases discussed in the literature review (3.2.1) made us aware of a

well-known issue of manual annotations: self-inconsistency. The revision approach adopted in

this project and the resulting dataset is discussed here below.
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7.3.1 Annotation Revision

After completing the annotation, experts were asked to perform the in-context self-revision of the

annotation as defined in PREAP, which consists of checking the correctness of their own created

pairs. As mentioned above, manually produced annotations might contain items that do not

reflect the principles of the annotation guidelines. Such erroneous PRs could be introduced either

because of annotators distraction of inconsistent application of the guidelines. The pre-annotation

training phase was introduced in the last version of PREAP to mitigate the inconsistency effect, at

least with respect to inconsistencies due to the misinterpretation of the guidelines: by discussing

the annotation manual with the project manager, annotators can address doubts concerning the

way in which they should perform annotation. However, even in cases when the guidelines are

equally internalised by all annotators, the holistic nature of the PR annotation approach defined

by PREAP makes errors due to distraction even more impactful. Performing an annotation

aimed at modelling the content of a whole document forces the annotator to always keep in mind

previously made choices and already created pairs, thus distraction is very dangerous. In order

to remove these cases from the annotations, the project manager set up the revision phase asking

each expert to revise only PRs identified solely by her/himself. To do so, the manager used the

‘Show only unique pairs’ option of the revision interface of PRET. This choices not only maximises

the effect of the revision while balancing its cost in terms of time and effort, but it is also the

most effective way for removing rare pairs from the annotations.

During revision, PRs could be i) deleted, ii) confirmed or iii) modified. Modifying a PR involves

changing its weight, from strong to weak or vice versa. In order to understand which are the main

causes of error, experts were asked to select the error type from a list of ‘Error Types’ on PRET

revision interface when deleting a pair. The following list represent Error Type labels loaded on

PRET for the current project and their corresponding descriptions.

a) Background knowledge: the PR is not expressed in the text (it comes from the expert’s own

knowledge);

b) Too far: the relation is too weak (in the path, there are too many concepts between the target

and prerequisite);

c) Annotation error: mistake due to distraction;

d) Wrong direction: target and prerequisite concepts should be reversed in the pair;

e) Co-requisites: no PR between the two concepts, even though they are both related to another

concept.

Those error types were first used in a preliminary study described in [13], where annotation

revision was performed on the annotations produced according to the principles of PREAP v2.

Note that the first two error types represent cases where the expert wanted to revise what should

be considered as a PR, while the three others are proper mistakes. In [13], the inventory of
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PAIRS REVISION
PRs Strong Revised Del Mod

A1 141 96.45% 39 (27.7%) 11 4
A2 257 84.82% 85 (33.1%) 21 25
A3 199 89.45% 50 (25.1%) 15 10
A4 163 90.18% 46 (28.2%) 20 9

Table 7.1: Annotation and revision summary: for each expert we report the number of created
pairs, the proportion of Strong PRs, and the number of pairs that underwent through revision.
We also detail the amount of Del[eted] and Mod[ified] pairs.

Figure 7.1: Error types identified by annotators for deleted pairs.

labels included also “Not a Concept” error type, meaning that at least one concept of the pair is

not a domain term, since experts were allowed to modify the terminology adding new concepts.

This error type turned out to be the most recurrent problem for all annotators: common-usage

terms like channel and system were added as domain concepts, but then revised. The problem

might arise as an interpretation error commonly observed for educational concepts [280], whose

boundaries verge on subjectivity [17]. These results supported the decision of removing the option

of adding novel concepts to the terminology in the current project.

Table 7.1 and Figure 7.1 report the summary of annotation and revision. The revised annota-

tion, for each expert, consists of originally created PRs excluding deleted pairs, resulting in 130

pairs for annotator A1, 236 for A2, 184 for A3 and 143 for A4. With respect to the overall number

of created PRs, revision involved a comparable amount of pairs among annotators (between

25% and 33%). Considering the number of modified and deleted pairs out of those involved

in the revision, we obtain the following percentages of changed PRs: 38,46%, 54,12%, 50,00%,

63,04% for A1–A4 respectively. This means that, on average, more than half of the checked PRs
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have been corrected in the revision phase, which shows the importance of this process to obtain

reliable datasets. We also notice some interesting commonalities in annotators’ revisions. As

reported in the graph of Figure 7.1, distraction was identified as the main cause of error for three

fourth annotators: generic mistake is consistently the most frequent type, while structural errors,

such as wrong direction and creation of co-requisites, are rarer. As discussed in the literature,

distraction is inevitable while annotating, thus some kind of revision is a good practice to obtain

a more reliable annotation [224, 230]. Only Annotator 2 identified Too Far as main cause of error,

although this label is quite frequent overall, meaning that the annotation check is useful to

remove pairs between concepts having a too weak relationship, thus leaving the final annotations

more solid. It should be noted also that the low frequency of Background Knowledge label suggests

that prior experts’ knowledge didn’t play a role in the annotation, suggesting that annotators

carefully followed the annotation protocol which requests to exploit only the information of the

text to create pairs rather than their own knowledge.

7.4 Agreement Evaluation and Gold Dataset Creation

7.4.1 Inter-Annotator Agreement

Annotations’ homogeneity was computed pre- and post-revision using the inter-rater agreement

metrics adapted for PR, namely the PRET implementation of Cohen’s [64] and Fleiss’ k [95]

accounting for the transitive and inverse properties of prerequisite relations. We calculated

both pairwise Cohen’s k and group Fleiss’ k because the annotation has been performed by four

annotators. As discussed in 4.3.2, the limits of k on PR annotation tasks concern the fact that,

in its classical use, k does not allow to account for the overall similarity of the annotations,

overcoming individual PR pairs. For this reason, we exploited its variation described in Section

5.2.3 which takes into account not only explicit PRs, manually created during annotation, but

also transitive PRs emerging from the exploration of the annotation concept graph.

Instantiating k computation description outlined in 5.2.3, the metric is computed on the

annotations produces in the current project as follows. Given the list of 140 concepts of T, we

create the list P of all possible concept pairs obtained by automatically combining each two

distinct concepts of T, regardless of the relation direction (i.e. relations computer, network and

network,computer are both considered). P eventually contains 19,460 concept pairs. For each

annotator, we considered PRs of P as positive pairs if they were either manually created by

an annotator or if there is a path between the two concepts in the annotator’s concept map.

Then, we computed Cohen’s k pairwise agreement for each pair of experts for both their original

and revised annotations. Table 7.2 reports Cohen’s k agreement value obtained by each pair of

annotators. According to the widely-adopted interpretation of k provided by [150], we observe an

average moderate agreement (0.60) among the original annotations when considering pairwise

agreement, which improves to 0.62 considering the revised annotations. In fact, although small,
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PRE-REVISION POST-REVISION
A1 A2 A3 A4 A1 A2 A3 A4

A1 1 A1 1
A2 0.56 1 A2 0.58 1
A3 0.51 0.59 1 A3 0.54 0.60 1
A4 0.59 0.71 0.65 1 A4 0.63 0.73 0.66 1

Table 7.2: Pair-wise agreement, computed in terms of Cohen’s k, pre- and post-revision.

we observe a consistent improvement among all pairs of experts confirming that the revision

allowed to obtain more coherent and homogeneous annotations. For what concerns Fleiss’ k, the

value obtained when considering the original annotations is 0.43, while it raises to 0.45 when

computed on revised annotations.

Overall, these results are higher than those observed for other prerequisite annotated datasets

in the literature. [56] and [91], for example, report an average pairwise agreement among positive

pairs in their annotation tasks of around k = 0.30. The agreement problems that arise from the

high subjectivity of the task seem to have been mitigated by our annotation protocol. Indeed,

also raw agreement [20], computed as a ratio of agreed pairs (i.e., receiving the same label by

both annotators) and the overall number of items in the task, confirms the similarity between

annotations: having 1 as maximum value indicating perfect agreement, we obtain an average

pair-wise raw agreement of 0.97 (0.96 before revision). Note however that this metric should

be used carefully: it doesn’t reflect a real inter-annotation consistency, but it simply captures a

surface similarity, highly influenced by the distribution of labels in the data (see the prevalence

problem of k). Nevertheless, when raw agreement and k show highly different values, as in this

case, it is useful to carry out a qualitative evaluation of the causes of disagreement [62].

7.4.1.1 Causes of Disagreement

As we already observed when analysing the output of past PR annotation tests [13], the cases

where we observe disagreement are mostly caused by the order in which concepts are presented.

This happens especially when a concept is mentioned for describing another one, for example, to

provide details. Consider the case where, e.g., concept A uses concept B to enrich the explanation.

Disagreement appears as mainly caused by different understandings of the text portion being red:

some annotators are more prone to create the relation A ≺ B, meaning that you need to know B

in order to understand the novel properties of A, while other annotators might create the relation

B ≺ A to indicate that the basic principles of A must be acquired before reading about B. It is

practically impossible to define an absolute rule to handle such cases, since their interpretation

mostly depend on the textual context and the individual processing of the sentences meaning and

structure, if the construction is particularly ambiguous. What is interesting from our perspective

is that, although such cases are unavoidable when dealing with text written in natural language,
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disagreement didn’t seem to arise from the interpretation of the annotation approach.

7.4.2 Gold-PR Dataset

The combination method of annotations for Gold-PR Dataset creation was chosen by considering

the goal of the project and by checking the applicability conditions recommended by PREAP

protocol. For the reader’s convenience, we remind that the annotation protocol provides a set of

recommendations about which combination criterion should be used depending on the agreement

obtained by comparing the annotations and the project goal. Indeed, more or less inclusive

combination methods, all implemented in PRET tool, can be adopted. In general, inclusive

approaches are better suited when the Gold-PR is to be used to analyse, e.g., how concepts

involved in PRs are mentioned in the text: more examples to analyse imply a higher variability

of cases, thus richer analyses. Conversely, less inclusive combination approaches provide higher

certainty and guarantee higher consensus about the relations included in the Gold-PR dataset.

In the current project, the Gold-PR Dataset was built by merging all the four annotations

after revision (Union option among those implemented in PRET). The 385 pairs annotated as PR

by at least one expert appear in the Gold-PR as positive PRs, i.e. showing a prerequisite relation.

We didn’t take into account relation weights in this project.

The Union option fits the goal of the project of creating a Gold-PR suitable for analysis of the

textual realisation of PR relation, discussed below, and for training a PR learning system using

features extracted from the raw text, as we will show in the next Chapter. The conditions for

the applicability of the Union method are also satisfied. In fact, it should be noted that multiple

factors contributed in supporting our choice. First of all, the expertise level of annotators made

their judgements reliable, and the average agreement computed on the annotations assured

a common understanding of the annotation task. Furthermore, the revision step, performed

on all manually annotated datasets, provided that as many possible checks were performed

to exclude wrong annotations. Annotation revision not only slightly improved the agreement

(thus homogeneity), but above all augmented improved correctness and thus reliability. If the

project didn’t include a revision step, a more strict approach would have been more appropriate

regardless of the project goal.

Eventually, the obtained Gold-PR comprises 385 PRs, with 30 pairs annotated by all experts,

47 by three, 89 by two and 219 by one annotator. Note that, for now, the Gold-PR includes

only positive pairs, manually created by experts. While the analysis of PR instances could be

performed considering only such cases, in order to exploit the Gold-PR dataset for, e.g., training a

PR extraction system, a further step aimed at enlarging the dataset with negative examples is

needed. We describe the process of dataset augmentation in Section 8.3.1.
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Figure 7.2: Data Summary, as reported by PRET tool, of the Gold-PR dataset.

7.4.2.1 Dataset Statistics

While agreement metrics are useful to measure how much homogeneity or consensus exists

in the annotations produced by multiple annotators, quantitative dataset analysis is aimed at

exploring the distribution of specific phenomena within annotations. First of all, we explored

the characteristics of the Gold-PR dataset obtained in the present project. The final number

of PRs included in the dataset, as said, is 385, with no new concepts entered since the project

setting excluded that option. All relations are unique, meaning that we included in the dataset

each relation only once (its first insertion). This choice might seem in contrast with our goal

of obtaining an annotation aligned with the realisations of PR in texts, but in the reality it is

motivated by the applications planned for this dataset. As mentioned, our goal is to have a gold

dataset suitable for both conducting investigations over the realisations of PRs in texts and

training/testing PR learning models. In this case, using only unique relations enhances data

diversity, which is good for training datasets, without loosing information: non-unique relations

represent less than 10 PRs in each annotation. Reflecting the distribution of relation weight in

individual annotations, 85.35% of PRs are strong also in the Gold.

By analysing the dataset as a concept graph, we are able to acquire information concerning

the map structure which reveals also some properties of the final output of the annotation. First,

the concept map can be exploited to navigate paths between concepts and identify explicitly
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annotated transitive relations. Around 45% (174) PRs in the gold are transitive. This value is

much higher than the one observed for individual relations (A1 entered only 3.55% transitive PRs,

A2 22.57%, A3 17.59% and A4 14.72%), however it is an expected effect of annotation combination.

Map navigation also reveals the graph diameter, i.e. the longest shortest path between any two

edges, which could be used to compare the connectivity of multiple golds obtained using different

criteria.

What is more interesting from an educational point of view is the information related to

edges and nodes. Leaf nodes, for example, correspond to the learning outcomes, i.e. the result

of learners’ learning process; roots in the map, on the other hand, correspond to the most

fundamental concepts (primary notions) presented in the text, which should be either known in

advance or that represent the basic concepts of the domain. As reported in the table in Figure 7.2,

we observe a high number of leaves as opposed to few roots: this confirms that the text used in

this project is an introductory textbook, which assumes little prior knowledge about the domain.

Specifically, the node corresponding to the concept ‘network’ is the one with the highest number

of outgoing arcs (in other words, ‘network’ is prerequisite of 35 other concepts), which is not

surprising considering the topic of the textbook. On the other side of the spectrum, ‘firewall’ is

the most “advanced” concept in the dataset as a student is required to know other 10 concepts

(including ‘network’) in order to understand ‘firewall’.

7.5 Dataset Exploration

As said, manually annotated datasets can serve a variety of purposes, from model training and/or

testing as well as theory development. In this Section, we deal with the latter use, i.e. use manual

annotations to acquire information about the phenomenon at hand through the analysis of its

instances in texts. In fact, by taking advantage of our annotation protocol strategy that allows to

obtain an annotation anchored to the text, we can analyse the contexts in which PRs take place

and explore their properties.

We first tackled this research direction during a preliminary study, described in [13], aimed at

investigating which type of relation is generally established between two concepts showing a PR.

The analysis was performed while developing the annotation protocol with the purpose of finding

possible improvements of the guidelines with regard to PR definition. To pursue our goal, we

relied on the Gold-PR dataset v2, which is the largest of the three gold datasets (see 7.6.1), thus

the most diverse with respect to annotators’ judgments. The PR properties analysis was carried

out during the revision phase of the annotation process: annotators were asked not only to revise

their pairs to find errors, but also to classify all confirmed PRs describing which kind of relation

could be observed in that segment of text according to their opinions. We provided a pre-defined

set of “Confirmation labels” capturing different properties we expected to find among PRs. Labels

and their description are reported in the right side of Fig.7.3. By analysing the distribution of
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Figure 7.3: Semantic Relationship Type distribution and description for PRs annotated by 3 or
more experts (High Agr) or 1 expert only (Low Agr).

“Confirmation labels”, we investigated if there are any semantic relations and linguistic patterns

that can be identified as frequently occurring in PRs, either entered by half or more annotators

(High Agreement PR group) or by less than half experts (Low agreement PR group).

As Fig. 7.3 shows, lexical relations are the most frequent semantic type among PRs within

the high agreement group, covering more than 60% of cases. This relation type can indeed occur

in multiple cases: when the two concepts involved in the PR are described as a taxonomic relation

(which, by definition, exploits dependency relations to classify elements), when the text deals

with the details of a topic, or also when one of the two concepts is a multi-word term and the

other is its lexical head. Functional Relations are more common within the low agreement PR

group. Our intuition is that this relation is highly affected by the presentation of concepts in

the text: since there is no expressed linguistic cue revealing the PR, the relation between the

two concepts is inherently logic and depends on the way in which the author described them.

The interpretation of the text content may vary between annotators, and subjectivity has low

agreement as a consequence. Consider, as an example, the sentence below, extracted from the

textbook annotated in this project (prerequisite concept underlined, target in italic):

In a bus network based on the Ethernet standards, the right to transmit messages

is controlled by the protocol known as carrier sense, multiple access with collision

detection (CSMA/CD).

The example shows the final agreed PR, with the bus network being the prerequisite of

CSMA/CD, however one might argue that knowing the principles of the CSMA/CD could be

helpful to better understand how bus networks work, thus creating the inverse relation.

Other labels were not significantly represented in our dataset. This was surprising in particu-

lar for what concerns causal relations (e.g. concept A is caused by, or is an effect of, concept B).

This could be a peculiarity caused by the domain of the textbook: other domain, such as physics,
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history and medicine, could show a larger use of causal relations. Cross-domain investigations

could be conducted to confirm similar intuitions in the future.

The results of the above study suggested that providing annotation guidelines with clear

examples of PRs not involved in lexical relations is crucial in PR annotation as those types might

be harder to identify along a text flow and could give raise to disagreement. This recommendation

was included in the last revision of PREAP protocol (specifically, in KEQs) and it turned out to be

beneficial, as we discussed for what concerns the inter-annotator agreement. These improvements

allowed us to exploit the latest version of the dataset to address two less investigated issues:

1. Are PRs affected by the temporal order of appearance of concepts along the text?

2. Are there any differences in the way fundamental and advanced concepts (representing

prerequisite and target concepts of the PR pair respectively) are presented to learners?

By exploiting the annotation analysis module of PRET tool on Gold-PR v3, we investigates

the two questions sketched above. In what follows we present the result of our analyses: although

results are still preliminary as we exploited a limited number of examples, the evidence acquired

is promising and it shows the potentiality of using PRET for deeper PR explorations as well as

the effectiveness of PREAP annotation principles for achieving such goal.

7.5.1 Temporal Effect on PRs

Some PR learning methods rely on the assumption that PRs are affected by time [2, 257]:

explaining a new concept should be done by presenting the fundamental prerequisite concepts

first and then including in the discussion the more advanced knowledge (represented by means

of target concepts in the PR pairs). We also underlined the similarity between temporal and

prerequisite relations in 2.2.3. Our annotation protocol and PR dataset allow us to verify which

relationship occurs between time and prerequisite relations. This is possible, in particular, thanks

to the text-bound annotation approach which allows to anchor PRs to the portion of text here the

expert believed to encounter the relation. To validate the temporal hypothesis on our data, we

used the DAG visualisation to observe how many times the prerequisite concept is introduced

before (backward ≺ relations) or after (forward Â relations) the target concept in the text. The

ordering of concepts mentions in the text entails many interesting information regarding the

textbook and the PR properties. On the one hand, the order in which concepts are presented could

reflect the choice of the textbook author to adopt a top-down versus a bottom-up presentation

approach: the former tends to explain a topic starting from broad concepts and definitions, while

the latter starts from specific cases or examples. On the other hand, this choice could also be

guided by the peculiar nature of PRs: intuitively, we expect fundamental concepts to be introduced

before the advanced ones, as we generally experience when telling a story (having events in place

of concepts) where the background of the events is usually reported first.
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The results of the DAG visualisation exploration seem to confirm the above intuition: with

respect to relation direction, only 31 (8.05%) PRs are forward relations in the Gold-PR, meaning

that the first mention of the prerequisite concept rarely occurs after the mention of the target

concept in the text or even after the sentence where the relation was entered. See the sentences

below to see two examples of backward relations belonging to the former group.

a) Another early application of the client/server model was used to reduce the cost of magnetic

disk [target] storage while also removing the need for duplicate copies of records. Here one

machine in a network was equipped with a high-capacity mass storage system [prerequisite]

(usually a magnetic disk) that contained all of an organization’s records.

b) In fact, hypertext markup language [target] is the markup language based on the extensible

markup language standard [prerequisite] that was developed for representing webpages.

By combining the result of DAG visualisation and Linguistic Analysis (PIC), we can take a

step further in the analysis and examine PR link length, i.e. the absolute distance in terms of

sentences occurring between the mention of the target concept and the closest occurrence of its

prerequisite concept. In practice, we say a PR has link distance equal to, e.g., 1 if the prerequisite

concept is mentioned either in the preceding or following sentence with respect to the one where

the relation was entered. If the target and prerequisite concept co-occur in the same sentence,

as in the examples a) and b) above, their link length is equal to 0. On average, our gold dataset

shows a PR link length of 7.88 sentences including co-occurring concepts, which becomes 10.16

excluding them. This values are higher than we expected: indeed, we imagined concepts to be

generally closely mentioned. To better understand such results, we compared the distribution of

six link length intervals in the annotation of the experts, whose results are reported in Figure

7.4.

As we can observe from the bar graph, in each annotation the majority of PRs involve co-

occurring, or at least closely mentioned, concepts, as we expected. PRs with a medium link length

(ranging from 2 to 4) are rarely created, as well as very long relations (10 or more sentences

between the prerequisite and target concept). However, we notice a consistent amount of PRs

falling in the 5-10 length interval. This unexpected result is quite interesting: those PRs occur

when the two concepts are presented through an example, which formally increases the sentence

distance between their mentions, but at the same time it makes more clear the relationship

between them. In fact, even when those relations were revised by the expert, they were confirmed

as valid PRs in all cases. Interestingly, if we analyse the interplay between time and distance,

e.g. by observing concept ordering and link length at once, we notice that forward relations

tend to be shorter. Specifically, if we consider the most common concept ordering (i.e., backward:

first introduce prerequisite concepts, then present advanced knowledge) the average link length

observed on the gold dataset is 10.66, while it lowers to 6.51 for forward PRs. Such result suggests

that the textbook author tends to minimise the distance between prerequisite and target concept
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Figure 7.4: Distribution of PR link length intervals for each annotator.

when an alternative (with respect to the dominant, i.e. most frequent one) order is used. This

could be a conscious decision of authors and teachers when presenting a topic to avoid confusion

and, possibly, reduce the cognitive overload of students. Such link minimisation effect should

be further explored in larger datasets: given the limited number of forward relations, so far we

can only provide a preliminary, although promising, evidence. If confirmed also on larger dataset,

this information could be use to provide writing suggestions to authors highlighting particularly

complex segments of texts characterised by too difficult relations.

7.5.2 Primary Notions and Learning Outcomes Comparison

Our second investigation concerns the way in which fundamental and advanced knowledge is

presented in the text. Our intuition, supported by the results of the crowd-based concept ordering

task described in 4.2.4, is that the most basic concepts of a domain, representing its fundamental

notions and that we refer to as primary notions (PNs), should be presented in a simple and clear

way, in order to gently introduce the students into the subject. Vice-versa, learning outcomes

(LOs), i.e./ the end points of the learning process, can be involved in more complex presentations

since, at that point, the student should have already acquired all necessary notions to understand

them. We explored such idea by investigating whether it is true that text complexity is influenced

by the learning level of the concepts described within that text portion. Complexity here refers
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both to linguistic complexity, measured in terms of morpho-syntactic properties of the text, and

to content complexity, reflecting a higher or lower density of concepts in the text portions.

As a first step, we identify the PNs and LOs in our data. Similarly to [282], we distinguish

the concept level (intended as referring to basic as opposed to specific knowledge) exploiting the

number of incoming and outgoing links from each node in the concept graph. By relying on the

graph analysis provided by PRET tool, we extracted PNs as the top-5 nodes (concepts) having

the highest number of outgoing links and no incoming links; conversely, LOs where selected as

the top-10 nodes having high incoming links and no outgoing links. Then, we computed concept

frequency, both in our textbook corpus and on TenTen English corpus [131], a large corpus of

around 22 billion words crawled from the Web used as reference. Its large size makes the TenTen

corpus a good enough approximation to observe the distribution of phenomena into the English

language. Our idea is verify whether frequency can be used as a reliable feature to distinguish

fundamental and advanced concepts. Indeed, word frequency is known to be related to lexical

complexity [234], with low frequency terms also generally associate with a higher complexity

and vice-versa, thus we expect that fundamental (easier) concepts are characterised by a higher

frequency in the language then advanced, thus more complex, concepts.

Table 7.3 reports the absolute frequencies of concepts playing the role of primary notions

and of learning outcomes, both in the textbook and in the TenTen English corpus. Results show

that PN concepts are more frequent than LOs in both corpora, confirming our hypothesis.

Indeed, concepts acting as PNs are commonly used single-word domain terms: ‘computer’, ‘network’

and ‘internet’, for example, can be mentioned in a variety of contexts, and not exclusively in

educational settings or in specialised texts. Conversely, LOs here are mostly multi-word domain

terms, referring to highly specific concepts, rarely used outside of the computer science domain.

Next to their frequency, we now want to explore whether there is a difference in the way

PNs and LOs are presented in texts. To pursue this goal, we exploit the PIC analysis in PRET

tool to extract and compare the contexts where PNs and LOs appear. Our first investigation

is aimed at understanding whether the two groups of concepts share similar contexts. The

dispersion plot in Figure 7.5 shows how many concepts are mentioned along the text flow,

distinguishing three groups of concepts: PNs, LOs and intermediate concepts (i.e. nor PNs or

LOs). Specifically, we created intervals of 10 consecutive sentences and computed how many

times each group of concepts is mentioned within the interval. The plot reveals that there is no
particularly concept-dense text area: the distribution of concepts across the text is more or

less homogeneous, with few dense portions toward the end, specifically between sentences 500 and

600. The distribution of primary notions is quite predictable: they appear more frequently in the

first half of the chapter, when introduced. However, they never really disappear. LOs on the other

hand are missing from the very last part of the chapter. This could be easily explained if we take

the book content into account: the last part of the textbook chapter deals with network security

and closes with an overview about legal aspects related to network communication, thus it doesn’t
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Concept TenTen Frequency Textbook Frequency

PNs

network 5,084,100 104
internet 3,086,197 108
protocol 1,046,810 26
software 3,872,136 33
server 2,256,705 46
computer 3,990,153 75

LOs

firewall 164,951 9
application layer 8,129 16
webserver 11,168 18
gateway 331,978 9
denial of service 15,317 7
internet protocol address 1,070 10
port number 12,402 5
router 239,121 24
transmission control protocol 120,735 18
uniform resource locator 473,575 16

Table 7.3: Absolute frequencies of primary notions (PNs) and learning outcomes (LOs) both in the
TenTen corpus and in the textbook used to build Gold-PR v3.

introduces new computer science concepts but just recalls previously mentioned notions. The

distribution of advanced concepts is extremely interesting: they concentrate in certain portions of

the text, while being completely absent in others. Such areas roughly correspond to the end of

sub-chapters or of paragraphs. This distribution, although intuitive, is extremely valuable since

it validates our annotation protocol as a way to reflect the textbook structure in annotations.

As a last step of our analysis, as in 4.2.4, we performed the linguistic profiling analysis using

Profiling-UD on the sentences containing mentions of PN and LO concepts. Our goal here is to

check whether there are significant differences between the linguistic structures used to present

fundamental and advances concepts.

To address our goal, we first collected two groups of sentences, one containing sentences men-

tioning a PN and one containing sentences mentioning a LO; then, we used the Mann–Whitney

U test to check if the feature values computed for all sentences of each group showed significant

differences. The full list of features and their values is reported in Appendix B (in B). Significant

differences (p < 0.05) were observed again for what concerns features capturing the inflectional

morphology of verbs and the verbal predicate structure of the sentence, the most predicting with

respect to sentence readability [43]. The values obtained by those features on our data suggest

that PNs are presented in generally easier-to-read, thus simpler, sentences and, on the
contrary, LOs appear in slightly more complex (difficult-to-read) linguistic construc-
tions. This observation should be better investigated on larger data, although we are confident

that these results would be confirmed considering that they are consistent with those observed

on the texts used in the crowd-based experiment (see 4.2.4). Indeed, our scenario is particularly
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Figure 7.5: Number of primary notion (PN), learning outcomes (LO) and intermediate concepts
(Concept) mentioned in different portions of the textbook.

challenging: considering that we are comparing the linguistic features extracted from sentences

belonging to the same text, differing only on the concept mentioned, it would have been plausible

to expect that differences were concealed by the shared writing style. We expect to observe

even stronger differences when comparing description of fundamental versus advanced notions

extracted from different instructional materials.

7.5.3 Results Summary and Discussion

This Section showed some potential uses of the PR-annotated datasets for studying how PRs are

instantiated in texts and explore their properties relying on the tools implemented in the Analysis

module of PRET. Regarding our initial research questions, namely (1) is there a relationship

between time progression and prerequisite structure of a resource, and (2) do fundamental and

advanced concepts appear in different contexts with respect to text complexity, the analyses

were provided insightful evidence which allowed us to draw some conclusions and to gain higher

awareness regarding the nature of PRs in educational texts.

With respect to question (1), our analysis showed that temporal sequence of concepts has

a strong impact on the relations they establish with each other: prerequisite concepts tend to

appear earlier in the text than their target concepts. Even more interestingly, we observed that
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the ordering of concepts in the text plays a crucial role in determining the distance (in terms of

sentences) that can occur between two related concepts. In particular, we observed that concepts

involved in a PR can occur also distant in the text, especially when they are presented by means

of an example. However, when concepts are presented in an awkward, non-standard order (i.e.

target concept first), their distance tends to minimize. Concerning question (2), we observed that

PNs and LOs are actually characterised by different properties and contexts. For example, we

noticed that primary notions of the textbook are characterised by a higher frequency both in

the annotated text and in every-day language and, conversely, learning outcomes are generally

less frequently mentioned. Furthermore, the result of the correlation analysis performed on

the feature values extracted using Profiling-Ud show that the context of occurrence of Primary

Notions generally corresponds to a less complex text than the context of occurrence of Learning

Outcomes.

Although our results should be corroborated with further, possibly multilingual, investiga-

tions conducted on multiple educational materials, they provide preliminary evidence about

the interplay between textual representations and PRs. These findings, if confirmed, could be

integrated in automatic PR learning models to improve their accuracy or, more interestingly, to

develop educational materials assessment models able to validate the completeness and clarity of

the materials and suggest to writers which text areas could be improved.

7.6 Discussion

The experience of defining a new annotation protocol for prerequisite relations, a tool to support

dataset creation and the annotation project brought us to tackle relevant issues related to the

annotation of educational relations in textual data. Thanks to such experience, we were able

to elaborate a set of recommendations and good practices for guiding other researchers in the

process of manually annotating PRs to create their own annotated resource. Few of our solutions

and tips for applying PREAP to unlabelled data result from common sense, thus they might

seem trivial for those familiar with textual annotation tasks. However, part of our intended

audience might not have large experience with textual annotation, so it is worth pointing out for

them also aspects that might seem obvious. Other recommendations result more directly from

our experience and the iterative process of testing and evaluating the different versions of the

annotation protocol. Evaluation was carried out relying on the datasets produced at each revision

step of the protocol. Dataset versions differ from each other as we used them to experiment

with different possibilities of the annotation protocol and make adjustments whenever necessary

based on the obtained results.

In the remainder of this section we will outline the most significant differences between each

version of the protocol and how they are reflected in the dataset produced accordingly with their

principles. On the basis of the observed results, we will provide our general recommendations
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and list of good practices for carry our PR annotation according to PREAP principles.

7.6.1 Protocol Adjustments and Corresponding Datasets

As mentioned in the previous Chapter, PREAP protocol underwent three cycles of evaluation

and revision. An annotation project carried out throughout all protocol revisions on the same

text allowed to produce three PR-annotated datasets, which we refer to as PR datasets v1, v2,

v3, accordingly with the version of PREAP that was adopted to produce them. Dataset versions

are directly comparable as they result from the annotation of the same textbook. The current

version of PREAP (v3), as well as the corresponding dataset, were described in Chapters 5 and 7

respectively. Here, we compare the current versions of PREAP and PR dataset with their previous

versions, outlining what was improved in each version revision and how the changes impacted

the annotation.

It should be noted that modeling the content of an instructional resource, thus creating PR

pairs reflecting the content of the textbook, was our goal since the first version of PREAP. Hence,

protocol revisions were aimed at refining instructions and projects settings in order to improve

the correspondence between the final dataset and the textbook content. Although we eventually

experimented with all variations allowed by the protocol, the main differences of each revision,

summarised in Fig. 7.6, involve (i) the tool used to support the annotation; (ii) the selection of

domain concepts; (iii) the number and expertise of annotators; (iv) the revision step and (v) the

annotation manual.

Our first attempts in PR annotation resulted in PREAP and dataset v1, a first exploratory

test with only few formal instructions and no revision of either annotations or domain concepts.

The latter were automatically extracted as a list of domain relevant terms exploiting T2K and

used as-it-is. This caused the inclusion of a certain amount of non-concept, while others, regarded

as relevant by the experts, were missing. Since PRET tool was introduced in version 2, the

first version of PREAP didn’t rely on any annotation interface: the annotation process to obtain

dataset v1 was carried out on a n×n matrix of concepts, where n equaled the number of concepts

involved in the annotation. A pool of six annotators was asked to enter a binary value in the

intersection between two concepts to indicate the presence of a PR without any preliminary

training or presentation of the guidelines, which took the form of informal recommendation. At

that moment, we didn’t consider domain expertise as a necessary requirement for annotators so,

among the six annotators, we included four domain experts and two domain novices. Eventually,

the domain novices withdrawn from the project because the text was perceived as too difficult,

which made us aware that only domain experts could successfully complete the annotation task.

We noticed a certain negative impact of the matrix affecting multiple phases of the annotation

process. First of all, the matrix was difficult to use for annotators: the quite large matrix structure

was likely to cause distraction errors. Second, we weren’t able to add any additional attribute to

the pair, such as the relation weight that we subsequently included. Furthermore, the matrix
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Figure 7.6: Dataset versions comparison.

structure misses the anchoring between PRs and the text: we could always go back to the text

and search for every occurrence of the annotated concepts and imagine that the relation was

found while reading one of those text portions, however we weren’t able to say which one.

To address the issues emerging from our first PR-annotation test, dataset v2 was created

by a different pool of five annotators, all domain experts, relying on PRET annotation tool. The

tool allowed us to include a formal revision step for each annotation, excluding the insertion,

e.g., of involuntary loops while annotating. Although the annotation manual still wasn’t final

and formalised as annotation documentation, version 2 included an individual training phase

for each annotator before approaching the annotation where the project manager explained the

basic principles of the annotation to domain experts. Training was aimed to clarify what was
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intended for PR annotation to domain experts by means of examples and tests performed by

the annotator next to the project manager. In this novel version we experimented with domain

concepts: instead of using the automatically extracted list of domain terms as-it-is, we asked

three domain experts (not involved in the annotation) to manually validate the automatically

extracted (using T2K) list and identify a commonly agreed set of concepts. Besides these terms,

each expert could independently add new concepts to the terminology while annotating the text

if he/she regards them as relevant. Consequently, experts produced different sets of concept pairs

annotated with prerequisite relations.

The annotation approach used to build dataset v3 tried to find a good balance between letting

annotators freely express their opinion and converging their annotations toward a common

treatment of the PR relation. For this reason we introduced a manual revision step, during

which we stimulate annotators to reconsider their pairs at the end of the annotation process, and

defined in advance the fixed set of concepts to use during annotation.

7.6.2 Good Practices and Recommendations for PR Annotation

During the protocol development process, the different versions of the PR annotated dataset,

discussed above, were evaluated both using measures aimed at capturing inter-annotators

agreement and using the datasets to train and test the performances of the automatic PR

learning model PREL described in the next chapter. The results of the evaluation comparison

between dataset versions are reported in Section 8.4.2. Here, we conclude the part of this

dissertation dealing with manual annotation by presenting what we learned in form of advice for

other researchers that want to apply our protocol in their projects.

What follows is a set of good practices for performing PR annotation to which we came as the

result of multiple iterations and testings over PRET tool and PREAP protocol.

Textual Educational Material Preparation. We recommend to perform annotation on plain

texts (removing, e.g. images and other graphical elements) in order to simplify annotation

analysis and dataset creation. Another optional, but highly valuable, pre-processing operation

would be to solve acronyms: depending on the domain, acronyms could be highly frequent,

but they might make the text more dense and cryptic, thus we suggest to solve them before

annotation.

Annotators Recruiting. The annotation projects that we carried out to obtain Gold-PR

datasets as well as the PRET tool user testings revealed that best results are obtained when

domain experts are employed in the annotation. Although PREAP protocol is designed to leverage

the knowledge contained in texts, explicitly asking to leave aside any prior knowledge about the

domain, domain novices tend to drop the task claiming that their lack of background knowledge

in the domain impairs their ability to distinguish PRs from any other type of concept relationship
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(even simple co-occurrence) [14]. This might particularly affect projects involving texts belonging

to the hard sciences, where the number concepts mentioned in the text is more dense. The

background and degree of confidence with IT tools also showed an impact in the use of PRET

interface, however even a small practice seems to mitigate this effect making the tool suitable

also by humanists with low experience with annotation tools.

Annotation Training. A training phase is essential to address unclear aspects of the annota-

tion before proceeding with the ultimate annotation process. On the other hand, clear guidelines

with examples and knowledge elicitation questions will support the annotator after the training

phase. These aspects are usually neglected in favour of a faster and larger annotation (i.e. on

larger texts or performed by more untrained annotators), but they are actually fundamental for

annotation projects since they guarantee that the task will be conducted according to the rules

defined by the project manager on the basis of the final goal.

Concepts Selection. Allowing annotators to express their intuitions as freely as possible,

independently adding new concepts to the Terminology while annotating, could result in sparse

annotations and low agreement values. Consequently, such approach is discouraged if the final

goal consists in obtaining a gold standard dataset, whether it is recommended if the goal is to

perform corpora analysis where richer annotations better represent the different realisations of a

phenomenon.

Annotation Revision and Combination. PRET annotation protocol is designed to create

resources valuable for analysing phenomena and/or to train machine learning systems. The

tool offers different methods for building a gold standard dataset. As discussed, the best-suited

criterion depends on the final use of the dataset. For example, including in the gold dataset only

items annotated by most or all annotators might be a good option if your goal is to maximise

coherence and you don’t plan to carry out a revision step on your annotations. On the other

hand, including all PR pairs created by at least one expert might improve dataset coverage, but a

revision step is highly recommended in such case, although this practice is costly and not feasible

in case of large annotations. The latter approach is a valuable option if the annotation project

goal is to explore PRs realisation within educational text, as we did in 7.5. However, we believe

that revision is actually extremely effective in improving the overall quality of the annotations.

For this reason, in the next chapter, we will show the same dataset used to carry out the analyses

presented in 7.5 can be as well used to perform automatic PR learning using a machine learning

approach.
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8
AUTOMATIC PREREQUISITE RELATION LEARNING: PREL

APPROACH AND EXPERIMENTS

In this Section we present PREL (Prerequisite RElation Learning), our approach for au-

tomatically acquiring prerequisite relations between educational concepts based on the

content of educational materials. PREL is based on a machine learning model which exploits

raw text features extracted from pieces of text describing concepts for training and no structured

information acquired from knowledge structures. As described in Chapter 3.5, automatic prereq-

uisite relation learning consists of identifying prerequisite relations between educational items.

Multiple approaches can be adopted, as well as different types of educational resources. PREL

model reflects the principles of PREAP annotation protocol as it addresses the task of classifying

pairs of concepts as PR or non-PRs relying solely on the information that can be acquired from

the educational materials. This is an original approach with respect to existing strategies, and

also more challenging as no structured information is provided as feature to the model.

The concept of PREL model was first presented in [193], a work accepted at the 2019 edition

of the ACL Workshop on Innovative Use of NLP for Building Educational Applications (BEA

2019). In that occasion, we developed a deep learning system for sequencing Learning Objects

based on their prerequisite ordering. Learning Objects were mimicked by pages of Italian

Wikipedia adopting the page-as-a-concept paradigm already discussed in 4.2.1 and common to

many works addressing concept prerequisite learning (see 3.5). PREL model results from our

previous experience on the task of automatic prerequisite relation learning and our considerations

regarding the importance of exploiting the information contained in educational materials for

acquiring PRs rather then relying on external knowledge bases. As a result, the current version

of PREL, presented hereinafter in the chapter, results from the adaptation of the deep learning

method introduced above, designed for acquiring prerequisite relation from Wikipedia pages, to
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non-encyclopedic textual instructional materials (e.g., textbooks or lecture notes). More precisely,

the process of adjusting the model discussed in [193] to the novel scenario primarily consisted in

developing an automatic strategy to recreate learning units for each concept mentioned within

the material. To this aim, we tested multiple strategies in order to verify which one allows to

obtain the best results in terms of system performances. Among the strategies for automatic

learning unit creation, we tested and compared a simple strategy based on concept occurrence

with a strategy based on Burst analysis.

In this chapter we report and expand the research on PREL by carrying out two experiments.

First, we present the experiments described in [15]: we detail the prerequisite relation learning

workflow, the variations in the model for what concerns learning unit creation and the results

obtained by the models on PRET v2, which was the version of PRET dataset available at the time

of model design and development. In the second experiment, we employed the configuration of

the model obtaining the best results in the first experiment to test which of the three versions of

the PR dataset allows to obtain the best results. This second experiment allowed us to (i) study

performance variations of the classifier given different input data and (ii), most importantly,

compare the impact of different annotation principles on prerequisite learning models.

8.1 Prerequisite Relation Learning from Texts

Prerequisite relations learning is proposed here as a task of binary classification of concept pairs.

In principle, given a pair of target-prerequisite concepts (A,B), the goal of the classifier is to

predict whether or not concept B is a prerequisite of concept A by relying on the information

about the two concepts provided by an educational resource. As a final result, we would obtain

a set of concept pairs that can be used to build a knowledge graph where edges represent the

automatically retrieved prerequisite relations. Before describing the approach workflow, the

models that were employed and the data we relied on, we will discuss the basic principles of our

method and the scenario where we tested our strategy.

First of all, we should clarify what we mean in this context by concept and prerequisite

relation. In line with the PR Framework and, in particular, with the principles of PREAP

annotation protocol, a concept represents what a student should understand in order to acquire

new knowledge and it is represented in educational texts as a lexical entity constituted by a single

or multi-word term. Concerning prerequisite relations, they are defined, both in PREAP and in

the current work, as dependency relations that naturally occur between educational concepts and

that are aimed at determining learning precedence of concepts. PREL method relies exclusively

on the content of educational texts for acquiring the features aimed at capturing the presence of

a prerequisite relation. Our assumption is that the way concepts are described in the resource

should hint at the presence (or absence) of a prerequisite relation between them. For example,

if two concepts are frequently mentioned together, intuitively they should be somehow related,
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possibly by a prerequisite relation. We use this sort of information acquired from the raw textual

content of the resource for training our prerequisite learning model. This approach is in contrast

with most strategies for prerequisite learning described in chapter 3.5, which generally rely

on external resources, such as ontologies or Wikipedia, but it reflects the annotation principle

proposed by the PREAP annotation protocol. As in PREAP, we assign a high informative value

to the textual content referring to a concept and we use only that to extract the information

for recognising a prerequisite relation. Moreover, since multiple sequences can be legitimately

proposed for building up the knowledge referring to the same target concept (as clear from the

multiple textbooks concerning the same topic), our approach allows to obtain multiple knowledge

graphs for the same domain, each representing knowledge based on the content of the resource

used as source of information. According to this principle, we could say that our prerequisite

learning task, tackled as a binary classification problem, is at the same time also a textual

resource modelling task. However, it should be noted that acquiring information for prerequisite

learning relying only on raw text, as in this case, is particularly challenging, as we will discuss

shortly.

Considering the above description, our prerequisite relation learning task can be summarised

as follows: given a target and a prerequisite concept mentioned in a text, analyse the content of the

resource focusing on the portions of text where each of the two concepts is mentioned in order to

identify whether there is a prerequisite relation connecting the prerequisite to the target concept.

8.2 Approach Workflow

As shown in Figure 8.1, the workflow of our approach is organised into different phases. First,

given an educational material and the list of concepts discussed within its content, a Learning

Unit Extraction Module creates a learning unit for each concept of the list. Then, a set of features is

acquired from each pair of concepts appearing in the training set and passed to the Classification

Module for training a deep learning classifier. The classifiers returns a set of pairs binary labelled

with prerequisite relations, which are evaluated against a Gold-PR dataset used as test set in the

Evaluation Module.

In what follows, we will detail each step of the workflow. In particular, we will describe the

different strategies that we tested for creating learning units and detail the features used for

training the classification model.

8.2.1 Input Data

Our prerequisite relation learning approach PREL requires certain information to be provided

beforehand as input data. Input data, encoded by the light blue colour in the workflow in Figure

8.1, are the following:
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Figure 8.1: PREL Workflow.

• Educational Material: the chosen resource (e.g., a textbook) in form of raw text. Ideally,

the text should be as clean as possible, meaning that if formulas, figures or acronyms

are contained in it, they should be removed or normalised. Although this cleaning step is

not necessary, it is recommended in order to obtain better performances (note that it also

recommended by our good practices for manual PR annotation).

• Gold-PR dataset: a ground truth annotated dataset, created according to the principles of

PREAP annotation protocol in order to reflect, in the annotation, the content of the resource

as discussed in 5.2.2. The gold dataset, containing concept pairs annotated with labels

indicating the presence of a prerequisite relation between the concepts, is expanded with

negative and transitive relations as described in Section 8.3.1 in order to obtain a balanced

dataset of positive and negative examples. The expanded balanced dataset is then split into

a portion of training and a portion of test data.

• List of concepts: as for PREAP annotation protocol, a list of the concepts mentioned in the

resource is required. In this case, the concepts of the list must correspond to the concepts

appearing in the Gold-PR dataset used for training and testing the classification model.

8.2.2 Learning Unit Extraction Module

The Learning Unit Extraction Module is aimed at retrieving from the textual resource the

portions of text including the learning content associated to each concept appearing in the

list of concepts. In other words, since the neural architecture of the classification module was

originally designed to receive Learning Objects as input, this module recreates, for each concept,

a simulated learning unit by automatically acquiring it from the whole resource. Eventually,

the automatically produced learning unit corresponds, for each concept, to a set of sentences

extracted from the text. In order to perform the automatic learning unit extraction, we tested

multiple criteria, which are detailed below. Note that, in learning design, a ‘learning unit’ or unit
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of learning, is a general term referring to any instructional or learning event of any granularity,

e.g. a course, a workshop, a lesson or an informal learning event, that can be instantiated and

reused many times for different persons and settings in an online environment [144]. While

reading this Chapter, it should be kept in mind that here the term learning unit is simply meant

as a learning content extracted from resource, with no reference to the notion of learning units in

learning design.

In order to verify the impact of different input data on the performances of PREL, we tested

different strategies for the creation of learning units. In particular, we defined the following three

models:

a) Occurrence Model;

b) Burst Intervals Model;

c) Most Relevant Burst Interval Model.

The Occurrence Model is the simpler of the three models: we create a learning unit for

each concept by including in the unit all sentences where the concept occurs, namely all sentences

where the concept is mentioned. Burst Intervals and Most Relevant Burst Interval models on the

other hand are both based on Burst analysis [140].

Burst analysis is used to identify the intervals of relevance for an event unfolding over time

and it is based on the principle of temporal evolution of phenomena. The general idea behind

burst analysis is that, when observing a phenomenon along a time series, the event might become

particularly relevant in a certain period of time, most likely because its occurrence rises above

a certain threshold [140]. Given its nature, burst analysis was highly employed for detecting

the relevant events happened within a time window from news data produced in that period of

time [100, 141, 263]. When applied to textual data – e.g., for text clustering [117], summarization

[260] or relation extraction [156, 291] – the time series was mimicked by the linear progression

of the text. As described in [1], we already employed burst analysis on instructional materials

with encouraging results. It was exploited to detect, for each concept discussed within a textbook

chapter, the portions of text where the concept was particularly relevant: time was represented

by the progressive succession of sentences along the textbook, while the investigated event

corresponded to a concept, or better, to its mentions in the text. The burst algorithm (detailed in

Section 8.2.2.1) selected the most relevant textual content related to a concept from the textual

material and returned one or more Burst Intervals for each concept, i.e. intervals of sentences

extracted from the textbook. Temporal reasoning [5] between burst intervals was then employed

to find prerequisite relations between concepts. The idea behind the approach is that concepts in

educational texts may appear with different scopes along the text flow: first they might be just

mentioned or introduced, then used inside their definition and later recalled to explain some new

information. Therefore, by viewing the textbook as a stream of sentences, one could analyze these

changes and better understand how the relation between two concepts evolves in the document.
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Figure 8.2: Learning Unit creation approaches based on the Burst Interval and Most Relevant
Burst Interval Models.

For what concerns PREL, we propose to use the burst intervals retrieved as described in [1]

to select relevant content of the educational resource for each concept and obtain the learning

units in model b) and c). In particular, as represented in the sketchy example depicted in Figure

8.2, the Burst Intervals model creates the learning unit of each concept by including its burst

intervals (blue blocks in the ‘Text’ area of the image). Our intuition is that, by exploiting this

model for learning unit creation, we should be able to capture not only sentences mentioning

the concept, but also surrounding information that, being mentioned close to the target concept,

must be somehow related to it. The Most Relevant Burst Interval model operates similarly,

however in this case burst intervals are reordered, having the most relevant burst interval as

first1. The most relevant burst interval is defined as the first burst interval that exceeds the

average length of all the bursts of that concept, as in [1, 218]. They are depicted as blue blocks

with red edges in Figure 8.2. In this case we want to investigate if we can boost the performances

of our approach by feeding the model with the most relevant portions of text associated to concepts

first. Our intuition is that burst intervals should capture the most informative portions of text for

each concept from the whole resource content. Contrary to the Occurrence model, sentences are

selected not simply because they contain a mention to the concept being searched, but because

the Burst algorithm regarded them as being somehow relevant for the concept. Note that for this

experiment we only used the bursts detected with the first phase of the algorithm described in

1We also experimented with different placements of the most relevant burst interval within the learning unit, but
the solution presented here was empirically evaluated as the most effective solution.
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[1]: the temporal reasoning is not employed here.

It should be noted that, in order to capture all concept mentions, all three models require a

preliminary step aimed at splitting the text into sentences and normalising the tokens appearing

in each sentence to their base form, namely the lemma. This step allows us to account for each

concept mention without missing out occurrences that are, e.g., written in plural form.

8.2.2.1 Burst Analysis and Algorithm Implementation

Kleinberg formally defines and models the periods of an event along a time series as a two state

automaton in which the event is in the first state if it has a low occurrence, but then it moves to

the second state if its occurrence rises above a certain threshold, and eventually it goes back to

the first state if its occurrence goes below the threshold [140]. These transitions are repeated

along the entire duration of a time series. Burst intervals correspond to the periods in which the

event remains in the second state. If applied to a single document rather than a set, Kleinberg’s

algorithm can be used to detect the bursting intervals of keywords [157, 291], that we can see as

roughly corresponding to the concepts of our scenario. Intuitively, a rising of bursting activity

associated with a concept signals its appearance or re-appearance in the flow of the discourse,

revealing that certain features, mainly the frequency of the concept in that interval, are sharply

rising [140] and suggesting that the concept has become more prominent.

In principle, the burst extraction algorithm takes as inputs a document D containing the

full text to analyze, a terminology T consisting in a list of terms appearing in D and a set of

parameters for constructing the Markov’s chain according to Kleinberg’s description, namely the

base s of the exponential distribution used for modeling the event frequencies, the coefficient

γ for the transition costs between states, and the desired level l within the hierarchy of the

extracted intervals. In our scenario,D is the textbook while T corresponds to the list of concepts.

First, D is transformed into an ordered list of sentences by means of sentence splitting, and the

result is QD = {q1, q2, ...., qi}, where qi is the i-th sentence of D. For each concept in T, the burst

intervals of tu are identified by an infinite hidden Markov model among the sentences where con-

cept t occurs as Btu = {[bstarts1 −bends1], [bstarts2 −bends2], ..., [bstartsi −bendsi ]}. In addition, two

parameters, s and γ, need to be set in advance: the former controls the exponential distribution

from which an event is assumed to be drawn (i.e., how frequent an event must be in order to

trigger the detection of a burst); the latter modifies the transition cost to a higher state. Higher

values of s increase the strictness of the algorithm’s criterion for how dramatic an increase of

activity has to be in order to be considered as a burst; higher values of γ mean that a burst must

be sustained over longer periods of time in order to be recognized [37].

For the current experiment, we relied on the same implementation developed for [1]. Specif-

ically, the infinite hidden Markov model was developed as described in [140] relying on an

implementation of Kleinberg’s algorithm available for Python2. Parameters value were set to

2Library pybursts, https://pypi.org/project/pybursts/0.1.1/
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s = 1.05, γ= 0.0001. These represent the minimal parameter values and they were set in this

way with the aim of maximizing the extraction of bursting intervals.

8.2.3 Classification Module

The Classification Module relies on the neural network developed of Learning Object ordering

described in [193]. The classifier was part of a novel method based on deep learning applied to the

task of automatic prerequisite relations learning between Learning Objects (LOs). When trained

on the AL-CPL dataset [165], we report F1=92.21% for the task of sequencing Wikipedia pages.

The main peculiarity of the method is that it relied exclusively on linguistic feature extracted from

textual resources. Considering only textual content, without relying on structured information, is

possibly the most challenging setting to infer relationships between educational concepts, but at

the same time it is also the closest condition to a real world scenario: when facing a new topic,

students do not cope with ontological relations, but only with those appearing in the learning

materials they are using. Thus, one of the most challenging goals of the approach proposed by

[193] was to demonstrate that textual content can be sufficient to infer a pedagogically motivated

ordering of LO pairs.

As frequently done by work addressing automatic prerequisite learning [16, 103, 168], learn-

ing objects were represented in [193] by Wikipedia page. In a broad sense, Wikipedia entries can

be considered LOs [202]: a Wikipedia page consists of textual content pertaining to a single unit

of learning referring to a topic, or concept, represented by the Wikipedia page title. Since the

model was designed to find prerequisite relations between Wikipedia pages, the classification

algorithm needed to be adapted to a novel scenario: extracting the prerequisite structure of an

instructional material. The main differences between the two tasks concern content organisation

within the resource. For example, LOs are designed to cover the content of a unique concept,

and the same happens in Wikipedia where, being a work of encyclopedic scope, each entry of

the encyclopedia discusses a different concept. Multiple concepts might be as well mentioned

within the page of a certain concept, if they are somehow related, but the same information will

be repeated also in the page dedicated to the content of the other concepts. On the other hand, in

instructional materials such as textbooks, lecture notes, slides, etc., the distinction between the

content associated to two distinct concepts is not equally clear: the discussion is possibly carried

out as a continuum with frequent reference to other portions of text, hence a strategy to extract

the content referring to each concept must be defined. To this aim, we developed the strategies

for automatically creating learning units described previously (Sec. 8.2.2).

The model proposed in [193] comprises three different neural network models, represented in

Figure 8.3, each tested individually in order to investigate which one performs best for the task.

• Model 1 (M1) is composed of two identical LSTM-based sub-networks with 32 units, whose

outputs are concatenated and classified by the outer Dense Layer. Each sub-network

received as input only pre-trained word embeddings (WE) of the first 400 words of the
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Figure 8.3: Classifier architecture.

corresponding Wikipedia page of each concept appearing in a concept pair of the training

set (A, B). The two LSTM outputs are then concatenated (VA ⊕ VB) and passed to a last

Dense Layer.

• Model 2 (M2) is based on a feedforward neural network that takes as input the a set of hand-

crafted features extracted from the concept pair (A,B) and passes them to a multilayer

perceptron neural network (3 layers with ReLU activation).

• Model 3 (M3) combines the previous two, joining the two sub-networks of M1 with the input

of M2.

Each output layer of the three models consists of a single dense unit with sigmoid activation

function. The models are trained maximising the F-Score on the validation set, which corresponds

to the 30% of the training data. The training stops after a certain number of epochs without

improvement.

The performances of the three neural networks were tested in [193] on the AL-CPL dataset

[168], an English dataset manually annotated with prerequisite relations between educational

concepts, and on ITA-PREREQ3, the first Italian dataset, to the best of our knowledge, annotated

3https://sites.google.com/view/prelearn20/data?
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with prerequisite relations between pairs of concepts, that we built completely automatically.

Considering that results obtained by M3 model on both datasets were in line with the state-of-

the-art, we decided to further challenge that system and adapt it to the novel scenario of predicting

prerequisite relations between concepts extracted from a textual instructional material.

We will now detail the features exploited by the classification module. Considering that the

classification model chosen for our experiment is M3, we exploited both lexical and global features.

8.2.3.1 Features

For each concept pair appearing in the training set, we extracted two different sets of linguistic

features based on those used in [193]: (i) lexical features, i.e. features that pertain to a single

concept, and (ii) global features, i.e. features referring to the interaction between the two concepts

appearing in a pair. Originally, features were meant to refer to the Wikipedia pages corresponding

to the LOs of the dataset. In this case and in [15] are acquired from the learning units automati-

cally created for each concept of the dataset. Along the following description, A will denote the

content of the learning unit A, while At will refer to the concept name assigned as title to the

learning unit; (A,B) is how we refer to the concept pair.

Lexical features. The lexical features correspond to pre-trained word embeddings (WE).

Specifically, we relied on a WE lexicon with 128 dimensions built with word2vec [194] generated

using the ukWac corpus, a collection of approximately 2 billion words constructed from web pages

published under .uk domains [28, 93]. WE can be computed for the entire set of sentences in the

learning unit or only for a subset of n sentences, where n is defined at configuration time.

Global features. Global feature were devised to extract linguistic information from each

two learning units appearing in a pair (A,B) of the training set. Contrary to lexical features,

computed considering only n sentences of the learning units, global features take into account

the entire content of the units. Specifically, for each pair (A,B), we extracted the following set of

16 text-based features, partially inspired by [166]:

• In text (#1, #2): two binary features assuming the value of 1 if Bt (At) appears in A (B), 0

otherwise.

• Count (#3, #4): two features whose value corresponds to the number of mentions of Bt (At)

appearing in A (B).

• In first line (#5, #6): two binary features indicating if Bt (At) appears in A (B)’s first line,

which we assume corresponding to At (Bt) definition.

• In title (#7): a binary feature capturing if Bt appears in At.

• Length (#8, #9): two features whose value corresponds to the number of words of A (B).
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• Jaccard Similarity (#10): this feature reports the Jaccard similarity between A and B.

• Jaccard Similarity of Nouns (#11): the Jaccard similarity between nouns appearing in A

and B.

• RefD (#12): the feature value corresponds to the value obtained by the RefD metric [165]

computed between A and B. See below for a detailed description of our implementation of

the RefD metric.

• LDA Entropy (#13, #14): two features corresponding to the Shannon entropy of the LDA

vector [80] of A (B).

• LDA Cross Entropy (#15, #16): two features corresponding to the cross entropy between the

LDA vector [80] of A (B) and B(A).

We included the RefD metric among the set of linguistic features, although it is usually

considered a graph-based feature since, in its original version, it was computed taking into

account the incoming and outgoing hyperlinks from Wikipedia Pages [165]. We adapted the RefD

metric in order to apply it also to those contexts where no structured information (i.e. hyperlinks)

is provided, e.g. in textbooks. In fact, contrary to [165], we computed the metric considering

simply the presence of an occurrence of concept Bt (At) in the page content of A (B).

Specifically, we implemented RefD as follows:

(8.1) Ref D(A,B)=
∑N

i=1 r(ti,B) ·w(ti, A)∑N
i=1 w(ti, A)

−
∑N

i=1 r(ti, A) ·w(ti,B)∑N
i=1 w(ti,B)

where ti is a concept from our concept space T (the concepts appearing in the resource);

r(ti,B) is a binary indicator showing whether ti is mentioned in the content of page B; w(ti, A)

is a weight indicator of the importance of ti to page A. [165] proposes two different method for

computing the relevance of a concept with respect to a page: (i) EQUAL, a binary metric assuming

value of 1 is the concept ti is mentioned in A, and (ii) TFIDF, where the relevance of a concept

is measured in terms of tf-idf if the concept ti is mentioned in A. Regardless of the employed

method, if concept ti is not mentioned in A, w(ti, A)= 0.

In our case, we computed w(ti, A) using the TFIDF method where tf-idf value is computed as

follows:

(8.2) w(t, A)= t f (t, A) · log
N

d f (t)

where t f (t, A) is the number of times t being mentioned in A; N is the total number of

learning units and d f (t) is the number of learning units where t appears.

In [193], we conducted an analysis aimed at understanding the relevance of the global features

on the classifier when sequencing Wikipedia pages. Following [166], we computed the feature
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importance by “mean decrease impurity” using an Extra-Trees Classifier, an implementation of

a decision tree classifier. The feature analysis was performed for both the Italian and English

datasets used for the experiments. The results of the analysis showed that RefD (#12), LDA

entropy and cross-entropy (#13 – #16), Length of B (#9) and Bt in first line of A (#5) were the

most relevant features, regardless of the language of the experiment. In particular, RefD seemed

the most relevant feature in almost all evaluated settings. Indeed, it was originally proposed

as a metric able to identify prerequisite relations based solely on its value, discriminating

between prerequisite, non–prerequisite and inverse prerequisite pairs. Although the metric is

quite effective also when used alone, our experiments showed that it highly benefits from the

combination with linguistic information. With respect to differences, we observed that Length

of A/B (#8, #9) features were more relevant for Italian than English. Such observation possibly

reflects a different structure and content of Italian and English Wikipedia pages that were

considered for the experiment, more than a property of the model.

8.2.4 Output and Evaluation

The output of the classification module is a set of concept pairs labelled with binary labels

indicating the presence or absence of a prerequisite relation. In other words, given an unlabelled

pair (A,B), the classifiers assigns the label 1 to the pair if concept B is identified as being a

prerequisite of A; if the pair (A,B) is labelled as 0, it means that the classifier didn’t find any

prerequisite relation between concepts Aand B. The set of unlabelled concept pairs of the test set

is a portion of the Gold-PR dataset used also for training the model. Labelled pairs are compared

against their gold counterparts in order to evaluate the model performances. For evaluation we

used standard metrics, such as Accuracy (A), Precision (P), Recall (R) and F1-score (F1).

8.3 Dataset

For performing the experiments described below we relied on Gold-PR datasets manually anno-

tated following the principles of PREAP annotation protocol. In particular, we exploited Dataset

v1, v2, v3 built by the PR annotation project carried out on the textbook [42]. The creation

of Dataset v3 is specifically addressed by Chapter 7. In the present section we describe how

the Gold-PR datasets were expanded in order to obtain a balanced set of positive and negative

examples.

8.3.1 Dataset Augmentation

The Gold-PR dataset manually annotated by experts during the annotation project described in

Chapter 7 comprises only positive examples of prerequisite relations, namely only pairs labelled

as 1 are available in the dataset. In order to train the classification model based on a neural

network, we need to expand the dataset to include also negative examples. Table 8.1 below
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compares the datasets in terms of concepts and pairs. The distinct methodologies adopted to

build the datasets, guided by the principles of PREAP at different revision stages as described in

7.6.1, produced varying amounts of concepts and annotated pairs. Dataset v2, where annotators

where allowed to expand the terminology, is naturally the larger in size, whereas v1 and v3 are

quite comparable.

Dataset Concepts Pairs PRs Negative PRs Transitive PRs Agreement (k)
v1 185 2,252 526 1,126 600 0.40
v2 353 6,768 1,035 3,384 2,349 0.25
v3 132 1,974 385 1,278 311 0.60

Table 8.1: Number of concepts, pairs, pairs showing a positive, negative and transitive prerequisite
relation in each dataset version. Agreement is computed as average pair-wise Cohen’s k between
all pairs of annotators.

Our dataset augmentation process, performed as a preliminary step of PREL, consists of

inferring transitive and negative pairs, already employed for agreement computing, from positive

PRs appearing in the gold dataset. Transitive relations are added between concepts A and C if

the dataset contains A ≺ B and B ≺ C. For example, computer≺ network and network≺ internet,

then computer≺ internet. Negative pairs are obtained by reversing positive PRs (e.g., add B ≺ A

as negative if A ≺ B is a positive pair), and by adding a random negative example for each

automatically created transitive pair. The high reliability of the pair direction observed in

7.5.1 justifies adding negative PRs as inverse PRs. Random negative pairs were added in order

to avoid biases when training the classification model: if negative pair corresponded only to

reverse positive pairs, the model would learn that a pair is automatically positive if its negative

correspondent was encountered in training.

8.4 Experiments and Results

The workflow described in the previous section is employed in two different experiments:

• Experiment 1 is aimed at evaluating the performances obtained by PREL in different

configurations, varying with respect to the employed learning unit creation model. We refer

to this experiment as ‘Model Configuration Analysis’.

• In Experiment 2 we employed the best performing configuration of experiment 1 to

verify whether PREAP annotation protocol revisions, and accordingly dataset variations,

contribute to improve the performances of PREL system. We refer to this experiment as

‘Impact of Dataset Versions’ analysis.

Note that, since we rely on our Gold-PR dataset described in the previous chapter as training

and testing data, we will test our approach employing the annotated textbook as learning material.
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As a consequence, the experiments will be carried out on English text referring to the computer

science domain.

8.4.1 Model Configuration Analysis

The model configuration analysis is aimed at investigating which is the best model for automati-

cally creating Learning Units. We evaluate the three models proposed in Section 8.2.2 in terms of

performances obtained by the PREL classification workflow. In other words, we test the three

models and verify which one resulted in higher accuracy and F_1 scores.

8.4.1.1 Experimental Setting

The model configuration analysis relies on M3 classification model, which uses pre-trained word

embeddings (WE) and global features automatically extracted from the dataset, and experiments

with variations concerning the Learning Unit Extraction module and WE dimensions.

In particular, concerning Learning Unit Extraction, we test all three approaches described in

Section 8.2.2, namely the Occurrence, Burst Interval and First Burst Interval models. Our goal is

to verify whether our hypothesis, i.e., burst analysis is more effective in identifying meaningful

textbook content related to a concept than simple occurrences, is confirmed. The Occurrence

and Burst-based models produced the same number of learning units (corresponding to the

number of concepts in the terminology) but with different sizes: burst-based models produced

longer learning units, showing an average size in terms of tokens of 534; on the other hand, the

Occurrence Model produced smaller LUs, having 250 tokens on average.

Learning units extracted according to each of the three approaches are then used to extract

the global and lexical features to train M3. While global features are extracted from the whole

learning unit content, lexical features (i.e., WE) are computed only for the first n sentences of

the units in the pair. We tried different length of n, namely 5, 10, 15 and 30 in order to test if we

could reduce computational effort and at the same time provide only meaningful information to

the classification model.

The output of the classification is evaluated using a 5-fold cross validation. In practice, we

random shuffle pairs contained in the Gold-PR dataset and split the dataset in five portions:

the training set corresponds to 4/5 of the Gold-PR dataset, while the test set corresponds to

the remaining 1/5. We repeat that five times so that all portions are used as test at least once,

then average the results obtained on each portion. Results in terms of F-Score and accuracy are

compared against a Zero Rule algorithm baseline whose output is simply the most frequently

occurring label in a set of data.

To sum-up, for the Model Configuration experiment, PREL is used in the following configura-

tions:

• Data: Gold-PR dataset manually annotated according to the principles of PREAP v2.
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Model Emb.
Dim. F-Score Accuracy

Occurrence

5 73.75 69.65
10 74.79 70.36
15 73.7 69.19
30 73.11 67.97
avg 73.84 69.30

Burst
Intervals

5 71.75 65.54
10 73.91 69.49
15 72.97 67.77
30 71.37 65.06
avg 72.5 66.96

Most Relevant
Burst Interval

5 73.06 67.8
10 72.04 66.52
15 71.58 64.43
30 71.49 64.48
avg 72.04 65.80

Baseline 66.66 50

Table 8.2: Classification F-Score and Accuracy values for the three models with varying number
of sentences considered for lexical features. Average and baseline values are also reported.

• Learning Unit Extraction Module: all three learning unit extraction approaches, each

tested in a different prerequisite learning experiment.

• Classification Module: M3 classification model.

• Features: lexical features (WE) computed for the first n sentences of each learning unit (n

equals to 5, 10, 15 and 30) and global features.

• Evaluation: 5-fold cross validation; results in terms of F-Score and accuracy are compared

against a Zero Rule algorithm baseline.

8.4.1.2 Results

Table 8.2 reports the results of the experiment. Overall, it appears that PREL obtains satisfying

performances in all tested configurations, outperforming the baseline in all cases. Contrary to

our expectations, best results are obtained by the Occurrence Model, in particular when the

embedding dimension is 10 sentences. In general, computing the WE on 10 sentences or less

allows to obtain better performances in all settings. This could be due to the fact that the definition

of a concept and its contextualisation with respect to other concepts are generally discussed by

the author of the book when the concept is first mentioned in the text. Thus, sentences containing

the first occurrences of the term seem to be the most informative for this task. To assess this

hypothesis, we manually inspected sentences containing the first mention of each concept. The
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Figure 8.4: Variation of accuracy values with respect to the classifier confidence for pairs labelled
as prerequisite (PR) and non prerequisite (non-PR) in all models considering 10 sentences to
compute lexical features.

analysis revealed that 36.3% of the observed sentences contained a concept definition, thus

supporting our intuition that the first mention is relevant for concept contextualisation.

The results obtained using the Burst Interval Model are slightly worse, although comparable,

probably because, since burst intervals do not necessarily capture all the occurrences of a concept,

in some cases the first mentions could be missing from the learning unit. The lowest scores are

predictably those obtained using the Most Relevant Burst Interval Model: changing the order of

the sentences penalises the system since the temporal order often plays an important role when

a prerequisite relation is established between two concepts. Besides, the most relevant burst

is not necessarily the first burst interval for that concept and, for this reason, it could contain

less relevant information about the concept and its prerequisites. Interestingly, the best results

for this model are obtained considering only 5 sentences for computing WE, probably because

the system has less chances of observing a lexicon related to other concepts which might bring

irrelevant information.

If we look at the variation of accuracy values with respect to the classifier confidence (see

Figure 8.4), we observe that our system shows an expected behaviour. In fact, at high confidences

correspond high accuracy scores, while at confidence around .5 (12.66% of dataset pairs) we notice

that the classifier is more unsure of its decision, obtaining results below the baseline. It should be

noted also that the majority of concept pairs (25%) have been classified with a confidence value

around .6, while the pairs obtaining the highest confidence value (i.e. equal to 1) are only 1.21%.

The graphs in Figure 8.5 show the variation of confidence and accuracy values with respect to
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Figure 8.5: Variation of accuracy (on the left) and system confidence (on the right) with respect
to the agreement of PR pairs as annotated in the Gold-PR (all possible embeddings length are
considered).

the annotators agreement. We report results only for the Occurrence Model since it is the one

that obtained the best scores during classification. As we can see, the concept pairs for which

all the annotators agree on tend to obtain higher confidence and, consequently, the classifier

shows the best performances. The only exception is the model that computes WE using the first

30 sentences, which obtains instead the best scores on the pairs annotated by only 3 experts. The

reason for this behaviour will be explored in future work.

8.4.1.3 Error Analysis

This Section compares the results obtained by the three models (i.e. Occurrence, Burst Interval

and Most Relevant Burst Interval) when considering 10 sentences for computing WE.

The overall number of pairs assigned with a wrong label by the classifier is quite similar

across each setting: 1,835 pairs for the Occurrences model, 1,923 for the Burst Interval model

and 2,089 for the Most Relevant Burst model. Moreover, we observe that among these pairs

more than 80% were classified as “prerequisite", suggesting that the system overestimates the

prerequisite relation, assigning the label also to non–prerequisite pairs. Focusing the analysis

on relations that are annotated as prerequisites in the dataset, we observe how their prediction

varies across models. 126 pairs were assigned with a wrong “non-prerequisite" label by all models

showing similar average confidence values: 0.66, 0.66 and 0.62 for Occurrences, Burst and Most

Relevant Burst model respectively. This result suggests that these pairs are particularly complex

to classify. Conducting a deeper analysis on this subset, we notice that 85.71% (108) of the pairs

are transitive pairs automatically generated (see Section 8.3). Such type of relations seems thus

harder to classify than manually annotated ones and might require a different set of features to

be recognised considering also that they represent more distant relations. Furthermore, consider

that the remaining 18 pairs (14.28%) are manually annotated relations with low agreement
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values: 15, 2 and 1 were annotated by one, two and three annotators respectively.

8.4.2 Impact of Dataset Versions

Dataset quality can be measured by exploiting agreement metrics, but it can also be tested

by verifying whether the dataset can be used to solve a certain task. The Dataset Variation

Impact analysis presented in this section is aimed at verifying whether PREAP protocol revisions

described in 7.6.1 brought improvements not only in dataset coherence but also to the perfor-

mances of PREL model. As in the MATTER approach [229], our goal is to verify whether protocol

revisions, and accordingly dataset variations, contribute to improve the performance of a system

designed to address the task [119]. Furthermore, we also used the results of this analysis while

developing the methodology to evaluate the changes brought at different revision steps and make

adjustments on the protocol based also on PREL performances. Here, we verify whether the three

dataset versions, obtained relying on the principles of PREAP at different revision steps, result

in different performances of PREL when employed to train the model. The results presented here

below provide interesting insights on how PR properties contribute to improve or worsen the

performances of PREL.

8.4.2.1 Experimental Setting

Dataset variation impact is tested here on the three versions of the Gold-PR (v1, v2, and v3).

The three datasets were produced throughout the versions of the project described in chapter

7 and they reflect the principles of PREAP at different revision phases. To verify if protocol

revisions brought improvements in the model performance, we trained PREL model using the

three versions of the Gold-PR. Considering our goal, we used a single configuration of PREL

for performing these experiments. In particular, we choose the best performing configuration

of previous experiment, namely using the Occurrence model to create learning units and M3

classification model trained with global and lexical features, with the latter computed on the first

10 sentences of each learning unit. As above, the performances of the classifier are evaluated

using standard metrics, namely accuracy, precision, recall and F1, computed in a 5-fold cross-

validation, and compared against a Zero Rule baseline obtaining 50% accuracy and 66.66% as

F1.

To sum-up, for the Dataset Variation experiment, PREL is used in the following configuration:

• Data: Gold-PR datasets reflecting the principles of PREAP v1, v2 and v3.

• Learning Unit Extraction Module: Occurrence model.

• Classification Module: M3 classification model.

• Features: lexical features (WE) computed for the first 10 sentences of each learning unit

and global features.
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Dataset Agreement Precision Recall F1 Accuracy
v1 0.40 83,75% 87.85% 85.71% 85.34%
v2 0.25 65.08% 87.94% 74.79% 70.36%
v3 0.62 87.87% 89.67% 88.73% 88.60%

Table 8.3: Dataset version comparison in terms of average pairwise agreement (Cohen’s k) and
PREL model performances for each version of the dataset.

• Evaluation: 5-fold cross validation; results in terms of F-Score and accuracy are compared

against a Zero Rule algorithm baseline.

8.4.2.2 Results

Table 8.3 reports the results obtained by PREL in the current experiment on the three dataset

versions. Overall, best performances are observed when the model is trained with Gold-PR v3.

Such result suggests a positive effect of the final protocol revision: based on the obtained result,

we can assume that Gold-PR v3 shows a higher internal coherence and homogeneity of the

annotation with respect to previous versions. Interestingly, when trained on Gold-PR v2 the

system looses up to 15 points of accuracy, while Gold-PR v1 obtains lower, but comparable, results

with respect to v3. Since the dataset is the only variable that changes in this experiment, we

assume that variations in system performances are due to the protocol revisions. By outlining

which are the main differences between datasets, we aim to investigate what causes higher or

lower results of the PREL system. As a side effect of this analysis, we also want to understand

which are the most effective and ineffective changes introduced by each protocol version for what

concerns improving PR learning model robustness. Note that, obviously, our observations apply

to PREL and prerequisite learning systems based on a similar approach, while systems based on

a different architecture or employing a different set of features might be affected by other factors.

The main discrepancies between the three versions concern multiple aspects, as described in

7.6.1. For the readers convenience, here we summarise the most relevant variable elements of

the Gold-PRs, concerning concepts, annotators and revision. With respect to concepts, dataset

v1 employed the domain terms automatically extracted by T2K2 [81], while for dataset v2 and

v3 the domain terms were manually refined by experts. Additionally, dataset v2 included also

further concepts added by annotators, thus explaining its bigger dimension compared to v1 and

v2. Concerning annotators, a different pool was recruited for each version: 4 annotators for v1,

5 in v2 and 4 in v3. Although their level of domain expertise was comparable, in v1 and v2

the annotation training phase and guidelines were more limited than in v3, where annotators

received the annotation manual and an individual training. Moreover, the revision phase was

included only in v3 of the protocol.

In light of this observations, we believe that the most impactful changes concern two aspects:

(i) the introduction of the revision step into the PR annotation protocol and (ii) the number of
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Figure 8.6: Variation of accuracy values with respect to classifier confidence for pairs labelled as
prerequisite (PR) and non prerequisite (non-PR) in all dataset versions.

concepts used during the annotation. In the previous Chapter, when describing the annotation

project that brought to the development of Gold-PR v3, we showed how the revision step intro-

duced a small but consistent improvement in the annotations agreement. The results obtained by

PREL on dataset v3 suggest that the increased homogeneity also benefited PREL performances,

at least with respect to other two datasets, that both resulted from projects where the revision

step was missing. However, the results obtained on datasets v1 and v2 offer interesting evidence

about the importance of concepts for our model. The lower performances observed when dataset

v2 is employed for training show that, although on the one hand adding new concepts during

annotation produced a richer set of concepts, it also created a less coherent dataset, as reflected

by the lower agreement of v2 (k=0.25) not only with respect to v3, but also to v1 (k=0.40).

To verify these hypotheses, we examine in more depth PREL performances on all three

datasets. As a first step, as we did for the model configuration analysis, we analyse the relationship

between system confidence and accuracy. The picture emerging from Figure 8.6 highlights a high

similarity between PREL performances when employing datasets v1 and v3 for training. The two

only differ when considering pairs where the system is less confident (confidence equal to 0.5):

the model trained on v3 is better in finding the correct label for those pairs, while when using v1

the labels are randomly assigned. It should be noted that datasets v1 and v3 show similar results

for what concerns the accuracy of the system for both pairs of PR and non-PRs. This is in contrast

with what we observed in the previous experiment, when PREL trained on v2 proved more
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Figure 8.7: Variation of accuracy (on the left) and system confidence (on the right) with respect to
the agreement of PR pairs as annotated in each version of the Gold-PR. The ‘automatic’ columns
correspond to pairs automatically generated in the dataset expansion phase.

correct on PR pairs. To better understand the latter result, we observe how models confidence

and accuracy vary with respect to pairs agreement. This time, we introduce in the analysis

also pairs automatically generated during the dataset expansion phase (‘AUTOMATIC’ columns

in Figure 8.7, including both negative and transitive pairs). Both confidence and accuracy are

generally higher when considering PREL trained on dataset v2 (column ‘5’ reports only v2 results

since dataset v1 and v3 were build by 4 annotators). Counter-intuitively, when trained on v1,

PREL even drops both in accuracy and confidence as agreement raises. However, if we consider

the ‘AUTOMATIC’ column, we notice that v2 causes PREL to be less accurate then v1 and v3

on automatically generated pairs. Indeed, system confidence on automatic pairs is higher: this

suggests that PREL trained on v2 tends to identify those pairs as PRs not only when they are

transitive pairs, actually showing a positive label, but also when they are negative examples,

thus lowering accuracy. PREL trained on v1 and v3 is is visibly more accurate when tested on

automatically created pairs.

8.5 Discussion and Open Challenges

In this chapter we presented a deep learning model for prerequisite relation learning, PREL. The

model was originally designed to be applied on Wikipedia pages, intended as Learning Objects

describing each a different concept of a specific domain. PREL is based on neural network which

exploits only linguistic features extracted from raw text and does not rely on Wikipedia graph

or Learning Object metadata information. Here, we described how the model was adapted to be

applied on educational materials, such as the textbook chapter employed in the experiments. In

the future the model could be tested also on other types of educational materials, like lecture

notes. The results demonstrated the effectiveness of PREL on automatic PR learning, suggesting

that it is possible to infer prerequisite relation out of textual educational material without
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using any source of structured information. In particular, we validate PREL workflow in two

different experiment: in the first experiment we tested different approaches for obtaining the

learning units used to acquire the textual features referring to concepts; the second experiment

investigated if the revisions of a PR annotation protocol corresponded also to PREL performance

improvements.

With respect to the research question addressed by the first experiment, namely how we

should select which portions of text better describe a concept, we observed that the best results are

obtained when we consider all the sentences where a concept appears. This result suggests that

all mentions of a concept are somehow important to define it. Furthermore, the first occurrences

of a concept seem to be the most informative with respect to its prerequisite dependency relations

with other concepts. This is possibly due to the fact that, when first mentioning a concept,

the textbook author need to define its context, thus related concepts, before introducing new

knowledge. Indeed, concepts may appear with different scopes along the text flow: first they

might be just mentioned or introduced, then recalled later to explain some new information or to

explain another concept. For this reason, the order of appearance of concepts in a text should be

always considered when training a PR learning model, as it played a crucial role also in our model.

Note, however, that Burst analysis turned out effective for uncovering prerequisite relations,

as discussed in [1], hence the fact that it didn’t improve the results in our model shouldn’t be

interpreted as a limit of the whole Burst method.

The dataset variation impact experiment was performed to investigate whether PREAP

annotation protocol revisions, and accordingly dataset variations, contribute to improve the per-

formances of PREL system. The findings emerging from the results provide insightful information

about the improvements brought by protocol revision with respect to PREL robustness. In general,

having a smaller but more homogeneous dataset seems more desirable than having a larger

but also less coherent set of examples. The possibility to insert new concepts during annotation

once again turned out to be a double-edge sword: if on the one hand it seems reasonable to add

a missing concept during the annotation, the holistic nature of PRs makes the creation of gold

datasets based on such principle more problematic, thus negatively affecting the performances

of PR learning systems trained on these data. Further analysis could be aimed at investigating

alternative methods to combine annotations in order to create a gold standard which includes

both pre-validated and manually inserted concepts. Currently, results suggest that having a

pre-defined list of concepts to use during annotation results in a higher ability of the system

to distinguish non-PRs from actual prerequisite pairs. By comparing the results obtained by

PREL trained on datasets v1 and v3, which are quite similar, we can observe the improvements

brought by introducing the revision step into the annotation protocol. Similarly to what we

observed for the manual annotation, revising manually created pairs brings small but consistent

improvements also to the PR learning system trained with such data. In particular, it seems that

revision mostly benefits the system accuracy on pairs having lower confidence, thus possibly also
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more ambiguous.

Considering the promising results obtained by PREL, further work should be done in order to

test the model in a out-of-domain scenario. In that case, concept pairs used in training should

belong to a different domain from the one used during testing. This scenario is still challenging

for all PR learning models. Furthermore, in order to identify PRs while taking into account

different types of PRs appearing in a dataset, either manually or automatically created, it could

be interesting to frame our task as a ranking or multi-classification task rather than a binary

classification one.
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9
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

9.1 Conclusions

This dissertation discussed the issues related to the identification of prerequisite relations in

educational materials and proposed a novel methodology to address the task. PR identification

on texts indeed presents many challenges, some of them only marginally addressed by existing

literature. However, incorporating educational applications with information about the content

and prerequisite structure of educational materials might be crucial for the novel generation of

educational applications as it would allow to improve their effectiveness in supporting students

learning process.

Our proposal for tackling these issues addressed multiple tasks associated to PR identification.

First of all, we tackled the problem of manually identifying PR relations and manually annotating

them on educational texts. Then, we dealt with the task of exploiting only the information that

can be acquired from the content of educational materials for training an automatic PR learning

system based on a machine learning models. Both problems are based on this simple, although

fundamental, principle: as expressed by the title of this thesis, our goal is to acquire the PR

structure from texts without resorting to any external structured knowledge representation or on

experts’ background knowledge. Addressing the above issues forced us to deal with many related

problems and challenges. Our effort towards addressing them brought to a novel methodology for

dealing with PRs. The novelty of our methodology is mainly given by the fact that it incorporates

multiple perspectives. Specifically, we were guided by principles defined by researches carried

out in the fields of Education, Computational Linguistics and Computer Science and Engineering.

All these research areas dealt with prerequisite relations in the past, as well as with other more

general tasks that we faced such as textual annotation and automatic classification. However
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their points of view where never systematically combined as in our work. Our perspective on

the task of PR identification, either performed manually or automatically, aims to combine them

in order to build a shared vision around prerequisite relations in educational materials and

a common ground of discussion for advancing the research on this topic. We systematised the

principles of our methodology within the PR Framework, which comprises PREAP, a protocol for

annotating PRs on texts, PRET, an interface for carrying out annotation projects according to the

protocol principles, and PREL, a model for automatic PR learning relying only on the raw text.

Thesis Contributions

With respect to the research questions, goals and contributions outlined in Chapter 1, we are now

able to discuss them in light of the results presented throughout the thesis.

Methodology. Our main contribution is undoubtedly the definition of a novel methodology

for dealing with PRs, both for performing manual annotation and automatic extraction from

texts. Defining the methodology was our first goal (G1) and it involved setting the boundaries

of the research problem and outline a novel task: uncovering PR relations relying exclusively

on the content of instructional materials. With respect to the research questions related to

G1, we dealt with them in different chapters of this dissertation. Chapter 2 formalised our

interpretation of PR relations and educational concepts, providing our answers to RQ1 and RQ2.

Specifically, with respect to RQ1, we defined concepts as pieces of knowledge represented in

texts by means of domain terms, while prerequisite relations express a propaedeutic dependency

relation between them. Concerning the granularity degree of concepts addressed by RQ2, our

experience highlighted that it is difficult to define an optimal level of granularity for educational

concepts that can be consistently valid for any scenario as it strictly depends on the goals of each

project. However, we noticed that using fine-grained concepts (i.e., representing highly specific

pieces of knowledge of the domain) should be done carefully as it consistently increases data

sparseness.

Chapter 4 discusses the main challenges and the basic principles related to our methodology

while addressing RQ3 (i.e., which are the advantages of our methodology as opposed to currently

employed ones) and RQ4 (i.e. investigating the relationship between text form and manual PR

identification). As widely discussed, uncovering PRs using texts as only source of information,

which is the core principle of our methodology, has both practical and theoretical advantages. First

of all, researchers relying on our method are not bounded to a specific knowledge representation

or domain ontology, making the approach feasible also in cases where such resources are not

available. Furthermore, our approach turns the task of PR identification into a text modelling

task. RQ4, wondering about the interaction between text complexity and content understanding,

allowed us to carry out a study which represents an unicum in the scenario of the research

on prerequisite relations, at least to the best our knowledge. In order to better investigate the
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issues related to the task of prerequisite identification on texts, we reported the results of the

first investigation, as far as we know, aimed at exploring the relationship between the linguistic

complexity of texts and the identification of PR relations. Our PR annotation and extraction

methodology is grounded in the results of such study, which are discussed in 4.2, that show

that humans are influenced by the linguistic complexity of texts when uncovering prerequisite

relations between concepts.

Manual PR Annotation Protocol. Defining the principles for manual annotation tasks

is a common procedure in Computational Linguistics and NLP and it represented the most

natural outcome of our second research goal (G2), i.e. defining guidelines for annotating PRs in

texts. However, prerequisite relation annotation was only rarely thoroughly addressed, thus the

community was missing a shared strategy to represent such information. This thesis provided

guidelines and examples for carrying out PR annotation on educational tests. Defining the

protocol involved also finding solutions to related problems. We addressed them in our protocol

as discussed in Chapter 5, which also provides our answers to the research questions related

to G2. For example, concerning RQ1, referring to the ideal textual resource for performing

annotation, we eventually concluded that textbooks are one of the most suitable, although

somehow challenging, resources. As a matter of fact, almost all textual educational materials

would be suited for the task, despite resource-specific issues might be addressed individually.

Evaluating the homogeneity and coherence between annotations and defining approaches for

combining multiple annotation in order to obtain a gold standard dataset, addressed by RQ2 and

RQ3, were thoroughly discussed in 5.2.3. For what concerns RQ2 and agreement computation, we

developed our own solution to the problem by proposing an adaptation of standard inter-annotator

agreement metrics. With respect to RQ3 and individual annotation combinations for obtaining

gold standard datasets, we experimented with different annotation combination approaches

and provided tips for future users based on the evidence we acquired. Additionally, we provided

recommendations and good practices based on our experience and comparison with the literature

for obtaining good quality annotations. We put our efforts towards the definition of practices that

could be shared by and adapted to different annotation projects as we aim to promote a shared

vision of the PR identification task within the research community.

PR Annotation Interface. Since the PR annotation task is designed to be performed by do-

main experts rather than linguistic researchers, it is important that the annotation environment

is easy to set up and use. We summarised this need into the research question RQ4 of G2. In

order to provide such an environment for domain experts, this dissertation presents PRET, an an-

notation interface designed for supporting PR annotation tasks that want to incorporate PREAP

principles into their project. PRET is tightly bound to PREAP as its modules and functionalities

are aimed at supporting PR annotation according to PREAP recommendations, which are inte-

grated in the interface as discussed in Chapter 6. The interface was also evaluated in terms of
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usability with different populations of users. Results confirmed that PRET can be successfully

used by a wide range of users, although different backgrounds are associated with different levels

of satisfaction.

Multi-purpose Annotated Resource. Chapter 7 of this dissertation presented a case study

examining how the PR annotation methodology and principles were applied to the annotation of a

chapter about networking extracted from a computer science textbook. The resulting annotation

underwent multiple evaluations in order to provide the answer to the fifth research question (RQ5)

of G2: can we use datasets build relying on PREAP principles to investigate how prerequisite

relations are organised within educational texts? We carried out both intrinsic and extrinsic

evaluations, and the resource proved its effectiveness for multiple purposes. Concerning the

intrinsic evaluation, we computed agreement between annotators (relying on the approach we

propose in PREAP) as well as the use of the gold dataset for carrying out investigations concerning

the textual realisation of PRs. With respect to the extrinsic evaluation, we exploited the resource

for training and testing our deep learning model for automatic PR learning. All tests proved the

usefulness and good quality of the resource for achieving our goals.

Model for Automatic Extraction. PREL is the last component of the PR Framework and

addresses the task of automatically extracting PR relations from educational texts without

relying on structured knowledge bases, as defined by our third goal (G3). The experiments

described in Chapter 8 show how we can acquire PRs relying only on the content of instructional

materials. The set of features we used, fully reported in 8.2.3.1, represent our answer to the

first of the challenging research questions related to this goal (RQ1). Some model architecture

proved more effective than others, however we were able to achieve above-baseline results in all

cases. Developing our model brought us also to tackle the issue outlined by the second research

question (RQ2): how to select the most relevant content referring to a concept from the whole

resource, namely in our case the textbook chapter. We experimented with different approaches

and concluded that a simple naive approach based on concept occurrences allows to obtain good

results without putting extra effort into the task. The model was also used to evaluate the

iterative approach adopted to design the PREAP annotation protocol. The evaluation was carried

out by observing the variation in PREL performances when trained of different version of the

dataset. Results confirmed that the current version of PREAP and of the dataset have the highest

quality, at least with respect to PREL performances.

The First Shared Task on Automatic PR Learning and the ITA-PREREQ Dataset. As

a further contribution of our research, it is worth mentioning Prerequisite Relation Learning
(PRELEARN)1 [16], the first shared task on automatic classification of prerequisite relations

1https://sites.google.com/view/prelearn20/home
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between educational concepts. Shared tasks are largely employed by the NLP community to

challenge different systems at solving tasks in shared settings and identifying which challenges

are still open. Hence, shared tasks constitute a perfect occasion for gathering researchers inter-

ested in the task, promote collaborations and sharing ideas. Located in the context of EVALITA

2020 evaluation campaign [29], we organised PRELEARN to call the attention of the research

community on the issues of the task of automatic prerequisite relation learning that we outlined

in this dissertation. As a matter of fact, the shared task wouldn’t have been possible without

the research carried out to define the methodology described in this thesis, which allowed us

to identify the most critical issues and the open challenges of PR identification. Indeed, PRE-

LEARN challenged participants to develop prerequisite learning systems that exploit either only

information acquired from textual educational resources or that can combine those information

with structural properties of knowledge structure. In order to satisfy the goals of the shared

task, each system had to classify prerequisite relations between pairs of concepts distinguishing

between prerequisite pairs and non-prerequisite pairs. With PRELEARN, we aimed to achieve

different purposes: on the one hand, we wanted to offer a setting where the results of different

approaches and systems for PR learning could be compared; on the other hand we also wanted

to acquire evidence relevant to the wider information extraction and knowledge structure con-

struction communities, as it offered the opportunity to test which information – either textual or

extracted from a knowledge structure – are more effective for retrieving pedagogical relations

in educational data. The latter is particularly interesting for us, as it might be obvious at this

point, since it allowed us to directly compare the effects of adopting the pedagogical view over the

ontological view for automatically uncovering PRs. In the occasion of the shared task, we also

released for the research community ITA-PREREQ dataset, the first Italian resource annotated

with prerequisite relations between pairs of concepts. In order to satisfy the requirements of the

shared tasks, we obtained ITA-PREREQ by creating PR relations between pages of the Italian

Wikipedia. More details on the creation process of ITA-PREREQ are reported in [193] and [16].

Eventually we obtained a moderate participation involving 3 international teams comprising 9

individual participants. Nevertheless, the models submitted and their results all satisfied the

formal requirements for taking part in the shared task and provided interesting insights about

PRs that we plan to include in further investigations. The shared task also created the occasion

for initiating an international collaboration between our team and one of the participants on

prerequisite relations.

9.2 Future Improvements

The PR methodology outlined in this thesis provides many different areas in which further

research can be done. Indeed, although we were able to achieve most of our goals, the following

issues remain open and constitute limits that should be addressed in future work.
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Ontological Representations. As widely discussed, the novel PR annotation approach, an-

chored to text, is aimed to capture the instructional design knowledge about concepts organisation

and presentation underlying the educational text, i.e., according to the author’s view. This can be

used to support pedagogical and linguistic analyses, such as comparing teaching approaches for

the same subject or discovering if PRs appear within recurrent linguistic patterns. Conversely,

the approach is not intended for generalisation of the captured knowledge, being different as

such from approaches for ontology learning of teaching methods. This result could be eventually

tackled by abstracting common paths from PR knowledge graphs.

Manual Revision. The revision step of PREAP is aimed to reduce the risk of errors in Gold-PR

datasets and thus to have an impact on annotation agreement and the classification model.

Revising all pairs rather than a sub-set can bring larger improvements in the homogeneity and

internal coherence of annotations, even though benefits should be balanced with the revision costs.

Furthermore, extending the revision by checking also non-included PR relations (e.g., pairs not

manually annotated by the annotator, but included in the annotation of another one or resulting

from all possible pair-wise concept combinations) would reduce inconsistencies due to “forgotten

relations”: since they are not taken into account in the revision, we can’t tell if two concepts

weren’t paired because the PR does not exist, or because the annotator did not notice them (so the

PR may or may not exist). Considering that the set of non-PRs is exponentially larger than PRs,

revising them would be an extremely costly task. However, trade-off approaches could be found

to balance benefits and costs, e.g., showing to the expert the relations added by other experts,

without revealing how many raters created that pair to avoid biases in the revision. Anyway,

note that a certain degree of disagreement is physiological for manual annotation. Indeed, when

limited to subjective cases, disagreement can be highly informative and it can be even leveraged

to make ML models more robust [221].

Transitive Relations. Transitive relations were employed for agreement computation and

dataset augmentation for train set creation with promising results. However, the impact of using

different thresholds when defining the maximum distance between concepts in a path should be

further investigated. Similarly, we would like to test different approaches for obtaining negative

relations and their effect in model training. In the experiments descried in Sec.8.4, negative pairs

were obtained reversing positive PRs (relying on the asymmetric property), but also randomly

pairing concepts. As said, the latter approach is tricky because it implies making assumptions

about annotators text interpretation, possibly including inconsistencies. Addressing manual

revision as discussed above could mitigate the possible inconsistency effects of automatic non-PRs

on classifiers. Alternatively, performing a further manual check of automatically created non-PRs

could guarantee higher annotation reliability.
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Agreement Computing. As mentioned with respect to transitive relations, agreement com-

puting is affected by the strategy we use to acquire non-PRs and implicit relations from the

set of manually created PRs. In order to account for the peculiarities of prerequisite relations,

we proposed an adaptation of standard metrics which computes agreement considering paths

between pairs of concepts as emerging from the final annotation rather than individual concept

pairs explicitly annotated. For future revisions of the annotation protocol we might consider

experimenting with different penalisation and rewarding strategies. For instance, we could

implement an agreement computation approach similar to the one proposed by [121] for lexical

chains which, similarly to us, accounts for paths between concepts. Alternatively, we might exploit

graph similarity metrics, such as sequence similarity, which compares the similarity between

two graphs in terms of shared sequences of vertices and edges.

Concept Extraction. Concept extraction was tackled in the annotation project as a terminol-

ogy extraction task, but other approaches could be tested, possibly accounting for term synonymity

and co-reference. This would be particularly useful for texts belonging to different languages or

the humanities domain – that we didn’t addressed in the current study – given their minor use of

technical terms. Testing our methodology on such domains would allow to evaluate the method

adaptation to different contexts with respect to the overall annotation and extraction process

and, at the opposite, to investigate if optimisations are feasible for specific domains.

Integration with Educational Applications. Moving beyond the task of PR identification,

we believe that our results could benefit the research in the field of educational technologies

in many ways. Not only we offered a newly-defined PR identification task, but also released a

resource that could be used by the community for novel PR explorations not possible with existing

datasets. For example, applying our annotation protocol on textbooks, as we did in our study,

might allow to obtain resources relevant to the recent research field tackling textbook modelling

and augmentation which is experiencing a renaissance as testified by two recent workshops on

Intelligent Textbook [255, 256], within the Artificial Intelligence in Education (AIED) Conference.

This line of research has fostered an interest towards developing electronic materials augmented

with services to support their use and enhance their content with additional resources [39], such

as interactive exercises [88, 195]. If such services would be embodied with explicit prerequisite

structure representations (or, even better, being able to automatically acquire it), they could

provide more tailored services to their users by presenting content tarting their specific needs

without missing out what is most important in the learning process: the meaningful and coherent

organisation of concepts and topics. We also suggested a possible exploitation of PRs in distant

learning: a Question/Answering systems for interactive and mobile learning environments [7].

We imagined a scenario where a learner on a MOOC was able to pose questions to the platform

through vocal interaction or typed text and the answer is the generation of a personalized learning
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path that preserves the precedence of the prerequisite relations and contains all the relevant

concepts for answering the user’s question.

Final Words

The work presented in this thesis discussed the issues associated to prerequisite relations

identification from different points of view. The research made several contributions to the

existing literature and also called the attention on problems frequently neglected by past works.

This was possible thanks to our multidisciplinary approach, which offered us the opportunity

of posing new questions and developing novel solutions: the different perspectives contributing

to the research helped us looking at the task in a new light and we hope that the multi-faceted

methodology we propose will be adopted by many other researchers. In particular, we hope that

our work will inspire others to investigate open research questions in the area of prerequisite

identification, but we also wish it would support those working on solutions addressing the wider

scope of supporting learners on educational applications and learning platforms.

This list of possible future research outlined above is not exhaustive, obviously, as many

other could be proposed. However, it does show that there is still more to be learned about the

application of our methodology, and how it can be used to aid research in a variety of different

disciplines and modalities.
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ANNOTATION MANUAL

Annotation Guidelines

I. Concept Identification

1. The goal of the annotation is identifying a prerequisite relation between two distinct terms

of a textual corpus. The two terms represent concepts described in the text and can be

referred to as target and prerequisite concepts.

2. A concept can be either a single or multi–word term extracted from the corpus.

3. Insert a prerequisite relation for a target concept if you think you need to know the

information related to a different concept in order to understand what you are reading

about the target concept. Each of the two concepts must be present either in the initial

Terminology provided by the project manager or in the manual terminology built by you (i.e.

the annotator) during the annotation process. If a concept is still missing in the terminology,

add the corresponding term and then insert the relation (if this is allowed by the project

manager).

II. Text Annotation

4. The relation must be inserted exactly in the context (i.e. the sentence) where you find it.

A concept could be mentioned more than once along the text, each time introducing novel

information and recalling different concept(s). Make sure to add the prerequisite relation

between two concepts exactly where the target concept description recalls the knowledge

related to the concept you identified as prerequisite.
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5. Build a concept pair only if a prerequisite relation does exist between the two: if you think

that a relation between two concepts does not occur in the text, do not insert any relation.

6. Trust the text: you must annotate only concepts and relations that can be acquired from

the text. Do not consider concepts and relations recalled from your background knowledge

about the topic.

III. PR Features and Properties

7. A concept cannot be a prerequisite of itself: self prerequisites such as "computer is a

prerequisite of computer" will not be allowed by the system.

8. Do not introduce loops in the annotation. Imagine that you have already annotated that:

i) "fruit" is a prerequisite of "citrus", and ii) "citrus" is a prerequisite of "orange". By

annotating that "orange" is a prerequisite of "fruit", you will create a loop.

9. Every time you insert a relation you must also define its weight. Allowed values comprise:

strong (the prerequisite is absolutely necessary to understand the other term) and weak

(the prerequisite is very useful but not strictly necessary).

IV. Annotation Revision

10. After completing your annotation, you should also perform an annotation check aimed at

revising you previously created PRs. By reading again the portion of text where you entered

a relation, decide whether you want to confirm, delete or modify the pair.

11. Delete a prerequisite relation if you added it by mistake. Keep in mind, however, that you

can delete one single instance of a pair at a time: if the same pair is annotated with the

prerequisite relation in another part of the text, that will be preserved. If you think that

ANY prerequisite relation between two concepts should be deleted, you must delete each of

the relations having those two concepts.

12. Modify a prerequisite relation if you assigned it the wrong weight. You can modify the

weight of the relation if you believe that text expressed a different relation strength than

the one you originally assigned to the PR when creating it.

Knowledge Elicitation Questions

1. Which concepts (among those mentioned in the text) you need to master in order to

understand the meaning of the target concept?

2. Which concepts are recalled to define the target concept?
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3. Are other concepts mentioned in the same context (e.g., sentence or paragraph) of the target

concept? If so, are they useful to understand the meaning of the target concept?

4. Does the target concept represent a special case of another concept mentioned in the text

(e.g., circumference[target] is a special case of ellipsis[prerequisite]?

5. Does the target concept show a part-of relation with another concept mentioned in the text

(e.g., the elbow[target] is a part of an arm[prerequisite])?

6. Does the target concept consists of sub-elements already mentioned in the text (e.g., elbow,

forearm and shoulder[prerequisites] are parts of the arm[target])?

7. Is the target concept caused by another previously described concept (e.g., rain[prerequisite]

causes floods[target])) or vice versa (e.g., rain[target] is caused by low pressure[prerequisite])?

If so, which one? Try to follow the relation proposed by the text author to understand if a

prerequisite relation exists.
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PROFILING-UD FEATURES AND ANALYSIS RESULTS

Crowd-based Experiment Results

Results of Text Complexity Evaluation

Table B.1: The table reports the results of the textual complexity
analysis discussed in Section 4.2.2 of Chapter 4. The table lists
the average values of features (grouped by type), computed for the
texts extracted from Simple Wikipedia, Wikipedia and Encyclopedias.
Values are reported only for those features showing a significant
difference (Mann-Whitney U Test p-val<0.05) between the groups.
The symbol ‘–’ is used when a feature doesn’t vary significantly in
that group with respect to the others.

AVERAGE VALUES
Property Type Feature Simple Wiki Wikiepdia Encycl.

Deprel Distribution

dep_dist_acl:relcl 0.75 – 1.04
dep_dist_amod 4.81 6.87 9.12
dep_dist_appos 0.49 0.70 1.53
dep_dist_aux 1.03 1.11 1.11
dep_dist_aux:pass 2.01 – 2.40
dep_dist_case 8.41 12.57 13.40
dep_dist_cc 2.58 3.27 3.27
dep_dist_compound 1.99 2.46 2.58
dep_dist_conj 3.31 4.64 4.64
dep_dist_cop 4.76 3.25 3.25
dep_dist_det 11.78 11.92 13.60
dep_dist_discourse – 0.12 0.12
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dep_dist_fixed – 0.28 0.15
dep_dist_goeswith – – 0.14
dep_dist_mark – 2.05 0.96
dep_dist_nmod 5.07 7.38 8.61
dep_dist_nsubj 8.12 5.29 5.29
dep_dist_nsubj:pass 2.01 – 2.18
dep_dist_obl 2.71 4.47 4.47
dep_dist_parataxis 0.40 0.56 0.56
dep_dist_punct 14.20 13.19 12.39
dep_dist_root 9.73 4.82 6.01

Ordering of Elements
obj_post 32.77 46.33 46.33
subj_pre 91.47 97.32 83.31

Inflectional Morphology

aux_form_dist_Fin 74.08 78.11 64.83
aux_form_dist_Ger – – 1.07
aux_form_dist_Inf 3.73 6.78 6.78
aux_mood_dist_Ind 71.19 80.51 80.51
aux_tense_dist_Pres – 76.78 62.29
verbs_form_dist_Ger 7.47 9.34 13.63
verbs_form_dist_Inf 7.20 12.36 12.36
verbs_form_dist_Part 28.04 37.92 39.16
verbs_mood_dist_Imp – – 2.54
verbs_tense_dist_Past 33.47 54.86 54.86

Parse Tree Struct

avg_links_len 2.31 2.76 2.76
avg_max_depth 3.35 4.50 4.66
avg_max_links_len 6.85 12.81 12.81
avg_prepositional_chain_len 0.58 0.99 1.13
avg_subordinate_chain_len 0.61 0.78 0.78
avg_token_per_clause 8.27 11.85 11.85
max_links_len 6.85 12.81 12.81
n_prepositional_chains 0.67 1.53 1.63
prep_dist_1 40.80 66.10 69.21
prep_dist_2 6.00 9.39 13.27
prep_dist_3 0.85 3.32 3.32
prep_dist_4 – – 1.41
principal_proposition_dist 61.03 56.70 43.88

UPOS Distribution

upos_dist_ADJ 6.53 7.76 10.58
upos_dist_ADP 8.21 12.12 13.34
upos_dist_AUX 7.83 6.31 6.31
upos_dist_CCONJ 2.64 3.26 3.26
upos_dist_DET 12.02 12.06 13.68
upos_dist_NUM 1.48 – 1.97
upos_dist_PART 1.48 1.58 0.44
upos_dist_PUNCT 15.80 13.11 12.27
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upos_dist_SYM 0.05 0.42 0.42
upos_dist_X – 0.22 0.34

Raw Text Properties
char_per_tok 4.55 4.83 5.02
n_tokens 15.14 26.71 26.71
tokens_per_sent 15.14 26.71 26.71

Subordinate Structure

subordinate_dist_1 41.53 57.84 57.84
subordinate_post 42.51 56.75 56.75
subordinate_pre 7.87 – 15.00
subordinate_proposition_dist 30.97 41.61 42.52

Verbal Predicate Struct

avg_verb_edges 1.80 2.15 2.23
verb_edges_dist_0 4.31 7.76 7.76
verb_edges_dist_1 7.13 9.37 11.88
verb_edges_dist_3 19.21 24.32 24.32
verb_edges_dist_5 1.34 4.07 10.20
verbal_head_per_sent 1.82 2.74 2.74
verbal_root_perc 88 94.07 71.2

Pedagogical Role of Concepts Analysis

Table B.2: Average values of the features showing a significant differ-
ence (Mann-Whitney U Test p-val<0.05) between the groups of texts
referring to ‘PN’ and ‘LO’ concepts in the pedagogical role analysis
discussed in Section 4.2.4 of Chapter 4. ‘PN’ refers to primary notions
(i.e., first concepts in the sequences), while ‘LO’ refers to learning
outcomes (i.e., last concepts in the sequences).

AVERAGE VALUES
Property Type Feature PN LO

Deprel Distribution

dep_dist_aux 1.39 0.85
dep_dist_cc 4.05 2.38
dep_dist_ccomp 0.40 0.66
dep_dist_compound 1.56 2.83
dep_dist_conj 6.60 3.24
dep_dist_det 10.22 12.92
dep_dist_discourse 0.00 0.25
dep_dist_flat 0.04 0.25
dep_dist_nummod 0.45 1.63

UPOS Distribution

upos_dist_CCONJ 4.02 2.37
upos_dist_DET 10.37 13.12
upos_dist_NOUN 27.65 25.46
upos_dist_NUM 0.64 2.37
upos_dist_SYM 0.00 0.66

Inflectional Morphology
aux_form_dist_Fin 82.81 93.78
aux_form_dist_Inf 11.82 5.30
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aux_num_pers_dist_Sing+3 59.02 71.48

Lexical Density lexical_density 0.57 0.52

Ordering of Elements obj_pre 0.00 2.33

Raw Text Properties char_per_tok 5.00 4.67

Verbal Predicate Struct
verb_edges_dist_1 9.21 14.53
verb_edges_dist_2 33.71 23.97

Gold-PR Dataset Analysis

Primary Notion and Learning Outcome Analysis

Table B.3: Average values of the features showing a significant dif-
ference (Mann-Whitney U Test p-val<0.05) between the groups of
sentences referring to ‘PN’ and ‘LO’ concepts in the Primary Notions
and Learning Outcomes Comparison discussed in Section 7.5.2 of
Chapter 7. ‘PN’ refers to the primary notions (i.e., concepts with
only in-coming edges in the prerequisite graph structure), while ‘LO’
refers to the learning outcomes (i.e., concepts with only out-going
edges in the prerequisite graph structure) of the manually annotated
Gold-PR dataset.

AVERAGE VALUES
Property Type Feature PN LO

Deprel Distribution

dep_dist_acl:relcl 1.82 1.12
dep_dist_det 10.97 13.39
dep_dist_fixed 0.45 0.18
dep_dist_nsubj 4.87 3.64
dep_dist_obl 5.96 7.67
dep_dist_punct 10.53 9.08

Ordering of Elements obj_pre 4.24 0.00

UPOS Distribution

upos_dist_DET 11.10 13.57
upos_dist_PART 1.88 2.64
upos_dist_PRON 4.41 2.33
upos_dist_PUNCT 10.60 9.08
upos_dist_SCONJ 2.31 1.44

Verbal Predicate Struct

verb_edges_dist_2 26.78 19.43
verb_edges_dist_4 10.62 20.44
verbs_form_dist_Fin 28.01 19.93
avg_verb_edges 2.36 2.84

Inflectional Morphology
verbs_form_dist_Part 29.04 45.31
verbs_tense_dist_Past 48.62 64.97
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PRET USABILITY TEST

Scenario

Imagine you are a researcher working in the field of Education and you want to study

how prerequisite relations are established between concepts in educational materials.

Your first challenge is to observe how prerequisite relations are represented in texts,

thus you need to manually annotate the relations in order to create a dataset. At

this point imagine that you want to use the dataset to analyse the relations and

to compare your annotation with the one that can be obtained using automatic

prerequisite extraction methods. In what follows you’ll find the details about the

steps that you need to do in order to achieve your goals using PRET.

Tasks

Login into PRET tool by creating a new account and then use the tool to complete the following

tasks.

Upload your Data

1. Upload to PRET the following short text extracted from the Wikipedia page about Algebra.

Name it “Your_Name’s Text” and fill the Chapter field with “1”. Fill the other metadata

fields as you want. Annotate the chapter and sub-chapter titles to add information about

text structure.
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1 Intro

Algebra is one of the broad parts of mathematics, together with number

theory, geometry and analysis. In its most general form, algebra is the study

of mathematical symbols and the rules for manipulating these symbols; it

is a unifying thread of almost all of mathematics. It includes everything

from elementary equation solving to the study of abstractions such as groups,

rings, and fields. The more basic parts of algebra are called elementary

algebra; the more abstract parts are called abstract algebra or modern algebra.

Elementary algebra is generally considered to be essential for any study of

mathematics, science, or engineering, as well as such applications as medicine

and economics. Abstract algebra is a major area in advanced mathematics,

studied primarily by professional mathematicians.

1.1 Elementary Algebra

Elementary algebra differs from arithmetic in the use of abstractions, such

as using letters to stand for numbers that are either unknown or allowed to

take on many values. For example, in x+2= 5 the letter x is unknown, but

applying additive inverses can reveal its value: x = 3. In E = mc2, the letters

E and m are variables, and the letter c is a constant, the speed of light in a

vacuum. Algebra gives methods for writing formulas and solving equations

that are much clearer and easier than the older method of writing everything

out in words. The word algebra is also used in certain specialized ways. A

special kind of mathematical object in abstract algebra is called an "algebra",

and the word is used, for example, in the phrases linear algebra and algebraic

topology.

1.2 Algebraist

A mathematician who does research in algebra is called an algebraist.

2. Download the CoNLL file of your text.

3. Upload a terminology associated with “Your_Name’s Text” containing the following terms.

Make sure that the terminology complies with the requirements!

algebra, mathematics, number theory, symbol, equation, arithmetic, numbers, formula,

algebraist

From now on, you will use the text “Computer Science: An overview – Chapter 5”.

Text Annotation

Create a new annotation for “Computer Science: An overview – Chapter 5”. Read Annotation
Guidelines and perform the following tasks:
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1. Add a strong relation between ALGORITHM and COMPUTER SCIENCE where ALGO-

RITHM is the target concept and COMPUTER SCIENCE is its prerequisite.

2. Add at least 5 more prerequisite relations of your choice (using whatever concept in the

text).

3. Add two new concepts to the terminology. Create at least one prerequisite relation using

one of them.

4. Delete one of the two manually added concepts (possibly the one involved in fewer relations).

5. Revise your annotation:

a Change the weight of one of the relations.
b Delete a relation with the motivation that the two concepts are “Too far”.
c Confirm three relations and provide a motivation for keeping them.

6. Create a Gold Standard merging all annotations available for Computer Science – Chapter

5 (also if your annotation is the only one available). Choose a combination criterion that

determines maximum inclusion.

7. Name the new gold dataset you created “Your_Name’s Gold”.

Analyse the Annotation

1. Find the following information about “Computer Science: An overview – Chapter 5”:

a Number of sentences in the text.
b Number of unique relations entered by you.
c Consult the linguistic analysis of the sentence where you entered the relation between

ALGORITHM and COMPUTER SCIENCE. Which is the grammatical category (verb,

adposition, noun, etc.) of ALGORITHM?
d If there are other annotations available for “Computer Science: An overview – Chapter

5”, compute the agreement between your annotation and another one of your choice.

Prerequisite Extraction using Automatic Methods

Explore the annotation produced by some automatic prerequisite extraction methods implemented

in PRET and compare it with your manual annotation.

1. View the results obtained by the Relational Metric run on “Computer Science: An overview

– Chapter 5” (set the threshold to 0 if not Succeeded already). Download the result file.

2. Compare the result obtained by the Temporal Pattern method (threshold defined by you if

not Succeeded already) and your gold dataset.

a Find if there are any common or opposite relations.
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APPENDIX C. PRET USABILITY TEST

Annotation Visualisation

1. Visualize your manual annotation as a matrix where concepts are ordered by frequency.
2. Visualize the result of the Temporal Pattern extraction method as a Gantt graph.

Questionnaires

SUS

Answers range from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree).

1. I think that I would like to use PRET frequently [for prerequisite annotation].
2. I found PRET unnecessarily complex.
3. I thought PRET was easy to use.
4. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to use PRET.
5. I found the various functions in PRET were well integrated.

a If not, which functions weren’t well integrated?

6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in PRET.

a If yes, what did you find inconsistent (e.g., the use of terms, the design, other)?

7. I would imagine that most people working in the field of Education would learn how to use

PRET quickly.
8. I found PRET very difficult to use.

a If yes, what did you find difficult?

9. I felt very confident using PRET.
10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with PRET.

a If yes, were the instructions clear enough to let you understand how PRET works?

PSSUQ

Answers range from 1 (strongly agree) to 7 (Strongly disagree).

1. Overall, I am satisfied with how easy it is to use PRET
2. It was simple to use PRET
3. I was able to complete the tasks and scenarios quickly using PRET
4. I felt comfortable using PRET
5. It was easy to learn to use PRET
6. I believe I could become productive quickly using PRET
7. PRET gave error messages that clearly told me how to fix problems.
8. Whenever I made a mistake using PRET, I could recover easily and quickly.
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9. The information (such as online help, on-screen messages, and other documentation)

provided with PRET was clear
10. It was easy to find the information I needed
11. The information was effective in helping me complete the tasks and scenarios
12. The organization of information on PRET screens was clear
13. The interface of PRET was pleasant
14. I liked using the interface of PRET
15. PRET has all the functions and capabilities I expect it to have.
16. Overall, I am satisfied with PRET.

Test Results

Figure C.1: Effectiveness analysis: completion rate for each sub-task for expert users of the
usability test (i.e. each dot represents a task). Error bars represent standard deviation values.
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Figure C.2: Effectiveness analysis: completion rate for each sub-task for non–expert users of the
usability test (i.e. each dot represents a task). Error bars represent standard deviation values.

Figure C.3: Efficiency analysis: time taken to complete each sub-task for expert users of the
usability test (i.e. each dot represents a task). Error bars represent standard deviation values.



Figure C.4: Efficiency analysis: time taken to complete each sub-task for non–expert users of the
usability test (i.e. each dot represents a task). Error bars represent standard deviation values.
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